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Abstract

This thesis describes three experiments on nonlinear optical interactions in materials
using high-energy, femtosecond laser pulses as well as several applications of these
experiments. The first one make use of linear and nonlinear optical techniques to study
ultrafast laser-induced disordering in gallium arsenide. The pump-probe experiment is
performed on both the (100) and (110) GaAs crystalline surfaces with 165-fs, 620-nm
optical pulses. The second-harmonic generation monitors the electronic disordering
induced by the high-energy pump pulses. The linear reflectivity, on the other hand, gives
information on the variation of the dielectric constant in the highly-excited region.
Experimental results show that the second-harmonic signal vanishes with a decay time
of 90 fs, indicating that a centrosymmetric structure is established within the pulse width.
The linear reflectivity rises to a metallic value with a rise time of about 200 fs. Theoretical
study shows that nonlinear optical absorption processes are important for laser pulses
shorter than the electron-phonon interaction time. When a critical free carrier density is
excited, the average bonding force is weakened and cannot maintain the crystal structure.
The dielectric constant extracted from the high reflectivity value indicates a less conducting
liquid phase than equilibrium liquid GaAs.
Second-harmonic generation is also used to study Auger recombination at high carrier
density for pump pulse fluence below the disordering threshold. The Auger recombination
time is measured to be 400 fs, which requires a screening model for explanation. The longtime lattice heating by the pump pulse can be investigated by both linear and nonlinear
optical techniques, which give the same lattice heating time of 60 ps in GaAs.
In the second experiment, self-phase modulation in a single-mode fiber is used to
provide a synchronized 200-nm supercontinuum source generated from the 165-fs laser
iii

pulses. Because of the Gaussian spatial profile from the single-mode fiber and the profilepreserving amplifier cells, high-quality, high-energy laser pulses are produced by a 10-Hz
dye amplifier. A grating pair then compresses the pulse width to 45 fs. This design
provides synchronized, tunable, femtosecond laser pulses with a Gaussian profile, suitable
for high-energy two-color pump-probe experiment and ultrafast nonlinear laser
spectroscopy.
The third experiment demonstrates the effects of self-phase modulation and selffocusing on stimulated Raman scattering in high-pressure hydrogen using subpicosecond
laser pulses. Theoretical study of transient stimulated Raman scattering is performed to
take into account pump depletion due to self-phase modulation. The experimental results
show that the behavior of the Raman gain falls into three input energy regimes. The Stokes
radiation production in the low input energy region can be predicted by the theory of
transient stimulated Raman scattering without pump depletion. In the medium input energy
region, strong self-phase modulation suppresses the Stokes radiation output. This behavior
is further confirmed by the addition of argon gas. Strong self-focusing, on the other hand,
breaks up the laser beam and suppress self-phase modulation in the high input energy
region. The Stokes radiation, therefore, recovers partially.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to ultrafast nonlinear optics

Shortly after the production of the first working laser by Maiman in 1960, Franken et
al. in 1961, discovered second-harmonic generation, the birth of the field of nonlinear
optics[1.1]. Since then, the rapid development of laser technology has led to many
studies of nonlinear phenomena in light-matter interactions. The quantum mechanical
theory of nonlinear optical phenomena was developed by Bloembergen and his
coworkers at Harvard. Their theoretical work on wave propagation in nonlinear media in
1960's[1.2], as well as their subsequent experimental research, earned Professor
Bloembergen the Nobel prize in physics in 1981.
The strength of the nonlinear interaction between light and matter is enhanced by the
electric field amplitude of the laser beam, i.e., the power density of the laser beam. The
nth-order nonlinear polarization is proportional to the nth power of the light field. By
shortening the width of the laser pulse, the electric field amplitude is increased, while the
total pulse energy is unchanged. Higher-order nonlinear phenomena are then more likely
to become manifest. Using short laser pulses thus enhances nonlinear effects in lightmatter interactions.
Short-pulse laser technology has improved dramatically since the invention of the
laser. Figure 1-1 shows the pulse width of the laser technology vs. the year[1.3]. In 1981

Fork et al. invented the colliding pulse mode-locked (CPM) dye laser, producing a pulse
width below 100 fs and prompting an era of rapid growth in ultrashort laser technology.
To date, the shortest laser pulse produced in laser cavity was obtained using the CPM
laser[1.4]. Through fiber-grating-prism compression, the shortest laser pulse is obtained
with a pulse width of 6 fs[1.5].
Fork et al.[1.6] and Murnane et al.[1.7] have used multi-stage dye amplifiers to
amplify the 100-fs laser pulses to about 1 mJ.

The power density can reach

approximately 4×1015 W/cm2, corresponding to an electrical strength of 1.7×109 V/cm.
The newest high-energy, short-pulse solid-state lasers can reach an energy of 0.5 J with a
duration of 100 fs, corresponding to a power of 5×10 12 W[1.8]. The power density can
then reach more than 1018 W/cm2. The force binding an electron to a hydrogen nucleus
is about e⋅(3×108 V/cm), where e is the electron charge. Thus, these high-energy laser
pulses can not only induce various nonlinear optical phenomena, can also ionize atoms in

10-11
sec

Nd:glass
Flashlamp dye laser

10-12

10-13

Continuous dye laser

Colliding pulse mode locking

10-14

τp
10-15
1960

Fiber-grating-prism compression

1970

Year

1980

Fig. 1-1 Plot of the shortest optical pulse width versus year.
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1990

a material directly and produce a high-temperature, high-density laser plasma[1.9].
Combining the characteristics of short pulse width and high energy, ultrashort laser
pulses can be used to induce extremely nonlinear behavior in materials, as well as to
perform time-resolved studies of such phenomena. It is the goal of this thesis to apply
various nonlinear techniques to study the nonlinear phenomena, and so obtain a better
understanding of material properties. In Section 1.1, we review several general features
of nonlinear optics. The special characteristics of ultrafast nonlinear optics are then
described in Section 1.2, with emphasis on their differences from normal nonlinear
properties. We also introduce applications of these ultrafast properties in this section.
Finally, in Section 1.3, we summarize the organization of this thesis.

1.1 Nonlinear optics: Review
When interacting with matter, the electromagnetic oscillations of a light wave can
drive the electrons and ionic cores from their equilibrium positions. Since the mass of the
electrons is much less than that of the ionic cores, the response of the medium to the light
field is primarily due to the synchronously driven electrons. The effect of the magnetic
field on the particles is much weaker than that of the electric field, and we can neglect it
in most cases.
The motion of the electrons inside a medium depends on the interaction forces
between the charged particles in the medium. These forces from the other charged
particles construct a potential surface around the electron. For example, in the case of
metals or plasmas, the electrons can be described as a free electron gas having a modified
electron mass 1 and an energy relaxation time which describes the energy transfer
1

The modified electron mass, which is called effective mass, is a result of the
effective potential due to the ions and other free electrons. The energy relaxation time
describes the life time of the free electron due to various energy coupling mechanisms.
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between the electrons and ions. In the case of a dielectric medium, the electrons are
attached to the fixed ions by strong bonding forces.

The electrons can then be

approximated by anharmonic oscillators whose frequency depends on the bonding force,
and having a relaxation parameter which describes the energy transfer of the driven
electrons[1.10]. Measurement of the above parameters, i.e., effective mass, energy
relaxation time and oscillation frequency, give us insight into the microscopic structure
and dynamics of the material.
In this section, we describe nonlinear polarization and the nonlinear wave
propagation equation, but do not discuss the details of nonlinear optical effects.
Discussions of these nonlinear effects can be found in several text books[1.2, 11-17].

1.1.1 Nonlinear susceptibility
The electrons driven by the light wave induce oscillating dipoles which act as
radiation sources. For a low intensity light field, the induced polarization from the
oscillating dipoles is linearly proportional to the driving field because the displacement of
the electrons is locally linear. For an intense light field, the displacement can be highly
nonlinear due to the nonlinearity of the potential surface of the electrons. In this case, the
induced polarization can be expanded perturbatively:2
P = χ (1) E + χ (2) E 2 + χ (3 ) E 3 +… ,

(1.1-1)

where χ (1) is the linear susceptibility and the quantities χ (2) , χ (3) ,… are called the
nonlinear susceptibilities of the medium. The second-order susceptibility χ (2) is the
source of second-harmonic generation and parametric processes. The third-order
susceptibility gives rise to third-harmonic generation, stimulated inelastic scattering, twophoton absorption, four-wave mixing, self-phase modulation and self-focusing.
Expressions for these susceptibilities can be derived based on either the free electron gas
2

We use the Gaussian unit throughout this thesis. A detailed discussion of the
relationship between the Gaussian and SI units can be found in Jackson[1.18] or Butcher,
et al.[1.19]
1-4

or anharmonic oscillator model, and are thus parameterized by the effective mass,
oscillating frequency, and energy relaxation time. More exact results, on the other hand,
rely on quantum mechanical considerations.
In general, the nonlinear susceptibilities are high-rank tensors. That is, the induced
polarization must be expressed as
P = χ (1) E + χ (2) EE + χ (3 ) EEE+…

(1.1-2)

The second-order susceptibility is a third-rank tensor with 27 elements, and the thirdorder susceptibility is a fourth-rank tensor with 81 elements. Because the susceptibilities
reflect the response of the medium to the light field, the susceptibility tensors are subject
to the restrictions imposed by the spatial symmetry of the nonlinear medium which they
describe. These symmetries can then reduce the total number of independent elements of
the susceptibility tensor[1.20]. For example, for a medium with inversion symmetry, the
second-order susceptibility vanishes in the electric dipole approximation.3 Thus, if we
neglect the electric quadruple and magnetic dipole contributions, gas and liquid media,
and the amorphous materials do not produce a second-harmonic signal. The polar
semiconductor GaAs is in the symmetry class 43m and does not have inversion
symmetry. The independent nonvanishing elements of the second-order susceptibility are
(2)
(2)
χ (2)
xyz = χ xzy = χ yzx . The second-order susceptibility of liquid GaAs, on the other hand, is

zero. In Chapter 2, we make use of this property to study fast carrier dynamics and
ultrafast laser-induced disorder in crystalline GaAs.
The spatial symmetry of the susceptibility tensors is an essential feature in many
spectroscopic applications, and is also an important factor in the design of nonlinearoptical devices. For example, Shen proposes that by exploiting the vanishing secondorder susceptibility of inversion-symmetric materials, the spectroscopic study of a
3

The interaction hamiltonian of the light field and the electrons can be expressed as
a combination of electric dipole, electric quadruple, and magnetic dipole,… intercations.
Because the electric dipole is usually the dominant interaction term, the other terms can
be neglected. This is called the electric dipole approximation.
1-5

monolayer can be performed by sum-frequency generation techniques[1.21]. Bron and
coworkers use ellipsometric transient coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering to study the
fast phonon dephasing properties of semiconductors[1.22]. In summary, we can isolate
physical properties of interest by exploiting the symmetries of the nonlinear
susceptibilities.

1.1.2 Nonlinear wave propagation
The wave equation in a medium can be derived from Maxwell equations and is given
by
⎡
1 ∂2 ⎤
4π ∂ 2
⎢∇ × (∇ × ) + 2 2 ⎥ E(r, t) = − 2 2 P(r, t) .
c ∂t ⎦
c ∂t
⎣

(1.1-3)

We treat the electric field as a superposition of plane waves:
E(r,t) = ∑ E(kl , ω l ) = ∑El ei(kl ⋅r −ω l t ) ,

(1.1-4a)

P(r, t) = P (1) (r,t) + P NL (r ,t) ,

(1.1-4b)

P (1) (r,t) = ∑ P (1) (kl , ω l ) = ∑ χ (1) (ω l ) ⋅ E(kl , ω l ) ,

(1.1-4c)

P NL (r,t) = ∑ P NL (km ,ω m ) = ∑PmNL ei(km ⋅r −ω m t ) ,

(1.1-4d)

l

l

l

and

l

m

m

whereEl is independent of time. From the wave equation (1.1-3), we then obtain
⎡
⎤
ω m2
4 πω m2 NL
∇
×
(
∇
×
)
+
ε
(
ω
)⋅
E(k
,
ω
)
=
P (km , ω m )
⎢
m ⎥
m
m
c2
c2
⎣
⎦

(1.1-5)

for each wave. Since the nonlinear polarization is not independent of other fields, in
discussing nth-order nonlinear interactions, there are n+1 coupled wave equations for n
input fields. The solution of generated nonlinear wave field is obtained by solving the
coupled equations subject to the boundary conditions. These boundary conditions can be

1-6

converted into phase-matching conditions which are of importance in producing
nonlinear wave fields, such as second-harmonic generation.

The above coupled

equations have been used to obtain solutions for second-harmonic generation, stimulated
inelastic scattering, and other four-wave mixing processes.
In solving the coupled equations, the slowly varying amplitude approximation is
invoked to simplify calculation. The amplitude of a wave propagating along the z
direction is expected to change along this direction. The slowly varying amplitude
approximation assumes that the change in the wave amplitude over a wavelength is
significantly smaller than the wavelength. That is,
∂ 2E (z)
∂E (z)
 k
.
2
∂z
∂z

(1.1-6)

The second-order differential equation then reduced to a first-order differential equation4:
∂E
i2πω 2 NL
=
P (ω , z)e−i(kz −ω t ) .
2
∂z
kc

(1.1-7)

In the case of ultrashort laser pulses, the nonlinear wave equation is usually easier to
solve in the time rather than the frequency domain; however, the dispersive properties of
the medium will modify wave propagation in it. Let us will then derive a time-dependent
wave equation in a dispersive medium[1.24]. Assuming that the medium is isotropic,
Eq. 1.1-3 for a quasi-chromatic plane wave propagating along the z-axis becomes

∂2
1 ∂2
4 π ∂ 2 NL
E(z,
t)
−
D(z,t)
=
P (z,t ) ,
∂ z2
c2 ∂ z2
c2 ∂z 2

(1.1-8)

where D(z,t) = E(z, t) + 4πP(1) (z, t), and E(z,t) = E (z,t)exp[i(kz − ω t)] . The slowly
varying amplitude approximation is invoked and simplifies the second-order derivative of
the electric field in Eq. 1.1-8 as follows
∂2
∂
⎛
E(z,t) ≅ ⎜ i2k E − k 2E
2
⎝
∂z
∂z
4

⎞ i(kz −ω t )
.
⎟⎠ e

(1.1-9)

Shen has shown that this approximation has the physical implication that the
backward propagating wave is neglected[1.23].
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If E(z,t) is expressed in terms of the Fourier integral

E(z,t) ≅ ∫E (ω + η )eikz −i(ω +η )t dη ,

(1.1-10)

D(z,t) = ∫ ε (ω + η )E (ω + η )eikz −i(ω +η )t dη ,

(1.1-11a)

then

and

1 ∂2
−(ω + η )2
D(z,t)
=
ε (ω + η )E (ω + η )eikz −i(ω +η )t dη
2
2
2
∫
c ∂z
c
≅−

1 ⎡ 2
∂ε ⎤
ω ε (ω ) + 2ωε (ω )η + ω 2
η ⎥E (ω + η )eikz −i(ω +η )t dη
2 ∫⎢
c ⎣
∂ω ⎦

⎡ ω2
⎤
1 ∂
= ⎢ − 2 ε (ω )E (z,t) − i2k
E (z,t) ⎥ ei(kz −ω t ) ,
vg ∂t
⎢⎣ c
⎦⎥
where v g = (dk dω )−1

is the group velocity.

(1.1-12)

With the approximation

∂ 2 P NL ∂ t 2 ≅ −ω 2 P NL , combining Eq. 1.1-8~12 yields
⎛ ∂ 1 ∂⎞
2πω 2 NL
+
E
(z,t)
=
−
P (z,t)e−i(kz −ω t ) .
⎜ ∂z v ∂t ⎟
2
ikc
⎝
⎠
g

(1.1-13)

The above equation describes the walk-off observed in second-harmonic generation and
stimulated Raman scattering when using short laser pulses. Higher-order dispersion can
be incorporated into Eq. 1.1-13 by expanding the expression in Eq. 1.1-12 to include
higher-order terms. We use Eq. 1.1-3 to solve for nonlinear wave propagation inside a
single-mode fiber. This calculation is described in Chapter 4.

1.2 Nonlinear optics with ultrashort pulses
When the width of an optical pulse is close to or even shorter than 100 fs, two
features distinguish the pulse from both nano- and pico-second optical pulses. First, the
pulse width is close to the typical molecular oscillation period and response time of
1-8

carrier-carrier and carrier-ion interactions. Thus, dynamical information about these
processes can be extracted experimentally using ultrashort pulses. The frequency content
of these pulses is, however, larger than the vibration frequency of the molecules and ions.
In this case, the frequency decomposition of Eq. 1.1-4 is no longer possible. Thus, if the
resonant frequencies of the medium under study are within the spectral width of the
pulses, laser spectroscopy cannot be used to resolve dynamical information about these
resonant states. New kinds of laser spectroscopy are required to study the dynamics of
the medium.
Second, through efficient amplification schemes ultrashort laser pulses can be
amplified to very high energies. The high-energy pulses then drive the charged particles
away from their equilibrium positions very rapidly. The physical processes which
equilibrate the medium after this excitation all have different response times. If the width
of the optical pulse is much shorter than the long-time processes, only the short-time
processes can be induced within the pulse width. For example, since the electron-phonon
scattering time in semiconductor is on the order of 200 fs, a high-energy, 100-fs laser
pulse can be deposited into a semiconductor sample without relaxing into the phonon
system within the pulse width. In Chapter 3, we use such high-energy pulses to study
nonthermal disorder of GaAs. Similarly, Zewail's group uses these pulses to excite a
ground-state molecule to intermediate electronic states and high dissociate states through
the Franck-Condon transition[1.25]. Since the width of the pulses is much shorter than
the vibration period of the intermediate electronic states and the dissociation time of the
molecule, they use another optical pulse to probe the vibrational motion in the
intermediate state[1.26] and the escape motion in the dissociate state[1.27].

1.2.1 Nonresonant optical nonlinearities
When the medium has no resonant frequency close to the frequency of the optical
pulse, the induced nonlinearities are usually weaker than in the resonant case and are
1-9

called nonresonant optical nonlinearities. There is no energy transfer between the light
field and the medium, giving rise to two distinguishing features of these nonresonant
nonlinearities. First, since there is no energy transfer between the light field and the
medium, the driven electrons can follow the light field oscillations and re-radiate
immediately.

Second, due to this instantaneous response, the nth-order optical

nonlinearities are proportional to the nth power of the power density of the light pulse.
The nonlinear effects are, thus, very sensitive to the peak power density of the light field.
This property is very useful in increasing the signal-to-noise ratio in nonlinear laser
experiments using ultrashort laser pulses.
(A) THREE-WAVE MIXING
The most familiar three-wave mixing processes are second-harmonic and sumfrequency generations. Sum-frequency generation is used to perform the intensity
autocorrelation measurements which determine the width of the optical pulses in
Chapter 2. The signal of the noncollinear autocorrelation is given by
G( Δt) ∝

∞

∫ I(t)I(t − Δt)dt .

(1.2-1)

−∞

For a Gaussian pulse, the temporal dependence is
⎡ ⎛ t ⎞2⎤
I(t) = Io exp ⎢ −2⎜ ⎟ ⎥ ,
⎣ ⎝ τ⎠ ⎦

(1.2-2)

leading to the following intensity autocorrelation signal
⎡ (Δt )2 ⎤
G( Δt) = G( 0)exp ⎢ − 2 ⎥ .
⎣ τ ⎦

(1.2-3)

Thus, for a Gaussian pulse with a full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) width τ p , the
FWHM width of the intensity autocorrelation is

2 τ p . Diels et al. have calculated the

correlations and spectra for various pulse shapes[1.28]. Tang et al. use the same
principles to perform a pump-probe experiment on semiconductors and organic dye
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solutions[1.29-31]. They separate the laser beam into two equal-energy beams and send
one of the beams through the sample. The second beam interacts with the first at a KDP
crystal after variable time delays. Dynamical information about the sample is then
extracted from the intensity cross-correlation signal.
Second-harmonic generation can be used to double the laser frequency. Due to
group velocity dispersion, short pulses limit the interaction length of the fundamental and
second-harmonic waves in a nonlinear medium. This is called the walk-off effect.
Furthermore, the finite frequency width of a short pulse requires phase matching not only
at the center frequency but also over the entire spectral intensity distribution for efficient
harmonic generation. Although a shorter pulse width leads to more efficient harmonic
production, the walk-off effect and phase matching considerations limit harmonic
generation. Nevertheless, Tang et al. insert a nonlinear crystal inside a colliding pulsemocked (CPM) dye laser cavity to perform intracavity frequency doubling[1.32]. In
addition, they install an optical parametric oscillator inside a CPM or a Ti:sapphire laser
cavity to obtain tunable laser frequencies in the mid-infrared region[1.33].
(B) FOUR-WAVE MIXING
Among the four-wave mixing processes, self-phase modulation and self-focusing are
the most important nonresonant third-order optical nonlinearities. They both arise
because of the intensity dependence of the refractive index in a nonlinear medium. The
nonlinear refractive index can be expressed as
n(r, t) = no + n2 E(r, t) 2 ,

(1.2-4)

where no is the linear refractive index and n2 is the nonlinear refractive index.
Normally, n2 is on the order of 2 × 10−22 m 2 V2 ( ~ 10−13 esu), and is related to the
third-order nonlinear susceptibility, n2 = (2 π no )χ (3) . The transverse intensity variation
of a laser beam can induce a spatial variation in the refractive index that causes the
propagating beam to exhibit moving foci, small light filaments, and the other transient
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self-focusing phenomena[1.34]. The time variation of the pulse, on the other hand, can
produce new frequency components as the pulse propagates through the medium[1.34].
The nonlinear refractive index induces an extra phase which is proportional to the
pulse shape. Since the frequency of the light field is proportional to the derivative of the
phase with respect to time, extra frequency components are produced by this process.
For a Gaussian pulse with a FWHM width τ p , the maximum extent of the frequencies so
generated is
Δ ω max =

8 2 ln2 π n2
2
Eo ,
e λo τ p

(1.2-5)

where λ o is the center wavelength of the laser pulse, and Eo is the peak electric field.
The total spectral width is then the sum of the initial spectral width and the maximum
spectral width due to self-phase modulation. Self-phase modulation can, therefore,
provide a convenient tunable source in performing ultrafast laser spectroscopy[1.35].
Combined with positive group velocity dispersion, this spectral broadening process
allows for pulse compression using a single-mode fiber and a grating pair[1.36]. In
addition, for an optical pulse propagating in the anomalous dispersion region of a singlemode fiber, the dispersive effect is negative and is compensated for by the positivelychirped self-phase modulation process. Because of this compensation, these two
processes together maintain a chirp-free optical pulse in the fiber. The chirp-free pulse is
called an optical soliton[1.37]. Optical soliton propagation in a single-mode fiber may
allow for high-capacity telecommunication in the future.

1.2.2 Resonant optical nonlinearities
If a linear combination of the multiple fields matches a resonant frequency of the
medium, the optical nonlinearity is called a resonant optical nonlinearity. During a
resonant interaction between the light field and the medium, energy is exchanged
between the two.

There are three important differences between resonant and
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nonresonant nonlinearities. First, resonant nonlinear effects are normally larger than
nonresonant effects. Second, because of energy transfer between the light field and the
medium, the shape of the optical pulse is distorted when the interaction is strong. Lastly,
if the response time of the resonantly excited state is longer than the pulse width, the
corresponding nonlinear process can be used to study the dynamics of the system.
(A) THREE-WAVE MIXING
In the case of sum-frequency generation, if the frequency of one of the two light
pulses matches the infrared absorption frequency, there is a resonant nonlinear effect.
Thus, when scanning the wavelength of the light pulse, one finds a resonant peak in the
sum-frequency generation signal. Shen uses this technique to study the surface dynamics
of a monolayer of molecules on an inversion-symmetric substrate[1.38].
(B) FOUR-WAVE MIXING
Among four-wave mixing processes, stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), time-resolved degenerate four-wave mixing
(DFWM), and photon echo are the most important. We will briefly discuss each process
and its applications to the study of the ultrafast dynamics of materials. The energy
diagrams corresponding to each process are shown in Fig. 1-2.
While spontaneous Raman scattering is a two-photon process, stimulated Raman
scattering is a four-photon process. A laser beam propagating in a Raman-active medium
can excite Raman vibration in the medium, leading to spontaneous Stokes radiation
whose frequency is the difference between the laser frequency and the vibration
frequency. The spontaneous Stokes radiation can then be stimulatedly amplified by the
beam and produce strong Stokes radiation[1.39]. This process has been used to produce a
frequency-shifted light source. Carman et al. have derived a theory of stimulated Raman
scattering in the case of ultrashort optical pulses[1.40]. In Chapter 5, we present an
experimental study of subpicosecond Raman scattering in high-pressure hydrogen. Its
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purpose is to determine the effects of self-phase modulation and self-focusing on Stokes
radiation production.
In coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering, the frequency difference between the two
laser beams is equal to the vibration frequency of the medium, i.e., ω v = ω1 − ω 2 , shown
in Fig. 1-2. The anti-Stokes radiation is produced by a second photon with frequency

ω 2 . This four-wave mixing process has been used to study the temperature distribution
of molecules during the combustion process[1.41]. By delaying the third laser pulse with
respect to the first two, the dephasing time of the Raman-active mode can be extracted
from the anti-Stokes signal. Zinth et al. have used this technique to study the dephasing
process in liquid, such as CCl 4 and C6 H 6 [1.42]. Bron et al. also use this technique to
obtain the dephasing time of the optical phonon in GaP and ZnSe[1.43, 44]. Nelson's
group uses the first two laser pulses to coherently create a spatial grating in a medium and
then use the time-delayed pulse to probe both the oscillating and decaying features of the
diffractive signal.

This modified stimulated Raman technique is called impulse

stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS)[1.45, 46].
If the frequencies of the four photons in four-wave mixing are all the same, it is
called degenerate four-wave mixing, and is shown in Fig. 1-2. This process is important
in optical phase conjugation and real-time holography; however, we emphasize its utility
in performing time-resolved studies. If the frequency is above the band gap in a

ωL

ωS

SRS

ω1 ω2 ω1

CARS

ω AS

ω1 ω1 ω1

DFWM

Fig. 1-2 Energy diagrams of four-wave mixing processes.
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semiconductor or matches the absorption frequency of the molecules, the two first laser
pulses can create a spatial grating in the interaction region. A delayed third pulse can
then diffract off this time-evolved grating and into a phase-matched direction. The decay
time of the spatial grating can be obtained from the diffracted signal . The diffusion
constant and energy relaxation time of the absorbing state in the material can also be
extracted from the decaying diffracted signal[1.47].
The time evolution of optical pulses in a two-level system can be derived
analytically using the density-matrix method. This problem is analogous to spin
relaxation in nuclear magnetic resonance. In four-wave mixing, if one delays the first
laser pulse with respect to the second, an echo signal can be produced, and has the
identical time delay with respect to the second pulse. This process is called photon
echo[1.48]. The echo signal decays with the increasing delay between the first two
pulses. The dephasing time of the excited state can be extracted from this decaying echo
signal[1.49]. Becker et al. use photon echo to study carrier dephasing in the conduction
band of GaAs[1.50]. The dephasing of surface hydrogen bonds on a silicon surface has
also been studied using photon echo techniques[1.51]. Finally, Bout et al. use Raman
echo technique to study the dephasing of the Raman-active mode in liquid
acetonitrile[1.52].

1.4 Organization of this thesis
In this thesis, several nonlinear optical processes are described, including secondharmonic generation in semiconductors, self-phase modulation in a single-mode fiber,
and stimulated Raman scattering, self-phase modulation and self-focusing in hydrogen.
The applications of these processes, as well as their limitations in application, are
stressed.
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Chapter 2 describes the femtosecond laser facility used to perform ultrafast
experiments. The colliding pulse mode-locked dye laser produces a 100-fs pulse train for
subsequent amplification. A 10-Hz dye amplifier is used to amplify the CPM laser pulses
to 1-mJ, 165-fs, 620-nm pulses. Special care has been taken to preserve the spatial
profile of the laser beam. The power density of the focused beam can reach about
1013 W/cm2.
In Chapter 3, we use these high-energy femtosecond laser pulses to study ultrafast
laser-induced disorder in GaAs. The linear reflectivity provides information about the
change in the refractive index due to high-density excited carriers. The second-harmonic
signal from the pumped area, on the other hand, give us insight into the ultrafast
structural transition. Our experimental results indicate that the lattice undergoes a phase
transition within the pulse width, suggesting a nonthermal disordering process. In
addition, we use the sensitive second-harmonic probe to study the fast Auger
recombination process in GaAs. The experimental data suggests a weak screening effect
in the highly-excited carrier system. The dielectric constant of the hot plasma fluid is
extracted from the reflectivity results and indicates a less conductive phase than the
equilibrium liquid phase of GaAs.
In Chapter 4, we describe how a single-mode fiber can be used to produce
synchronized, tunable, femtosecond laser pulses. The design has four outstanding
features. First, two synchronized pulse trains can be produced without any time jitters.
Second, by exploiting the supercontinuum generated in the fiber, the wavelength of the
pulse train is tunable in the wavelength of 550-750 nm. Third, because of both the
Gaussian spatial profile of the light from the single-mode fiber and the specially designed
dye cells, the spatial profile of the amplified pulses is nearly Gaussian. Fourth, the
amplified pulses can be recompressed by a grating pair and the resulting pulse width is
about 45 fs, which is much shorter than the original pulse width. This laser system is
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very useful in performing high-energy pump-probe experiments and ultrafast nonlinear
laser spectroscopy, such as transient coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering.
In Chapter 5, experiments involving subpicosecond stimulated Raman scattering in
high-pressure hydrogen are described. A modified theory of transient stimulated Raman
scattering, which includes the effects of self-phase modulation, is presented. The
experiments are performed using 1-mJ, 840-fs, 620-nm laser pulses.

Self-phase

modulation is found to suppress the Stokes radiation production in the medium energy
range. In the high energy region, strong self-focusing breaks the laser beam into fine
filaments and suppresses self-phase modulation. The Stokes radiation then recovers
partially. Linear stability analysis arguments are introduced to explain the behavior of
self-phase modulation in the high energy range.
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Chapter 2
Femtosecond laser facility

2.1 Introduction
The production of high-quality optical pulses has led to rapid progress in the field of
nonlinear optics and its applications ultrafast dynamics. As discussed in Chapter 1, the
nth-order nonlinear polarization is proportional to the nth power of the electric field
interacting with it. Thus, ultrashort laser pulses can be used not only in the study of
ultrafast dynamics but also in accessing the high-intensity physics regime. Recent
developments in laser technology have achieved a pulse width of less than 10 fs [2.1]
and a power density of 1018-1020 W/cm2 [2.2, 3]. These high-energy, ultrashort laser
pulses can explore new regime of physics never reached before.
The shortest laser pulses from a laser cavity are produced by the colliding pulse
mode-locked (CPM) dye laser. In the remainder of this section, we discuss the operation
of the dye laser and the short-pulse amplification of the ultrashort laser source. The goal
is to produce ~100-fs, ~1-mJ laser pulses.

2.1.1 Short-pulse generation
The electronic structure of a typical dye molecule is shown in Fig. 2-1. It consists of
a ladder of singlet states S i (i = 0, 1, 2,...) containing the ground state S0 and a ladder of
triplet states T i (i = 1, 2,...), which are displaced towards lower energies than the
corresponding singlet states [2.4]. Each electronic state has a number of vibrational
levels superimposed on it, with an average separation between vibrational levels of
1200-1600 cm-1. Collisional and electrostatic perturbations due to the solvent molecules
broaden these vibrational states. Each vibronic level has closely spaced rotational levels
superimposed on it. These rotational levels are broadened by frequent collisions with
solvent molecules and thus form a near continuum between each vibrational level.

Fig. 2-1 Energy diagram of a typical dye molecule.
states; {Ti } , the triplet states; λ L , the laser wavelength.
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{Si } , the singlet
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Fig. 2-2 Absorption and fluorescence of rhodamine 6G and DODCI.
Thick solid line, absorption spectrum of rhodamine 6G; thin solid line,
fluorescence spectrum of rhodamine 6G; thin dashed line, absorption
spectrum of DODCI.
When the dye molecule is optically excited to the S1 state, it decays rapidly by
vibrational relaxation to the lowest vibronic sublevel of the S 1 state. Spontaneous and
stimulated emission occur between this level and a vibronic sublevel of S 0 . The wide
distribution of available vibronic sublevels of S 0 gives the observed broadband
fluorescence and gain. For rhodamine 6G, which we used as the gain medium in the laser
cavity, the absorption and emission spectrum in methanol solvent are shown in Fig. 2-2
[2.5]. The emission spectral width (FWHM) is ~60 nm. Hence, organic dyes provide a
nearly ideal medium for generating and amplifying ultrashort light pulses.

The

radiationless transition from the S 1 state to the T 1 state, however, decreases the quantum
yield of the laser system. The quantum yield is defined as the ratio of the observed
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Table 2-1 Typical physical parameters of organic dyes. Most of the
photochemical properties refer to rhodamine 6G [2.6]. The S2 → S1
lifetime is from cresyl violet. The vibrational relaxation time is from
sulforhodamine 640.
lifetime of the S 1 state to the radiative lifetime. For rhodamine 6G, the quantum yield
approaches unity.
Table 2-1 shows various typical parameters of rhodamine 6G, cresyl violet and
sulforhodamine 640 [2.6, 7]. As can be seen from the absorption spectrum in Fig. 2-2,
both the argon ion laser (the 488-nm and 514-nm lines) and the doubled frequency
Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) can be used to pump rhodamine 6G since its has a very large
absorption cross section at these wavelengths. Although the emission spectrum extends
to 520 nm, the wavelength of the laser cavity output tends to be on the Stokes side of the
emission spectrum. This is because the tail of the absorption spectrum ends at around
580 nm. We choose rhodamine 6G as our gain medium because of its high stability and
quantum yield.
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Δ t ≈ 1/ Δν

2L/ c
Mode-locked pulse train
(b)
Fig. 2-3 Spectral and temporal behaviors of mode locking. (a) The
resonator modes which oscillate are determined by the gain profile and the
resonator loss. (b) The temporal output of the laser with all modes locked
in the proper phase.

(A) PASSIVE MODE-LOCKING
Passive mode-locking is the method which provides the shortest pulse width from
the laser oscillator [2.8].1 Inside the laser cavity, the resonator modes are the only
possible longitudinal modes and are separated by c 2L , where L is the optical length of
the resonator. The output of the laser oscillator consists of a sum of frequency

1

The recent development of self-mode-locking in solid-state materials has led to a
pulse width of ~30-fs from Ti:sapphire material[2.9].
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components corresponding to the oscillating modes. The electric field may then be
written as
E(t) = ∑ α n exp{i[(ω o + nδω )t + φ n ]} ,

(2.1-1)

n

where α n is the amplitude of the nth mode and δω is the mode spacing. In general, the
relative phases between the modes are randomly fluctuating and the output varies in time,
although the average power remains relatively constant. On the other hand, if the modes
are forced to maintain a fixed phase and amplitude relationship, the output of the laser is
a well defined periodic function of time and the laser is considered to be “mode-locked”.
Mode locking produces an output consisting of a train of regularly spaced pulses. The
pulses have a width, Δ τ , which is approximately equal to the reciprocal of the total
mode-locked bandwidth,Δ ν , and a temporal periodicity
To = 2

L
,
c

(2.1-2)

as shown in Fig. 2-3 [2.10]. Passive mode locking is achieved with the insertion of a
nonlinear absorbing medium inside the optical cavity of the laser. Typically, the
absorbing medium is an organic dye that has an absorption resonant with the dye laser
emission wavelength. The organic dye that we use as the saturable absorber in the cavity
is DODCI (3,3’-diethylthiadicarbodyanine iodide) dissolved in ethylene glycol. Its
absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 2-2. From the absorption spectrum of DODCI, we
expect that the lasing wavelength will be shifted even further away from the fluorescence
spectrum peak of rhodamine 6G, to a longer wavelength.
New and Rea have established a stability criteria for the pulse generation in passive
mode locking [2.11]. They define a stability parameter S given by
S=

σ a Ag
σ g Aa
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,

(2.1-3)

where σ g and σ a are the gain and absorber cross sections, and Ag and Aa are the mode
cross-sectional areas in the gain and absorber media. For S larger than one, the absorber
saturates before the amplifier and loss occurs on both the leading and trailing edges of the
optical pulse, with gain at the peak of the pulse. We therefore need the radii of curvature
of the mirrors focusing into the absorber medium to be smaller than the radii of curvature
of the mirrors focusing into the gain medium. This ensures that the spot size in the
absorber is smaller than that in the gain medium. Furthermore, the absorption recovery
time of the saturable absorber must be faster than the gain recovery time of the gain
medium. This condition guarantees the background suppression between the circulating
pulse. Finally, the absorption recovery time must be less than the cavity round-trip time,
otherwise a steady-state continuous emission will result after damped spiking [2.12].
These two latter conditions mean that the concentration of the absorber solution must be

Absorber

Gain

L/2
(a)

L/3
(b)

L/4
(c)

Fig. 2-4 Layouts of the colliding pulse mode locking in the linear cavity.
(a) two, (b) three and (c) four pulses in the cavity.
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dense enough to eliminate any background noise radiation and the steady-state
continuous lasing. The solution, on the other hand, must be dilute enough to allow an
overall amplification gain from the gain medium.
(B) COLLIDING PULSE MODE LOCKING
Saturation may be enhanced in the absorption medium by exploiting the fact that a
standing-wave saturation provides a factor 3 times more saturation than does the traveling
wave case [2.13]. Standing-wave saturation also facilitates the buildup phase of mode
locking, since lower pulse energies are required to bring the laser above threshold. For
example, the passive and active mode-locked Nd:YAG laser provides 30-ps laser pulses
by using a thin dye cell attached to the back mirrors of a linear cavity as the saturable
absorption medium.
The linear cavity scheme, however, has the disadvantage that the position of
saturable absorber has to be precisely coincident with the point where two pulses meet.
Thus, the shorter the pulse is the more exact the position of the saturable absorber must
be. In fact, the saturable absorber stream must be placed at precisely an integer
submultiple of the cavity length for a pulse collision to take place [2.14]. This is shown
in Fig. 2-4. The colliding pulse mode-locked dye laser, on the other hand, uses a ring

Gain

Gain

Absorber

Absorber

L/4

t=0

t = L/4c

Fig. 2-5 Layout of the CPM laser in the ring cavity.
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cavity scheme which allows the pulses to automatically synchronize and eliminate the
need to precisely position of the saturable absorber. By properly placing the gain and
absorber media, the stability of the laser can be enhanced. As shown in Fig. 2-5, the gain
and absorber media are separated by approximately one quarter of the round trip in the
ring cavity. The two oppositely directed pulses coming from the absorber, therefore,
draw power from the gain medium with the same time delay, corresponding to a one-half
cavity round-trip time. In this manner, both pulses achieve the same gain, since the
continually pumped dye has the same time to recover following each pulse. In addition,
to reduce the group velocity dispersion to a minimum, both the gain and the absorber
media are in a thin jet stream.
(C) POSITIVE DISPERSION COMPENSATION
Four isosceles prisms are introduced inside the cavity to allow for adjustable
compensation of group velocity dispersion due to the jets and the coatings of the
mirrors[2.15]. The beam path through the prisms is shown in Fig. 2-6. The second
derivative of the total optical path through the prism sequence with respect to wavelength
is given by
2
⎧⎡ d 2 n ⎛
⎫
d2 P
1 ⎞ ⎛ dn ⎞ 2 ⎤
⎛⎜ dn ⎞⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
=
4L
⎨
+
2n
−
sin
β
−
2
cos
β
⎬,
⎢ 2 ⎝
⎥
⎝ dλ ⎠
dλ 2
n 3 ⎠ ⎝ dλ ⎠ ⎦
⎩⎣ dλ
⎭

(2.1-4)

where n is the refractive index of the prism material, L is the distance between the prisms
P1 and P2, and β is the angle of a ray with respect to the reference ray. In our case, the
material of our prisms is BK-7. Therefore, n = 1.457, dn dλ = 0.03072 µ m –1 , and
d 2 n dλ 2 = 0.1245 µm –2 at wavelength 620 nm. The term L sin β needs only be of the
order of twice the spot size (~2 mm) and cos β can be approximated by unity, so
d2 P
−3
2 = 1.0156 − (7.55 × 10 )L ,
dλ
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(2.1-5)

B

E D

β

P2

P1

A
B
J
L

β

A
Fig. 2-6 Prism sequence with a negative dispersion.

where P and L are measured in millimeters and λ in µm. Hence, for L > 13.45 cm , the
four prisms have negative dispersion. The dispersion constant of the material is given by
⎛ λ ⎞ d 2P
D= ⎜ ⎟ 2 ,
⎝ cl ⎠ dλ

(2.1-6)

where l is the physical length of the material and P is the optical length. In our case, we
choose L to be approximately 30 cm, and the four prisms, can therefore be used to
compensate for positive group velocity dispersion. The dispersion and output pulse
width can then be adjusted by moving a prism along a normal to the prism base, as shown
in the figure. The four-prism setup also preserves the beam path in the cavity and does
not alter the ray directions when the pulse width is adjusted.
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The prisms are positioned so that the angle of incidence with each prism is close to
Brewster's angle to minimize reflection loss. In our case, Brewster's angle is 55.5° .
Since we use isosceles prisms instead of Brewster's prisms, the angle of incidence is
46.8° . When the beam passes through one prism, the reflection loss for a p-polarized
beam is 2.5×10-5, while the reflection loss for an s-polarized beam is 7.7×10-3. Thus, the
output beam will be p-typed. It can be shown that when the prism P2 moves in a
direction perpendicular to its base, L will increase by 0.288 of this distance. By using
micrometer translation stages, one can fine tune the dispersive compensation to optimize
the stability of the laser output and to adjust the output pulse width. As Valdmanis et al.
show [2.16], both the positions of the absorber jet and one of the prisms need to be
adjusted simultaneously to minimize the output pulse width and to ensure stable laser
operation.

2.1.2 Short-pulse amplification
In an ideal femtosecond pulse amplifier, the output pulse emerges from the amplifier
with its original temporal and spatial profile, and its total energy content is increased only
by a gain factor G. A number of factors, however, cause the short-pulse amplifier to
deviate from the ideal case [2.17]. First, due to the high emission cross section of organic
dyes, amplified spontaneous emission limits the total energy gain and increases the
background noise.

Second, the nonuniformity of the pump beam causes gain

nonuniformity and distorts the spatial profile. Third, refractive nonlinearity broadens the
frequency spectrum of the pulse (self-phase modulation) and distorts the spatial profile
(self-focusing). Fourth, gain saturation distorts the pulse shape and limits the output
energy. Fifth, group velocity dispersion stretches the pulse width. Thus, to produce
high-quality, high-energy, ultrashort laser pulses one must eliminates, or at least limit, all
of these effects.
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Since the fluorescence lifetime of organic dyes is about 1-5 ns, amplified
spontaneous emission has the same temporal duration as the pump pulse (8 ns), which is
much longer than the seeded dye pulses and has a spectrum similar to the fluorescence
spectrum of the gain medium. Furthermore, depending on the pumping geometry,
amplified spontaneous emission usually propagates differently than the laser beam.
Thus, we can use the saturable absorber to eliminate amplified spontaneous emission
temporally and a spatial filter to eliminate it spatially. Since the spectrum of the laser
pulse is within the fluorescence spectrum of the gain medium, we cannot use spectrumdispersing element, such as a grating or a prism, to eliminate amplified spontaneous
emission in a femtosecond pulse amplifier.
The traditional transverse and longitudinal pumping geometries generate a laser
pulse having a nonuniform spatial profile, which arises because of the nonuniform pump

Fig. 2-7 Bethune dye cell. The beam paths of the pump beam are shown.
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beam [2.4, 18]. To prevent nonuniform pumping, Bethune proposed a new prism dye cell
to uniformly amplify the whole profile, as shown in Fig. 2-7 [2.19]. In this pumping
geometry, the laser pulse is pumped uniformly even when the pump beam is nonuniform.
The concentration of the dye solution must be adjusted to give uniform pumping from the
edge of the bore to the center. The α ⋅ r of 0.7-0.8 is found to give the best amplification
results [2.20], where α is the absorption coefficient of the dye solution and r is the bore
radius of the dye cell.
The distance from the bore edge to the prism edge in this prism cell is only about
200 µm for a cell with a bore diameter 1 mm. This short distance makes assembly of the
dye cell difficult. Based on the same principle, we designed a modified version, shown in
Fig. 2-8. The bore-edge distance is about 1 mm for the modified cell. Since our pump
beam is the doubled 8-ns Nd:YAG laser, the optical delays of different paths in Fig. 2-8
are not so different and, thus, there is no synchronization problem for different paths. By

Fig. 2-8 Modified Bethune prism cell.
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using these two kinds of Bethune cells, we can preserve the spatial profile of the seeded
pulse.
To reduce the effects of refractive nonlinearity, the power density of the laser pulse
along the amplifier has to be reduced below the threshold energies for self-phase
modulation and self-focusing. Thus, in the short-pulse amplifier, we divide the amplifier
into five amplifier stages with different bore diameters. These five dye cells have
diameters of 1, 3, 3, 6, and 12 mm. At the final cell, the power density of the seeded
pulse reaches ~10 9 W/cm2 . Because the typical critical power density for nonlinear
refraction is about 10 10 W/cm2 , the problems of self-phase modulation and self-focusing
are negligible in these dye cells. We, however, use a saturable absorber jet to reduce
amplified spontaneous emission. Due to the tight focusing of the laser pulse, the power
density of the focused laser pulse at the jet reaches about 10 10 W/cm2 and self-phase
modulation may be induced, and can change the spectral and temporal properties of the
pulse. We therefore need to adjust the saturable absorber jet away from the focused spot.
Another important reason to separate the whole amplifier to several amplifier stages is to
prevent early gain saturation. Thus, the total energy extracted in the amplifier can be
very high.
The distortion of the spatial profile by the optical elements and the dye cells in the
amplifier stages can be further reduced by using relay imaging [2.21]. A iris aperture
before the first cell selects a uniform region in the spatial profile of the CPM laser beam.
A telescope then reduces the beam diameter, and the image of the uniform region is
formed at the exit of the first cell. Thus, the first cell amplifies a laser beam of uniform
spatial profile. We can repeat this process in each of the subsequent amplifier stages.
Because the dye cells each amplify a laser beam having a uniform spatial profile, the
output beam also has a uniform profile.
Special care has to be taken in choosing the appropriate dyes in these cells. We use
kiton red and sulforhodamine 640 in the dye cells to amplify the 620-nm spectrum of the
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CPM laser [2.21, 22]. Since the output pulse energy of the CPM laser is about 100 pJ, a
high-energy pre-amplifier is required to increase the pulse energy to about 100 nJ for
subsequent amplification. In the first stage, we use kiton red dissolved in water as the
gain medium. Because the absorption of the 620-nm laser pulse in the kiton red solution
is small, the pulse can obtain a high amplification though the emission cross section of
kiton red at 620 nm is not as high as sulforhodamine 640. In the subsequent dye cells, we
use different concentrations of sulforhodamine 640 to obtain high-gain amplification.
Saturation pumping stabilizes the output energy of the seeded pulse but distorts the
pulse shape. In addition, early saturation amplification can lead to less efficient
amplification because of high amplified spontaneous emission. Thus, the gain of the first
stage must be as high as possible to obtain high-efficiency amplification, while the
second, third and fourth stages must operate close to saturation so that the amplified
spontaneous emission from each stage is as small as possible. At the final stage, the gain
is moderately saturated to give energy stability. When all of the above considerations are
affected, we obtain an output laser pulses which is high-quality, high-energy, and stable.
Due to group velocity dispersion in the dye cells and optical elements, the width of
the output pulse is stretched to one picosecond. This positive dispersion can be
compensated by either a prism or grating pair [2.21, 22]. The prism pair has the
advantage of low optical loss, and the disadvantage of self-focusing when the pulse
energy is high. While the grating pair has higher optical loss, the uniform spatial profile
from the prism cells is preserved. We therefore use a grating pair to recompress the
pulses.
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2.2 Colliding pulse mode-locked dye laser
In the CPM laser, both the gain medium and saturable absorber are solutions pumped
to form flowing jets. The gain medium is rhodamine 6G dissolved in ethylene glycol,
and has a small-signal absorption of approximately 95% at the 514-nm line of the argon
ion laser. The saturable absorber is DODCI dissolved in ethylene glycol and has a
concentration of 1.28×10-4 mol/L. Each jet is driven by a pump and flows through a
1-µm fine filter and pressure damper to prevent flow fluctuation in the jet stream. The
dye circulation module is shown in Fig. 2-9. The pressure of the gain jet is adjusted to be
40 psi and that of the absorber jet to be 20 psi. The pressure damper is a stainless steel
cylinder with one atmosphere of air inside. Once the pump is turned on, any pressure
fluctuation is damped out by the pressurized air.
The thicknesses of the gain and absorber jets are about 300 µm and 100 µm,
respectively. They are positioned to be close to Brewster's angle to minimize reflection
loss from the jet surfaces. Rhodamine 6G is very stable; we change the gain solution

Filter

Damper

Cooler

Valve

Jet

Reservoir

Fig. 2-9 Schematic diagram of the dye circulation module. The cooler is
a heat exchanger to stabilize the temperature of the dye solution.
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approximately every six months. DODCI is, however, a hydrophobic dye and is very
unstable. Since DODCI is chemically active to both brass and copper, all the tubes and
joints are made by either Teflon (TFE) or stainless steel. To prevent the water vapor in
the air from entering the DODCI solution, we purge the reservoir of the absorber jet with
dry nitrogen gas. We usually change the DODCI solution every month. When the
DODCI starts degrading, the pulse width does not maintain its optimal value, the lasing
threshold lowers, and the laser tends to be unstable.
The detailed layout of our CPM dye laser is shown in Fig. 2-10. A cw multi-line
argon ion laser beam is directed to the gain jet by a mirror with a radius of curvature of
25 cm. The laser cavity is made of six high-reflectivity mirrors, one 2% output coupler,
and four isosceles prisms. In order to eliminate unnecessary dispersive phase modulation
due to the broadband dielectric coating [2.13, 23], all the high-reflectivity mirrors in the
cavity are single-stacked dielectric mirrors with a 99.5% reflectivity at 630 nm. The
optical beam path from the gain to the absorber jet is chosen to be about one quarter of
the total beam path. As discussed in the previous section, this increases the stability of
this laser. The clearance angles of the z-shaped beam paths around the gain and absorber
jets are chosen to be as small as possible to suppress off-axis focusing astigmatism [2.13].
The curved mirrors around the gain jet have a radius of curvature of 10 cm and those
Pump beam
Gain jet
Absorber jet

Output

Fig. 2-10 Layout of the CPM laser.
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BS
KDP
PMT

Fig. 2-11 Setup of rotating-arm autocorrelator. BS, 50/50 beam splitter;
PMT, photomultiplier tube.
around the absorber jet has a radius of curvature of 5 cm. This ring cavity has two output
beams. One output beam is served as the seeded beam to a dye amplifier. The other
output beam is used to monitor the pulse width and synchronize with the pump laser of
the amplifier.
The pulse width of the CPM laser is monitored by a rotating-arm autocorrelator
[2.24], as shown in Fig. 2-11. The setup is similar to a Michelson interferometer. The
rotating mirror pairs are driven by a well-calibrated motor to provide periodic rotation.
When the motor rotates, the beam path through the rotating arm is gradually changed.
The resulting pulse train is then sent to interact at a 1-mm KDP crystal with the other
pulse train coming from the other arm. When the time delay between the two pulse trains
is within the pulse width of the CPM laser, a second-harmonic signal is generated. We
use a photomultiplier with a UV filter to detect this signal. The constantly changing
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Fig. 2-12 Autocorrelation trace of the CPM laser pulse train. The FWHM
width of the autocorrelation trace is 107 fs which corresponds to the pulse
width 76 fs (FWHM), assuming a Gaussian pulse.
beam path can, therefore, provide a convenient method of monitoring the real-time pulse
width of the CPM laser.

In our setup, we obtain a 1-µs autocorrelation width

corresponding to a 11-fs pulse width, assuming a Gaussian pulse shape. Calibration is
achieved using standard autocorrelation methods and a submicron resolution translation
stage. An autocorrelation trace measured is shown in Fig. 2-12. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) width of this autocorrelation trace is 107 fs which corresponds to a
pulse width of 76 fs (FWHM), assuming a Gaussian pulse.
The output spectra of the CPM laser for various pulse widths are shown in Fig. 2-13.
As can be seen, the spectral width increases with decreasing pulse width. Notice that the
spectrum moves to longer wavelengths when the pulse width is shorter. Since the
absorption peak of DODCI is at around 580 nm, the output spectrum is red-shifted
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compared with the fluorescence spectrum of rhodamine 6G. All these spectra begin at
around 607 nm because of strong absorption in the absorber jet. In addition, the output
spectrum more gradually changes on the blue-side than on the red-side spectrum, as
shown in Fig. 2-13. This may be because the DODCI has a stronger saturable absorption
towards the absorption peak. The time-frequency product of the 140-fs pulse is 0.66,
which is larger than the transform-limited value of 0.441. This time-frequency product
gives a transform-limited pulse width of 94 fs. One possible reason why the pulse is not
transform-limited is that the saturable absorber jet is not thin enough.
The repetition rate of the pulse train is measured to be about 125 MHz, which
corresponds to a cavity length of 240 cm. This mode-locked pulse train is monitored by a
fast PIN diode, which is used in synchronizing the CPM laser and the Nd:YAG laser.
The average output power of the CPM laser is 5-10 mW, corresponding to pulse energies
40-80 pJ. Part of this output beam is sent to a dispersive grating to monitor the spectrum

Fig. 2-13 Spectra of 130-, 220- and 880-fs CPM laser pulses.
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of the CPM laser. The real-time monitoring of the pulse width and output spectra is
necessary to maintain stable laser operation.

2.3 Ten-Hz dye amplifier
The layout of the dye amplifier is shown in Fig. 2-14. The amplifier is pumped by a
10-Hz doubled Nd:YAG laser with pulse width of 8 ns and a pulse energy of 300 mJ.
The pump beam energy is distributed among the five dye cells as follows: 6, 15, 22, 45
and 210 mJ. The lengths of the five dye cells are: 20, 25, 38, 38 and 70 mm. The pump
pulse energy distribution is chosen so that there are approximately one to two photons
from the pump beam to excite each dye molecule. The experience indicates that this

6 mJ

15 mJ

Iris
CPM laser

A1
L1

210 mJ

A2

L2

L3 PH1 L4

45 mJ

A5

L5 J1 L6
22 mJ

A4
P L10 PH2 L9

A3
P

L8 J2 L7

Autocorrelator
GP

Fig. 2-14 Schematic layout of the 10-Hz dye amplifier. L1, L2,…, relayimaging lenses; A1, A2,…, prism dye cells; J1 and J2, saturable absorber
jets; P, polarizer; PH1 and PH2, 100-µm pin holes; GP, grating pair.
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energy distribution is not optimal. To make a optimized energy distribution, we need to
consider the following factors: the energy extraction of each cell, amplified spontaneous
emission, and nonlinear refractive effects. Because of the high pumping energy at the
final cell, the dye solution flow rate needs to be high enough so that the pumped volume
is replaced by a fresh solution. This prevents thermal blooming.
The synchronization of the CPM and Nd:YAG lasers is achieved electronically.
When the Nd:YAG laser fires the flash lamp, it sends a trigger signal to a synchronization
circuit. The circuit waits for a mode-locked pulse trigger signal from the CPM laser. It
then sends out a signal to fire the Q-switching voltage on the Pockel cell inside the
Nd:YAG laser cavity. An 8-ns laser pulse is therefore emitted to pumps the five dye cells
with appropriate optical time delays. A fine time delay adjustment in the synchronization
circuit is required to optimize the timing between the two lasers. All of the circuit
elements must have at least a 0.5-ns resolution to achieve a stable a stable amplified pulse
energy. To further ensure a stable output energy, the CPM laser is required to be very
stable as it provides the synchronization signal to the pump laser.

1 mJ
840 fs
620 nm
210 mJ
8 ns
532 nm

A5
P

λ /4

Fig. 2-15 Layout of double-pass amplification scheme. P, polarizer beam
splitter; A5, the fifth dye cells; λ/4, quarter-wave plate.
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The iris before the first dye cell selects the uniform region within the spatial profile
of the CPM laser beam. A 100-µm pin hole is placed between the first and second dye
cells to reduce amplified spontaneous emission from the first cell. A saturable absorber
jets is placed between the second and third cells, as well as between the third and fourth
cells. The saturable absorber is malachite green dissolved in ethylene glycol. The dye
circulation module is as in Fig. 2-9. The first jet has a small-signal absorption ratio of
1:500 and the second a ratio of 1:100. The first jet is positioned at the focal point, while
the second jet is positioned off the focal point. This ensures that the power density at the
second jet does not exceed 10 10 W/cm2. If we place the second saturable absorber jet
close to the focal point, the width of the amplified pulse after pulse compression
decreases with increasing pulse energy. This behavior suggests that a broad spectrum is
created in the jet due to self-phase modulation. The broad spectrum may then be
recompressed to a shorter pulse width by the grating pair. To achieve a constant pulse
width independent of the pulse energy, we place the second absorber jet away from the

GaAs wafer
165 fs
620 nm
BS

I(2ω)

I(ω )

PMT
Fig. 2-16 Schematic layout of the autocorrelator setup. BS, beam splitter;
I(ω ), the reflection fundamental signal; I(2ω ), second-harmonic signal;
PMT, photomultiplier.
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focal point. Lastly, the other 100-µm pin hole is placed before the fifth dye cell to reduce
amplified spontaneous emission from the previous four dye cells.
The output of the CPM laser is well polarized and of p-type; however, the dye
solution has a depolarizing effect [2.4]. The s-polarized component is then amplified at
each stages, and thus the amplified pulse is totally depolarized. We therefore place cube
polarizers between the third and fourth cells and between the fourth and fifth cells to
eliminate any s-polarized light. The resulting amplified pulse is now well polarized and
of p-type.
The gains of the five dye cells going from cell one to cell five are 1500, 35, 15, 2,
and 16. The fourth cell does not perform as well as expected, suggesting strong
saturation amplification at the this stage. To furthermore increase the total amplified
gain, we can double pass the final dye cells as shown in Fig. 2-15 [2.25]. The total

1.2
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Fig. 2-17 Autocorrelation trace of the amplified pulses. The FWHM
width of the autocorrelation trace is 238 fs which corresponds to a pulse
width 165 fs (FWHM).
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energy then reaches about 2-3 mJ prior to pulse compression. This setup, however, also
increases the total amplified spontaneous emission to about 10% of the pulse energy.
Without double passing the final cell, the total pulse energy is about 1 mJ with about 5%
amplified spontaneous emission. The energy fluctuation of the amplified pulse is
measured to be about 10%, and its spectrum is centered around 620 nm.
Two factors contributes to the energy fluctuation. First, the energy extraction
efficiency depends critically on the synchronization of the CPM and Nd:YAG lasers. If
the synchronization circuit does not have the necessary time resolution, the output pulse
energy will be both lower and is less stable. In addition, if the operation of the CPM laser
is not optimized and is, therefore, not stable, the two lasers will not be well synchronized.
Thus, the synchronization between these two lasers is critical to the energy stability of the
amplified pulses. Second, if the amplification in the final stage is not within the
saturation level, the output pulse energy is again expected to be less stable. A possible
reason why the final stage amplification is not saturated may be that the amplification in
the previous cells is not optimized.
After passing through the final dye cell, the pulse train then goes to a grating pair to
be recompressed. We use a standard noncollinear autocorrelation setup to measure the
pulse widths before and after pulse compression. The autocorrelation setup is shown in
Fig. 2-16. A crystalline GaAs wafer, rather than a KDP crystal, is the nonlinear crystal
used. The pulse train is split into two laser beams. One of the beams is focused at the
GaAs surface at normal incidence; the other beam is focused at the same spot with a 45°
angle of incidence. The reflected second-harmonic signal is detected at the angle midway
between the two reflected beams. By delaying one of the beams, the autocorrelation trace
can be obtained.

Because the angle between the two beams is large, the pulse

measurement is angle-broadened. In our setup, the broadening is calculated to be less
than 5% for our laser pulse width, and will not be an important factor in the ultrafast
disordering experiment [2.26]. The autocorrelation trace of the compressed pulses is
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shown in Fig. 2-17. The FWHM width of the trace is measured to be about 238 fs, which
corresponds to a pulse width of 165 fs, assuming a Gaussian pulse. The FWHM width of
the uncompressed pulses is, instead, measured to be about 840 fs.

2.4 Conclusion
The colliding pulse mode-locked dye laser produces 100-fs, 620-nm laser pulses,
which serve as the seeded pulses to the subsequent 10-Hz dye amplifier. The amplified
pulses have an average energy of 1 mJ and can be recompressed to 165 fs. By using
uniformly pumping prism dye cells and relay imaging, we obtain amplified pulses having
a relatively uniform spatial profile. Using these compressed and uncompressed laser
pulses, we perform several ultrafast laser experiments. These will be discussed in the
following chapters.
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Chapter 3
Study of Ultrafast laser-induced disordering
in Semiconductors Using Linear and
Nonlinear Optical Techniques

Since the invention of the laser in 1960, an important field of study in laser research
has been the interaction of laser radiation with matter. The research in this area has led to
new developments in nonlinear optics, laser spectroscopy, and laser plasma fusion, and
has led to new applications of lasers in materials processing, chemical processing, and
medicine. The use of lasers in semiconductor processing has, in particular, received
much attention, beginning with the report that lattice damage in an ion-implanted Si
sample could be removed by irradiation with a Nd:YAG laser pulse [3.1]. In contrast

with thermal annealing, widely used in the semiconductor industry, this new process was
termed ‘laser annealing.’
Unlike the heat added in thermal annealing, in laser annealing the photon energy is
deposited into only a small volume of material, and the electronic and structural
properties of the material are changed. The high spatial resolution achievable with lasers
was expected to be of great importance for the fabrication of high-density integrated
circuits.

As a result, laser annealing has been studied quite intensively both

experimentally and theoretically during the last fifteen years.
Further impetus came from the development of ultrashort laser pulses in 1981 [3.2].
Currently, ~1-J, 100-fs laser pulses can be produced with tabletop solid-state laser
equipment, opening up the possibility of studying the interacting of extremely intense,
Terawatt, pulses with solid targets [3.3, 4]. The short duration of these laser pulses,
shorter than the timescale for all processes except carrier-carrier scattering, raises many
new questions. First, what are the absorption processes by which the material gains
energy from the laser pulse? Second, how does this absorbed energy distribute itself
throughout the material? Third, at sufficiently high energy, will the material undergo a
phase transition to a new equilibrium state if the pulses are so short? Fourth, if there is a
phase transition, what are the time scales and physical processes involved? Lastly, how
does the system progress to a final equilibrium state after the phase transition?
Many studies using picosecond and femtosecond high-energy laser pulses have been
undertaken to address these questions [3.5-7]. These studies, however, have not yielded a
clear and consistent answer to all these questions above. In our experiment, we use
160-fs, 620-nm laser pulses to study the laser-induced disordering in GaAs. Our goal is
to apply both linear and nonlinear optical techniques to study the physical processes
which transform the covalent semiconductor sample from a crystalline structure to a
disordered structure. Furthermore, with this ultrafast laser facility, we can also study the
high-density carrier dynamics and the optical properties of the transformed liquid state.
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Section 3.1 provides a survey of the theory of the interaction of short laser pulses
with semiconductors, including an overview of the absorption and relaxation processes, a
discussion of two theoretical models describing laser-induced phase transitions, and of
the stability criteria of the lattice. The experimental setup is described in Section 3.2. In
Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we present and discuss the experimental results.

3.1 Introduction
To understand the interaction between laser light and a solid, we must first discuss
the atomic structure of the material. In crystalline semiconductors the constituent atoms
are held together by covalent bonds. Covalent crystal structures such as the diamond,
zinc-blende, wurtzite, and rock-salt structures, are very strong. From the bonding strength
of the covalent bonds and their symmetry in the crystalline solid, one can obtain the
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elastic constants and the vibrational characteristics of the constituent ions about their
equilibrium positions [3.8]. The covalent bonds are not only responsible for the structure
of crystalline matter, but also play a major role in determining the optical and the
electrical properties of semiconductors [3.9].
The energy band structure of a crystalline semiconductor material is characterized by
an energy band gap [3.10, 11]. At absolute zero temperature, the valence band is
completely filled with bonding or valence electrons and the bands above the gap unfilled.
Above zero temperature, because of thermal excitation, there will be free conducting
electrons in the upper conduction bands, leaving free holes in the valence bands. The

Fig. 3-2 Allowed one-photon interband transitions in GaAs with 2-eV
photons. The dashed arrows indicate the possible one-photon transitions.
EV is the maximum energy of the valence band; EC is the minimum
energy of the conduction band. Energy parameters for several bands are
also shown.
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size of the band gap is the minimum energy required to excite an electron from the
valence band to the conduction band. The electrical properties of semiconductors are
determined by the free carriers (free electrons or holes); the electrical mobility, for
instance, is determined by the shape of the conduction and valence bands.
Figure 3-1 shows the band structures for Si and GaAs, [3.11] which have a diamond
structure and a zinc-blende structure, respectively. For GaAs, the maximum energy of
the valence band and the minimum of the conduction band both lie at the Brillouin zone
center (the Γ point). Thus, GaAs has a direct (i.e. vertical) energy band gap. For Si, the
valence band maximum is also at the Brillouin zone center (the Γ point), but the
minimum energy of the conduction band is close to the zone boundary in the <100>
direction (the X point). Therefore, Si has an indirect band gap. At 300 K the band gaps
of GaAs and Si are 1.42 and 1.12 eV, respectively.
In GaAs, there are, besides the conduction band minimum at the zone center, two
additional energy minima at the zone boundaries. One is in the <100> direction at the X
point, the other in the <111> direction, at the L point. The regions near these minima are
called the X band and L band, respectively. From the energy diagram for GaAs, we note
that the minimum of the X band is 2.03 eV above the maximum of the valence band and
the minimum of the L band 1.82 eV above this maximum.

3.1.1 Carrier generation processes
The energy exchange between photons and the atoms in a material is dominated by
the strong photon-electron interaction since electrons are much lighter than ions. Photon
absorption, therefore, depends on the electronic structure of the material. There are three
basic photon absorption mechanisms: one-photon interband transitions, multi-photon
interband transitions, and intraband free-carrier absorption. The first two processes
generate free carriers. The third one only increases the kinetic energy of the free carriers.
Free carriers can also be generated through electron tunneling and cascade ionization.
3-5

Each of these processes, and its importance in high energy, ultrashort laser pulse
excitation is discussed below.
(A) ONE-PHOTON INTERBAND TRANSITION
Most semiconductors have large absorption coefficients in the visible, because their
energy band gap lies in the rage 1-3 eV, so the dominant absorption process is linear onephoton absorption.

For example, the absorption coefficient of Si at 532 nm is

1.04×10 4 cm–1 and that of GaAs at 620 nm is 4.28×104 cm–1.
The energy gap of GaAs is at the zone center and the absorption process is a direct,
vertical band-to-band transition and does not involve phonon absorption or emission, as
shown in Fig. 3-2. Because 2-eV photons can produce electrons from each of the three
valence bands to the conduction band, the electron distribution in the conduction band is
excited from the heavy-hole, the light-hole and the split-off bands in GaAs [3.12]. From
the density of states in these three valence bands it follows that approximately 40%, 40%
and 20% of conduction electrons are excited from the heavy-hole, light-hole and split-off
bands, respectively, by a 620-nm light pulse [3.13].
The relaxation time of the photo-excited carriers is on the order of 100 fs [3.13].
Thus, for our experiment, carried out with 160 fs laser pulses, most of the photo-excited
carriers stay in the original phase space for the duration of the laser pulse, preventing
subsequent excitation of valence electrons due to the Pauli exclusion principle. This
‘band-filling’ effect causes absorption saturation at high pump fluence. That is, the
absorption coefficient is now given by α = α 0 ( f e , f h ) ⋅ (1 − f e − f h ) , where f e and f h
are the electron and hole distributions, respectively. Here, the occupation effects are
separated from the direct effects of injected carriers which are contained in the first term.
This behavior has been studied theoretically [3.14, 15], and experimentally [3.16-18] in
GaAs using femtosecond laser pulses. These results show that for a photo-excited carrier
density of 10 17-1018 cm–3 the change in absorption coefficient can increase up to more
than 50%.
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At high carrier densities many-body effects in the nonthermal photo-excited carrier
system play an important role. [3.19] As a result a decrease in the energy band gap
occurs and the absorption spectrum changes. Both a change in the absorption spectrum
and a decrease in the band gap, which allows additional carrier excitation, result in a
change in the transient absorption coefficient. Experimentally, it was found that the
change in bandgap depends on the carrier density n as follows: [3.20, 21]
ΔEG (n) = βn 1/ 3 ,

(3.1-1)

where for GaAs, β = 2.15×10 –8 eV⋅cm. For a carrier density of 1018 cm–3, for instance,
the band gap shrinks by about 21 meV. The β for GaAs was determined by a picosecond
experiment and thus describes the behavior of the band gap on a time scale where the
photo-excited carriers have reached equilibrium. Experiments with femtosecond laser
pulses in bulk GaAs [3.22-24] and undoped GaAs quantum wells [3.25] show a transient
red-shifted hole in the transmission spectrum. This hole cannot be explained by a
decrease in the band gap, but is due to instantaneous changes in the absorption spectrum
caused by many-body effects.1 Transmission measurements of GaAs using femtosecond
laser pulses at 620 nm by Schoenlein, however, show strong bleaching caused by the
nonthermal carrier population

[3.18]. Apparently, the many-body effects on the

absorption cross section are small in comparison to bleaching. Oudar et al. report a
carrier density of about 3.0×10 17 cm–3 using 805-nm laser pulses at a power density of
35 MW/cm–2. [3.16] Based on linear interband one-photon absorption, one would
estimate the carrier density in their experiment to be on the order of 4.0×10 17 cm–3. This
shows that in Oudar’s experiment too saturation of the absorption suppresses the
interband one-photon absorption process.
When the laser power density is increased to about 1011 W/cm–2, the carrier density
can become as high as 1021 cm–3. Shank et al. irradiated a crystalline silicon sample with
1

Foring et al.[3.24] attribute the absorption spectrum change to the Coulomb
interactions between photo-excited electrons and holes in the excited Fermi sea, similar
to the absorption edge singularities observed in the x-ray region in metals[3.26].
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a 90-fs, 620-nm laser pulse at a power density of 7×10 11 W/cm2 without damaging the
sample. [3.27] Using a Drude model, the reflectivity measured at 1 µm yielded a photoexcited carrier density of 5×10 21 cm–3. Based on single-photon absorption, assuming one
photoexcited carrier for each absorbed photon, one would expect the carrier density to be
nex =

(1 − R)Fα
,
hν

(3.1-2)

where R is the reflectivity, F the fluence, α the absorption coefficient, and hν the energy
of a single photon. For silicon at 620 nm one obtains a value of about 5.7×10 20 cm–3
which is one order of magnitude lower that the observed density. Downer et al. [3.28]
used 90-fs, 620-nm laser pulses at a lower power density of 2.2×1011 W/cm2 to measure
the transmission of a 0.5-µm thick silicon sample and obtained a carrier density of
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Γ

5×10 20 cm–3. In Downer’s case Eq. 3.1-2 yields a density of 1.6×1020 cm–3, a factor of
three smaller than observed. Clearly, as the power density of the laser pulses increases
the discrepancy between the experimental results and Eq. 3.1-2 grows. Thus, with high
energy femtosecond laser pulses, other carrier-generation processes besides interband
one-photon absorption play a role.
(B) MULTI -PHOTON INTERBAND TRANSITIONS
In transparent materials one-photon absorption is forbidden and multi-photon
absorption process is the dominant absorption process [3.29]. For example, in diamond
three-photon absorption was found to play an important role[3.30]. As the duration of the
laser pulses becomes smaller, the power density increases. For high-energy femtosecond
pulses nonlinear effects start to play an important role and multi-photon processes cannot
be ignored even in opaque materials.
For example, in covalent semiconductors the two-photon absorption coefficient
typically is approximately α 2≈ 0.1 cm/MW [3.31]. The absorption depth (α 2 I )

−1

for

two-photon absorption in a typical picosecond experiment is approximately 130 µm.2
This is much longer than the absorption depth 1 µm of associated with one-photon
absorption.

In picosecond experiments, therefore, two-photon absorption can be

neglected. In a femtosecond experiment is, however, the two-photon absorption depth is
0.5 µm and one-photon and two-photon interband transitions contribute almost equally in
generating free carriers in the conduction bands.
Figure 3-3 shows the one-photon and two-photon interband transitions in GaAs.
Because the accessible states for these two absorption processes are different, there is no
competition between the two processes. Taking both one and two-photon absorption into
account, the pulse is attenuated according to
2

For GaAs the two-photon absorption coefficient is not well determined. According
to experimental results by Bechtel and Smith[3.32], the value is 0.023-0.030 cm/MW for
1.064-µm, 25-ps laser pulses. However, according to others, the value ranges from
0.02 cm/MW to 5.6 cm/MW[3.33].
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Fig. 3-4 Penetration depth at 2 eV in GaAs taking both one- and twophoton absorption into account. The linear absorption coefficient α 1 is
equal to 4.28×10 4 cm–1; the two-photon absorption coefficient α 2 is equal
to 0.03 cm/MW.3
dI
= − α1 I − α 2 I 2 ,
dt

(3.1-3)

where I is the pulse intensity. This yields the following solution [3.34]
Io exp(−α 1 z)

I(z) =
1+

,
α2
Io [1− exp(−α 1z )]
α1

(3.1-4)

where Io is the incident pulse intensity. Figure 3-4 shows the penetration of a 2-eV laser
pulse in GaAs taking both one- and two-photon absorption into account; the importance
of two-photon absorption at high power density is evident.
3

Measurements of the two-photon absorption coefficient for GaAs were only carried
out for laser pulse energies below the energy band gap[3.31, 32]. The two-photon
absorption coefficient at 620 nm was obtained by extrapolating the results obtained below
the band gap.
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Let us next consider three-photon absorption. The band structure of GaAs yields a
three-photon absorption coefficient at 620 nm of 0.1-0.6 cm3/GW2 [3.35]; scaling theory
produces a value of 0.3 cm3/GW2 [3.36]. The corresponding absorption depth for the
pulses used in our experiment is approximately 90 nm, comparable to the one- and twophoton absorption depths. Clearly, three-photon absorption cannot be ignored in the
femtosecond experiments described below.
(C) INTRABAND FREE-CARRIER A BSORPTION AND CASCADE IONIZATION
Next, we consider intraband free-carrier absorption, a process whereby a carrier
makes a transition from within the conduction band by absorbing a photon and either
emitting or absorbing a phonon to conserve momentum. Treating the dynamics of free
carriers classically, we obtain the following relation for the free-carrier absorption
coefficient α c , [3.37, 38]

ω 2p
τe
αc =
,
no c 1+ ω 2 τ e2

(3.1-5)

where no is the refractive index,τ e the carrier relaxation time, and ω p the plasma
frequency,

ω 2p =

4 π Nce 2
.
m*

(3.1-6)

Because the effective mass of the holes in the three valence bands is larger than the
effective mass of the electrons in the conduction band, free-hole absorption is negligible
with respect to free-electron absorption.
The free electron relaxation time is typically on the order of 100 fs, yielding a value
for ω 2 τ 2e much larger than one for optical wavelengths. Thus, free-electron absorption is
proportional to λ 2 and most important in the (far) infrared. In the visible free-electron
absorption is negligible and only plays a role at high carrier density. Using Eq. 3.1-6, we
obtain a value of 300 cm–1 for α c for GaAs at 620 nm and a carrier density of 10 21 cm–3.
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This value is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the one-photon absorption
coefficient.
Free-carrier absorption is thus generally negligible with respect to interband
transitions. When the interband absorption saturates due to band-filling, however, freecarrier absorption can indirectly contribute to a higher carrier density. Free carrier
absorption increases the excess kinetic energy of the carriers; when this energy exceeds
the ionization energy,4 additional carriers can be generated by transfer of the excess
energy to electrons in the valence band. This process, which is the inverse of Auger
recombination, is called impact ionization [3.40]. The combination of free-carrier
absorption and impact ionization, called cascade ionization, has been used to explain
laser-induced dielectric breakdown in gases [3.41] and transparent materials [3.29, 42,
43]. Here we show that cascade ionization can account for the higher than expected
carrier densities observed in femtosecond experiments.
The rate at which carriers are generated by impact ionization is

η=

1
dE
,
Eth − Eo dt

(3.1-7)

where Eth is the threshold energy for ionization, Eo is the initial kinetic energy of the
free electron, and dE/dt the net rate at which free electrons gain energy. The gain through
free-carrier absorption (see Appendix 3.A) is
2

e2 E
τ
dE
=
dt m * 1 + ω 2 τ

(

where E

θ
2

θ

)

.

is the rms optical field at frequency ω, and τ

(3.1-8)

θ

the average time momentum

transfer time (see Appendix 3.A).

4

The ionization energy is approximately equal to the band gap energy. Sano et al.
perform a full band-structure calculation of the ionization probability in GaAs[3.39].
They find a rapid rise in the ionization probability as a function of the electron energy.
The calculation shows that the threshold is 1.6 eV and the ionization probability reaches
one when the energy is about 2.8 eV. The band gap, on the other hand, is 1.42 eV.
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Loss of carrier energy occurs through two channels. The first one is through carriercarrier collisions, which conserve the total carrier kinetic energy. The second, carrierlattice scattering, transfers energy from the carrier system to the lattice. In crystalline
materials the carrier-lattice scattering time is typically 100-200 fs and the energy of a
single phonon is at most 50 meV [3.13], so the energy loss through this channel during a
femtosecond laser pulse is negligible. Thus the gain in Eq. 3.1-8 represents the net rate at
which free electrons gain energy.
With impact ionization, the electron density rate equation takes on the form
dn
= (η − g)n − C An 3 ,
dt

(3.1-9)

with n the electron density, g the electron loss rate, and CA the Auger coefficient.
Electron loss is due to electron-hole recombination and diffusion out of the interaction
region. The lifetimes of both these processes are considerably longer than our pulse
width and can be neglected [3.6].

Our experimental data indicate that Auger

recombination can also be neglected. 5 Combining then Eqs. 3.1-7~9, and neglecting
electron loss and Auger recombination, the electron rate equation becomes
2

e2 E
τ
dn
1
=
dt Eth − Eo m * 1 + ω 2 τ

(

θ
2

θ

)

n.

(3.1-10)

The solution of this rate equation is given by
2
⎡t
e2 E (t ′ ) τ θ ⎤
1
⎢
n(t) = n(0)exp ∫
dt ′ ⎥ ,
⎢ −∞ Eth − Eo m * 1 + ω 2 τ 2
⎥
θ
⎣
⎦

(

)

(3.1-11)

where n( 0) is the initial carrier density due to one- and multi-photon absorption
processes. Notice that the factor multiplying n(0) depends on the fluence of the laser
pulse, not on the power density.

5

In Subsection 3.3.1, the Auger recombination time is measured to be about 400 fs,
which is longer than the pulse width of 165 fs.
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Due to the strong one-photon and multi-photon absorption processes at the beginning
of the pulse, there is no free-carrier absorption and cascade ionization in the leading part
of the pulse. As the interband transitions saturate, cascade ionization sets in. With τ
≈ 10 –15 s, m* ≈ 0.1 mo, and E

θ

= 2.1× 107 V/cm, the exponential factor on the right

hand side of Eq. 3.1-11 is approximately 13 for a 160-fs, 620-nm laser pulse. Thus,
ignoring Auger recombination, the carrier density would be about 4×10 5 times the initial
carrier density n(0).6 Clearly cascade ionization can greatly increase the carrier density
within the duration of the pulse and may explain the high carrier density observed in
femtosecond experiments [3.27].
Although the overall multiplication factor is independent of the laser pulse width,
cascade ionization does not play a role in picosecond laser excitation. This is so because
the rate at which free electrons gain energy through free-carrier absorption no longer
exceeds the energy loss rate through carrier-lattice interactions. Therefore the carriers do
not gain sufficient energy for impact ionization.
A number of additional remarks on cascade ionization are in order. First, since the
total number of valence electrons is limited, cascade ionization cannot increase the free
carrier density indefinitely. The valence electrons near the top of the valence band are
the first to be ionized. Next, the low-energy valence electrons are ionized by free
electrons with higher energies, requiring more free-carrier absorption. As the energy
required for impact ionization Eth increases, cascade ionization saturates (see Appendix
3.B). Second, a pure quantum-mechanical calculation of free-carrier absorption7 shows
that the quantum mechanical result is close to the classical result [3.44]. Finally, in
addition to intraband free-carrier absorption, there can be free-carrier absorption
6

In reality Auger recombination limits the carrier density. Taking Auger
recombination into account and assuming a square pulse, the excited carrier density by
cascade ionization can be estimated by solving Eq. 3.1-9. Using the Auger coefficient
measured in our experiment, the carrier multiplication factor is about 100. For an initial
carrier density of 1020 cm–3, this gives a final carrier density of about 10 22 cm–3.
7 The quantum mechanical expression for free-carrier absorption is inverse
Bremstrahlung.
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involving direct interband transitions.

Downer et al. use this ‘plasma-induced

absorption’ [3.28] to explain the increasing absorption after irradiation of a 0.5-µm Si
thin film with a 100-fs pump pulse.8 Plasma-induced absorption is another possible
source for the high-energy electrons required to ionize the valence electrons.
(D) ELECTRON TUNNELING
Under the influence of an electromagnetic wave valence electrons can tunnel through
the energy band gap, provided the electric field does not vary greatly during the time τt it
takes the electron to travel through the potential barrier. The width of this barrier is

Δ  EG / eE and the velocity of the valence electron within the barrier is v  EG / m
[3.45], so the tunneling time is τ t  Δ / v  EG m / eE . If the angular frequency of the
field is ω, the condition for electron tunneling is ωτ t  ω EG m / eE  1 [3.46].
For the laser pulses used in our experiment, ω = 3.04×10 15 sec–1 and

E  2.2×10 7 V/cm. For GaAs this yields a value of about 4 for ωτ, and thus the electric
field changes polarity before the electron can tunnel through the barrier. For picosecond
laser pulses, the value of ωτ usually is considerably larger since the intensity of a typical
picosecond pulse is much smaller. Thus, in the both pico- and femtosecond experiments
tunneling does not produce conduction electrons. With femtosecond pulses, electron
tunneling starts to play a role when the electric field exceeds 8×107 V/cm (with a power
density exceeding 1013 W/cm2).
With the one-photon interband transition alone, due to the band-filling effect, a 2-eV,
160-fs laser pulse can excite only about 2.5× 1018 cm–3 carriers assuming negligible
carrier-carrier scattering within the pulse (see Appendix 3.C). Even including the carriercarrier scattering mechanisms, the maximum excited carrier density is estimated to be no
more than 1019 cm-3. Taking account of the comparable multi-photon excitation, we
8

Assuming the transition strength is the same as the one-photon interband transition,
the plasma-induced absorption cross section is estimated to be 1.6×10 –17 cm2. Thus, the
absorption coefficient will be 1.6×10 4 cm–1, at a plasma density of 1021 cm–3.
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expect that the maximum carrier density due to these two interband transition processes
will be on the order of magnitude of 1-10×1019 cm–3. Due to the cascade ionization
process, a carrier density of 1021 to 1022 cm–3 can be excited by a high-energy
femtosecond laser pulse.
In addition, Reitze et al. used 90-fs, 620-nm pulses to measure the two-photon
absorption coefficient of silicon above the indirect band gap [3.47]. With the pump
fluences in the range 20 mJ/cm2 < F < 70 mJ/cm 2, the two-photon absorption coefficient
was measured to be 34.6 cm/GW. Their measurements, however, show that there is an
enhanced absorption when the pump fluence is above 70 mJ/cm2 or the power density is
above 230 GW/cm 2. The absorption coefficient is then more than 2×105 cm–1 before
damage. They attributed this anomalous absorption to indirect absorption assisted by
carrier-carrier scattering. We, on the other hand, believe that three-photon absorption and
cascade ionization may be very important.
In summary, in picosecond experiments one-photon interband transitions constitute
the dominant optical absorption mechanism. In femtosecond experiments, because of the
high power density, multi-photon interband transitions become comparable in importance
to one-photon absorption. Although free-carrier absorption is weak, cascade ionization
can cause the carrier density to grow exponentially during femtosecond laser pulses.
Because of the nonlinear absorption and cascade excitation, the carrier density is not
a simple exponential function of the depth beneath the sample surface. It is most likely
that the carrier density reaches a very high value in the region close to the surface and is a
slow function of the depth due to saturation effects. The carrier density deep inside the
bulk then decays exponentially.

3.1.2 Carrier scattering processes
The electron and hole distributions in the conduction and valence bands created by
the photoexcitation are nonthermal. Collisions between carriers and between the carriers
3-16

and the lattice then relax this nonthermal distribution into a thermal Fermi-Dirac
distribution. In this subsection, we discuss the above two scattering processes and
investigate how the system reaches equilibrium.
(A) CARRIER-CARRIER SCATTERING
There are three carrier-carrier scattering mechanisms contributing to the
equilibration of the carrier system: electron-electron, hole-hole and electron-hole
scattering. The development of ultrashort laser pulses has made it possible to study
carrier-carrier scattering experimentally using a variety of pump-probe techniques,
including pump-probe absorption spectroscopy, sum-frequency luminescence
spectroscopy, and photon echo spectroscopy. [3.48, 49] These techniques, however,
cannot distinguish between the electron and the hole distributions. For two colliding
3
charged particles, the collision time obeys the relation, τ 12 ∝ v12
m1 m2 , where v12 is the

average relative velocity between the two particles, m1 and m2 .are masses of these two
particles.9 Since the excess kinetic energy of the excited electrons is about one order of
magnitude larger than that of holes, the hole-hole collision time is much shorter than the
electron-electron time. Electron-hole scattering is even slower, because the hole has a
larger effective mass than the electron.
Knox et al. [3.25] have found that the thermalization time of the electron distribution
is 30 fs in undoped GaAs quantum wells at an excitation density of 5×1011 cm–2. At an
excitation density of 3×10 11-cm–2 in n-doped quantum wells, the thermalization is less
than 10 fs, comparable to the undoped case. In p-doped quantum wells the thermalization
time was found to be about 60 fs at an excitation density of 2×10 11-cm–2. Knox et al.
conclude that electron-hole scattering is mostly elastic and thus does not yield fast
thermalization of the excited electrons. In addition, Furuta and Yoshii have used sumfrequency luminescence spectroscopy to study electron-hole scattering in p-doped
9

The collision time is derived based on the Coulomb interaction between charged
particles[3.50].
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100-nm thick GaAs samples [3.51]. They report an energy relaxation rate which varies
with the doping concentration; at a doping concentration of 10 19 cm–3 the electron-hole
scattering time is 200 fs .
The carrier-carrier scattering times vary with carrier density. Portella et al. [3.52]
report that the carrier relaxation time ranges from 24 to 58 fs for carrier densities between
7.7×10 17 to 8.3× 1016 cm–3; the relaxation time dependence on the carrier density is
found to be T ∝ N −0. 36 ±0. 03 . The authors conclude that the scattering time depends on the
one-third power of the excited carrier density because screening [3.53] confines the
carrier-carrier scattering to nearest neighbors in a volume proportional to N −1 .
Extrapolating Portella’s result to a carrier density of 10 21 cm–3, we find a scattering time
of about 2-3 fs for the conditions in our experiment. Clearly, upon excitation with highenergy femtosecond laser pulses, the electron and hole distributions each equilibrate
instantaneously.
The carriers also interact with the plasma oscillation of the carriers. Relaxation by
plasmon emission becomes possible when the excess kinetic energy of the carriers is
higher than the plasmon energy [3.54]. The hot plasmons, in turn, decay either via
electron-hole excitation, which maintains the overall carrier energy, or via plasmonphonon coupling, whereby energy is transferred to the lattice. The plasmon-phonon
coupling is strongest when the plasma-frequency is equal to the phonon frequency. This
occurs at carrier densities well below the high densities (1020-1021 cm–3) occurring in
femtosecond experiments. [3.55]10 Thus, in high-energy femtosecond experiments
plasmon emission does not contribute to any appreciable relaxation of the carrier energy.
In summary, the electron-electron and hole-hole scattering times are estimated to be
less than 10 fs at a carrier density of 1021 cm–3. These intraband scattering mechanisms,
therefore, quickly thermalize the nonthermalized electron distribution into a thermal
A plasma carrier density of 7 × 1017 cm-3 in GaAs already corresponds to a
plasmon energy equal to the 2-eV photon energy[3.13], or about 50 times higher than a
typical phonon energy.
10
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Maxwell-Boltzman distribution within the duration of the pulse. Electron-hole scattering
then transfers the kinetic energy of the electrons to the holes in about 200 fs.
(B) CARRIER-P HONON S CATTERING
The most important carrier energy relaxation channel in crystalline GaAs is carrierphonon scattering. The carrier-phonon scattering can be separated into two categories:
intravalley and intervalley carrier-phonon scattering. In the intravalley process, a free
carrier is scattered into a different energy state of the same energy band by either emitting
or absorbing a zone-center phonon. In the intervalley process, on the other hand, the free
carrier is scattered into a subsidiary band assisted by a zone-boundary phonon.
We will first discuss intravalley carrier-phonon scattering. Because electrons possess
most of the excess energy of the excited carriers, the dominant carrier energy relaxation
mechanism is electron-phonon interaction. Because the excess hole kinetic energy is
normally smaller than the optical phonon energy, hole-phonon interaction mainly
involves acoustical phonons. For these reasons hole-phonon scattering is normally weak;
we will therefore limit our discussion to electron-phonon scattering.
At low temperatures, when carrier energies are typically less than one tenth of the
LO phonon energy (TC < 40K), acoustical phonons dominate electron-phonon
interactions. At higher temperatures, polar optical phonon scattering dominates in polar
semiconductors [3.57]. In GaAs the interaction between optical phonons and excited
electrons is dominated by zone-center LO phonons [3.13] through the Fröhlich
interaction [3.58]. Kash et al. [3.59] used subpicosecond spontaneous Raman scattering
to measure the rise of the LO phonon population near the zone center of GaAs, at carrier
densities around 2×1017 cm–3; they report a single LO phonon emission time to be about
180 fs.
At higher carrier density the interaction between the carriers and the lattice
decreases. At high density screening weakens the long range Fröhlich interaction.
Indeed, Kash et al. observe an increase of the excited electron temperature with
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increasing carrier density [3.60]. Others, however, have attributed this observed decrease
in electron-phonon interaction at high carrier density to a so-called ‘hot-phonon’ effect —
a re-absorption by the carriers of nonequilibrium or hot phonons which occurs when the
population of optical phonons grows [3.61]; Kocevar, 1985 #69. This happens because
the energy transfer time from the optical to the acoustic phonons is long compared to the
optical pulse (7 ps for GaAs [3.62]),11 so energy rapidly accumulates on the optical
phonon branch.
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More recently, Pötz et al. have performed a careful calculation of the hot-phonon

Fig. 3-5 Hot-phonon effect in GaAs. This is a schematic picture of the
phase-space dependence of LO-phonon amplification [3.56]. The kinetic
energies of Γ- and L-band electrons and the holes in the valence band are
shown. Δ LT marks the energy difference between the Γ- and L-band
minima.

11

Phonon-phonon interactions require both momentum and energy conservation.
One zone-center optical phonon needs, for instance, two zone-edge acoustic phonons to
satisfy the requirements. Furthermore, the interaction strength is quite small. Thus, the
relaxation time of the hot optical phonons is longer than the time for electron-phonon
interactions.
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effect in GaAs, including electron-hole interaction [3.63]. Because the electron-hole
scattering is not instantaneous, the electron temperature is expected to be higher in the
first 2 ps, than in the case where there is an instantaneous thermalization between
electrons and holes. The hot-phonon effect, on the other hand, is expected to dominate
after 1 ps. Figure 3-5 gives a schematic picture of the phase-space dependence of LOphonon amplification when there is only Γ → L intervalley scattering [3.56]. Although
electron-hole scattering has a shorter interaction time, LO emission is the dominant
energy relaxation process for the excited electrons. After LO reabsorption, the cooling of
the hot electrons slows down, and is even slower when the return Γ ← L scattering takes
place. The electrons in the L band also contribute to LO phonons emission with a
different wavevector. This contribution is weaker than that of the Γ band electrons
because the kinetic energy of the L-band electrons is smaller. Due to electron-hole
scattering, the kinetic energy of holes increases at first. When their kinetic energy
becomes higher than the LO or TO phonon energies, the hot holes start emitting LO or
TO phonons.
Next we turn to intervalley carrier-phonon scattering. The band structure of GaAs
shown in Fig. 3-2 has subsidiary minima in the conduction band at or near the L and X
points in the Brillouin zone. If a photo-excited electron in the Γ band is close to or higher
than both the minima of the L6 and X6 bands, the electron can make a phonon-assisted
transition from the central band to either of these two subsidiary bands. With the 2-eV
photons used in our experiment, both Γ → L and Γ → X intervalley scattering are
possible.12 Since the densities of states of both the L and X bands are larger than that of
the Γ band, the Γ → L,X scattering times are expected to be longer than the returning
Γ ← L,X scattering times. Furthermore, the density of states of the L band is smaller
than that of the X band. Thus, the Γ ↔ L scattering times are expected to be longer than
the Γ ↔ X scattering times.
12

For the sake of brevity we denote the L 6 band by L, and the X6 band by X.
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Shah et al. [3.64] used sum-frequency luminescence spectroscopy and an ensemble
Monte Carlo calculation to determine the Γ → L scattering time in GaAs, and found it to
be approximately 100 fs. The returning Γ ← L scattering time was found to be
approximately 2 ps. Becker et al. [3.65] instead used pump-probe absorption to measure
both intervalley scattering times with 2-eV, 6-fs laser pulses. The Γ → L scattering time
was measured to be 80 fs and the Γ → X scattering time, 55 fs. A third approach was
employed by Ulbrich et al. [3.66], who used cw luminescence spectroscopy to study the
intervalley scattering mechanisms with the built-in clock, the polar LO phonon emission
time of 180 fs. The Γ → L scattering time for 0.48-eV electrons was measured to be
540 ± 120 fs and the Γ → X scattering time for 0.58-eV electrons was measured to be
180 ± 40 fs. The returning Γ ← X scattering time was independently measured by
Ockman et al. to be 0.50 ± 0.35 ps [3.67].
These fast forward scattering processes therefore instantaneously transfer the zonecenter electrons to the subsidiary bands with a slow return to the Γ band. This behavior
causes an decrease in the total kinetic energy of the free electrons and a less electronlattice energy transfer. Thus, the electron-lattice interaction is slowed due to these
intervalley scattering processes.
In our femtosecond experiment, the Γ → X scattering takes place instantaneously
within the pulse width; the Γ → L scattering time, on the other hand, is comparable to
the pulse width. The fast intervalley scattering processes can affect the overall effective
mass of the carrier system. The effective mass at the L band minimum, mL , is about
0.56m0 and the effective mass of the X band minimum, mX , is about 0.85 m0 , where m0
is the electron mass [3.12].

Compared with the effective mass of the Γ band,

mΓ ≅ 0.067m0 , the effective masses mL and mX are much larger. Thus, within the first
100 fs, the effective mass of the free electrons is expected to be close to one tenth of the
electron mass, if 50% of the Γ band electrons have been scattered into the X band. After
approximately 0.5 ps, the overall effective mass gradually decreases back to mΓ . This
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reduced effective mass depends on the kinetic energy of electrons and the interaction
between the free electrons and the lattice ions [3.68]. Even in liquid GaAs, the effective
mass of the electrons is expected to be slightly smaller than the electron mass due to the
interaction between the electrons and ions.
In summary, intravalley LO-phonon emission is the dominant energy relaxation
mechanism transferring energy from the carrier system to the lattice system. This
electron-phonon scattering time is measured to be 180 fs for low carrier densities. Using
the phonon cascade model, the energy relaxation time in our femtosecond experiment is
estimated to be about 2.5 ps. Due to the combined effects of screening and hot phonons ,
this relaxation time is expected to be even longer for high carrier densities. Intervalley
Γ → L,X scattering can quickly transfer the Γ-band electrons into the L and X bands.
Because of the long back-scattering times, the effective mass of the excited electrons is
expected to be about half of the electron mass within the first 0.5 ps, with this mass
gradually decreasing to the value of the Γ-band electron effective mass.

3.1.3 Carrier recombination processes
The final processes occurring in the photo-excited electron-hole plasma is electronhole recombination. There are radiative and nonradiative recombination processes. The
typical radiative recombination time is about one nanosecond. Compared with other
energy relaxation processes, these recombination processes can be neglected in the
picosecond and femtosecond experiments.
One important nonradiative recombination processes is Auger recombination. The
Auger process is a three-particle process: an electron recombines with a hole and the
energy released is taken up by a third carrier. Thus, the carrier recombination rate is
proportional to the third power of the excited carrier density. A dense plasma, however,
is expected to partially screen the Coulomb interaction between carriers, leading to a
modified Auger rate [3.55, 69]
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(3.1-12)

where λ is the screening vector, and k G = 2π 2me* EG / h is the approximate wave vector
of the most likely recombination transition. Since λ 2 ∝ Nc for dense highly-excited
carriers, the recombination rate is approximately proportional to the excited carrier
concentration. Thus, in this static screening model, the recombination time reaches a
constant value at Ne~1021 cm–3.

When the carrier density is even higher, the

recombination time decreases asymptotically to approximately 10–11 sec. Apparently,
Auger process increases the average free electron energy and decreases the free electron
density.
The Auger coefficient of GaAs is measured to be (7 ± 4) × 10–31 cm6sec–1 [3.70].
For a carrier density of 3× 1021 cm–3, the Auger recombination time,

τ Auger = Ne ( ∂Ne / ∂t ) Auger , is about 160 fs if we neglect screening. For nanosecond

and picosecond experiments, the Auger process will effectively decrease the photoexcited carrier density and increase the carrier kinetic energy within the pulse width.
This process, however, will delay the heating of the lattice in femtosecond experiments.
Downer et al. measured the effect of Auger recombination on a photoexcited Si thin film
and found that the delayed heating takes about 25 ps [3.28]. In our femtosecond
experiment, this recombination time is measured to be about 400 fs and the effective
Auger coefficient η2 CA is determined to be about (6 ± 2) × 10 −32 cm 6 sec .

The

measured recombination time suggests a weak screening effect.
At a high excitation level, when the plasmon energy reaches the band gap energy, an
electron and hole can recombine to emit a plasmon [3.71]. This resonant recombination
is called plasmon-assisted recombination. The energy so produced can be transferred to
the electron system through electron-plasmon interaction and then be transferred to the
lattice through electron-phonon interaction. Thus, the recombination energy raises the
lattice temperature and decreases the band gap. The strong temperature dependence of
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this process is expected to dominate the temperature-independent Auger process. In
intense picosecond experiments on Si, the PPAR process13 explains the 2.8-µm
reflectivity measured after the arrival of the pump pulse [3.72-74]. This complicated
process requires a strong electron-phonon interaction to equilibrate the electron and
lattice temperatures. Thus, this process is expected to be negligible in femtosecond
experiments.
The free carriers generated by the laser pulse can diffuse away from the interaction
region to decrease the carrier density and consequently lower the carrier temperature. For
doped semiconductors at room temperature, the diffusion constant, D , is about
~100 cm2/sec [3.75]. Thus, the diffusion length within the pulse width of a 25-ps pulse is
about 0.5 µm, which is comparable to the absorption depth of the laser pulse. Since the
diffusion constant is a function of the carrier density and temperature, the actual diffusion
constant in the interaction region is expected to be larger. The highly nonequilibrium
carrier diffusion generated in Si by picosecond pulses has been studied by van Driel. He
shows that the carrier distribution changes dramatically with the depth profile during the
application of the laser pulse. He uses diffusion rather than the PPAR process to interpret
the picosecond infrared results [3.76]. The diffusion length within a 100-fs laser pulse,
on the other hand, is much shorter than the absorption depth of the pulse. Shank et al.
performed a femtosecond laser-induced phase transition experiment in silicon [3.27].
They claim that the diffusion model can explain time-resolved 1-µm reflectivity results
after 1-20 ps of the pump pulse. Thus, carrier diffusion can be neglected within the
femtosecond pulse width and cannot affect the short-time carrier dynamics.

13

Since Si has an indirect band gap, the plasmon-assisted recombination requires
phonons to satisfy momentum conservation. This phonon-involved process is called
plasmon-phonon-assisted recombination (PPAR).
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3.1.4 Physical models for laser melting
The wave of research on laser annealing in semiconductors has led to a debate about
the nature of the laser melting mechanism. One well accepted model involves thermal
melting [3.6, 77], the other, plasma melting [3.78, 79]. The debate was more or less
settled before the invention of femtosecond lasers. The development of high energy,
femtosecond laser sources, however, raises the question of whether the thermal model
can explain the femtosecond experimental results. We will give a brief summary of the
two models and discuss their roles in our femtosecond experiment.
(A) THERMAL MELTING MODEL
The thermal model is based on the assumption that the carrier-lattice interaction is so
strong that the lattice temperature, T L , equilibrates with the carrier temperature, Tc ,
instantaneously within nanosecond and picosecond laser pulses. This assumption is well
justified: the LO phonon emission time is 100-200 fs and, therefore, the equilibrating
time between T L and Tc is about 2-3 ps, which is well within either a nanosecond or a
25-ps laser pulse. Since the radiative recombination time is ~1 ns, the dominant energy
relaxation channel is the electron-lattice interaction. Furthermore, since the diffusion
length of the hot carriers is about 0.5 µm, the photo-excited carriers are more or less
confined within the absorption depth of the laser pulse. Thus, the lattice temperature
rises with the temporal profile of the laser pulse. When the lattice temperature reaches
the melting temperature, Tm , the lattice structure undergoes a phase transition to a liquid
state. The total kinetic energy of the hot carriers is so high that the temperature of the
molten liquid is expected to be even higher than the melting temperature.
Now let us briefly discuss carrier generation mechanisms other than interband onephoton absorption.

As we mentioned in Subsection 3.1.1, the power density of

nanosecond and picosecond laser pulses is too low to allow for appreciable carrier
generation from multi-photon interband absorption.
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Second, the electron-phonon

interaction is so strong that the electron energy relaxation is faster than the energy gain
through free-carrier absorption. Thus, cascade ionization is negligible in both nano- and
pico-second experiments. The dominant carrier generation process is, therefore, onephoton interband absorption.
Assuming that lateral diffusion is negligible, the one-dimensional diffusion equation
for the lattice temperature can be used to describe the heat conduction of the photoexcited
region. The relevant diffusion equation is [3.6]

ρc p

∂T L
∂ ⎡ ∂ TL ⎤
=
k
+S ,
∂t
∂ x ⎢⎣ L ∂x ⎥⎦

(3.1-13)

where ρ is the density, c p is the heat capacity, and k L is the thermal conductivity. The
source term is given by
S = G( x,t )( hν − EG − 3k BT L ) + CAuger N 3 ( EG + 3k BT L ) ,

(3.1-14)

which describes the instantaneous transfer of excess energy from the photogenerated
electron-hole pairs to the lattice and the heating effect due to Auger recombination. The
predictions of this theoretical model are in good agreement with the observed laser
melting dynamics.
(B) PLASMA MELTING MODEL
Van Vechten et al. proposed a nonthermal model to explain laser annealing [3.78].
He argues that the one-photon interband transition in semiconductors actually excites the
electrons from the valence band (the bonding state) to the conduction band (the antibonding state). The transverse acoustic phonons in covalent semiconductors are then
softened by the photo-excited electron-hole plasma in accordance with the following
relation [3.80]:
fε n
0 ⎛
⎜ 1 − ∞ c ⎞⎟ ,
ω TA = ω TA
⎝
4n ⎠
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(3.1-15)

0
where ω TA
is the transverse acoustic frequency without any excited carriers, f~1 (for Si,

f=0.85), ε ∞ is the dielectric permittivity of the crystal, n c is the excited carrier density,
and n is number density of the atoms. He shows that when a critical carrier density,
8×10 21 cm-3, is excited, the bond charges will be so depleted that they cannot stabilize
the TA phonon modes. That is, the TA frequency is less than zero. The crystal can then
no longer resist shearing stresses and will become a fluid.
This phase transition is nonviolent because the energy is maintained in the electronic
system and the lattice temperature is still low. As the plasma is less dense due to
expansion and transfer of energy to the lattice, the fluid phase will pass through this
phase transition. If the process is not too fast, the material will recrystallize as an
expitaxial single crystal.
The plasma melting model is based on the assumption that the electron-lattice
interaction is so weak that the electron temperature can be much higher than the lattice
temperature. The discussion in Subsection 3.1.2, however, shows that the electronphonon scattering time is actually so short that the lattice temperature closely follows
with the electron temperature, even within a 25-ps laser pulse. This is verified by
measurements of the lattice temperature by Raman scattering [3.81]. On the other hand,
the condition, T L << Tc , may be attainable by using femtosecond laser pulses, because the
electron-lattice interaction time will now be longer than the pulse width. It is then
possible for the lattice to become disordered before its temperature reaches the melting
temperature.

3.1.5 Lattice instability
Since the electron-lattice interaction time is about 2-3 ps, the electron temperature
will be much higher than the lattice temperature within 160-fs laser pulses. Thus, the
femtosecond laser melting experiment will provide an answer to the following question:
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does the ordered lattice wait 2-3 ps after the arrival of the pump pulse before it undergoes
a phase transition to a disordered liquid phase, even if the pulse width of the pump pulse
is 160 fs? As will be discussed in Section 3.3, the second-harmonic signal results
indicates that the GaAs lattice becomes disordered within the 160-fs pulse. The thermal
melting model cannot explain this result. Although the plasma melting model proposed
by Van Vechten et al. fails to explain picosecond laser melting results, TA-mode
softening may be useful in interpreting our femtosecond results.
In order to understand ultrafast lattice disordering by femtosecond laser pulses, we
must consider the condition for lattice instability without recourse to the equilibrium
melting concept. The conditions for lattice stability were discussed from the viewpoint of
lattice dynamic by Born and Huang [3.82]. The general condition for the stability of an
ordered structure is that all normal modes of vibration have real nonzero frequencies.
The limit of stability is approached when the frequency of any mode decreases and
approaches zero. An imaginary frequency means that the system, subjected to a small
displacement, will disrupt exponentially with time rather than executing oscillatory
motion about the equilibrium configuration.
The frequencies of the normal vibrations are given by the equation,

{

kk ′
Cαβ
(q ) − δ αβ δ kk ′ω 2 (q) = 0 ,

}

(3.1-16)

kk ′
where Cαβ
(q ) is the dynamic matrix which is determined by the force constants of the

lattice. The condition ω i2 < 0 is then equivalent to some generalized elastic coefficients

{

}

kk ′
associated with Cαβ
(q ) becoming small; the crystal’s restoring force against some

shear deformation is weak–the crystal literally softens. Applying these lattice stability
criteria, Cochran has derived the stability requirements for a simple cubic monatomic
lattice in terms of the elastic coefficients [3.83, 84]:
C44 > 0 , C11 > 0 , C112 − C122 > 0 , and C11 + 2C12 > 0 .
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(3.1-17)

These crystal stability conditions have been used to study soft-mode phase transitions in
ferroelectric and piezoelectric systems [3.85, 86].
To investigate the effects of photoexcited carriers on lattice stability in covalent
semiconductors such as Si and GaAs, we must first understand the forces between the
lattice ions. Given the force constants, we need to extract the phonon spectrum. We
must then consider the effects of photoexcited carriers on both the force constants and the
phonon spectrum. Figure 3-6 shows the valence charge densities of Si and GaAs. In
both materials there is a nonzero charge distribution between the adjacent ions, which is
called the bond charge. Since Ga and As have different polarities, the center of the bond
charge (BC) distribution is closer to the As ions. Phillips has suggested that the charge
density in a covalent material can be divided into two parts: a part linearly screening the
ions plus a part concentrated at the bond centers [3.87]. Considering the fixed bond
charge sitting between two adjacent ions, Martin has calculated the phonon spectrum of

Fig. 3-6 Valence band charge density for Si and GaAs at (110) planes.
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Si based on Phillips’s bond-charge model [3.88]. Weber, in contrast, modified Martin’s
calculation by further considering the forces between the adiabatic bond charges [3.89]bond charge allowed to move adiabatically.
We now consider the monatomic linear chain system and demonstrate the effects of
photoexcited carriers on crystal stability using Weber’s adiabatic bond-charge model.
We introduce a short-range ion-BC force constant f and a force constant f´ which
describes the coupling between neighboring ions.

Here the interaction between

neighboring ions is neglected. The phonon frequency is then determined by the
following equation (see Appendix 3.D):

(f

+ 2 f ′ )sin 2 (qa / 2 )
mω = 2 f
,
f + 2 f ′sin 2 (qa / 2 )
2
0

(3.1-18)

where m is the mass of the lattice ions, q is the wavevector, and a is the interatomic
spacing. Suppose that an electron-hole pair is excited. The creation of this pair destroys
the equivalent of one bond, i.e., the force constant f is reduced by a fraction 1 / N A and
the force constant f´ is reduced by a fraction (1 / N A ) , where N A is the total number of
2

atoms. Thus, Eq. 3.1-18 becomes

[ f + 2(1− γ ) f ′]sin (qa / 2)
= 2(1− γ ) f
2

mω ′

2

f + 2(1− γ ) f ′sin2 (qa / 2)

,

(3.1-19)

when there are Ne electron-hole pairs excited, and γ ≡ Ne / N A . From this simple
picture, we see that the frequency approaches zero when the excited carrier number
density is sufficiently high. For q<<π/a, we obtain the following condition from
Eq. 3.1-19

ω ′ 2 (q ) ≈

[

]

a2
C
(1 − γ ) f + 2(1− γ )2 f ′ q2 = v2 q2 = q 2 ,
2m
ρ

(3.1-20)

where v is the sound velocity, ρ is the mass density and C is the elastic constant. Thus,
the elastic constant
C≈

[

a
(1− γ ) f + 2(1 − γ )2 f ′
2
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]

(3.1-21)

decreases with the number of excited electron-hole pairs; that is, the acoustical mode is
softening. In a real crystal, f´ is comparable to f [3.89]. This extra contribution from the
force constant f´ arises from the anharmonicity of the covalent lattice. The anharmonic
contribution to C also decreases with the addition of electron-hole pairs.
From the condition (3.1-17), the lattice stability condition can be reached by the
cancellation between the two elastic constants in a simple cubic crystal. Biswas and
Ambegaokar have used the screened bond-charge model to calculate the photon spectrum
of electronically excited silicon [3.90]. Their calculation shows that when the free-carrier
density reaches about 9×10 21 cm–3, the [111] TA mode at the L direction is unstable, i.e.,
2
ω TA
≅ 0 . They claim that the key ingredients leading to TA mode softening are the

weakening of bond charges and the corresponding metallic screening of the free carriers.
Their results are based on the assumption that there is no electron-phonon scattering, and
is thus valid only for the case of using femtosecond pulses.
In contrast with the instability situation caused by the excited electron-hole pairs, the
instability condition of the thermal melting, the Lindemann criterion, can be derived by
introducing anhamonicity into the equation of motion for the lattice atoms. When the
temperature is close to the melting temperature, the vibration of the atoms can no longer
be described by harmonic oscillators. As the temperature rises, the nonlinearity of the
potential between the atoms is expected to produce strong deviations from the harmonic
approximation. For a monatomic linear chain, the behavior of the high temperature force
constant is governed by the relation
y = β ey ,

(3.1-22)

where y ≡ η kB T / K˜ , β ≡ η k BT / K o , η is a factor depending on the geometry of the
system, Ko is the force constant at low temperature, and K˜ is the force constant at high
temperature [3.91]. The equation of motion for the nth atom is now given by
u˙˙n + 2 K˜ un = 0 ,
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(3.1-23)

where un is the atomic displacement along the chain. The solution of Eq. 3.1-22 can be
obtained graphically once β is given. At low temperatures, exp(y)~1 and we recover the
harmonic force constant K˜ = Ko . Raising the temperature produces deviations away
from harmonic behavior, and finally no real solution of K˜ can be found. The maximum
value of β for which a real solution exists is β C = e −1 , with corresponding values yC = 1
and K˜ C = Ko / e . Even at the critical point, the force constant K˜ , although smaller than
Ko , is real. When β > β C , i.e., T > 2Ko / eηkB (= T m ) , K˜ becomes a complex number, as
does the phonon frequency given by Eq. 3.1-19.14 Compared with the lattice instability
described previously, the melting transition effects to the lattice more strongly. Van
Vechten, thus, argued that the transition caused by the electron-hole pairs is a secondorder phase transition while the melting transition, which results from raising the lattice
temperature, is a first-order phase transition.
In summary, the general condition for lattice stability is that all normal modes of
vibration have real, nonzero frequencies. The force constants of the lattice are closely
related to the phonon spectrum. The force constants , in general, decrease with the bondcharge density, which in turn decreases with the excited carrier density. Once the freecarrier density reaches a critical value, the TA phonon frequency becomes imaginary and
lattice unstable. This instability arises from the anharmonicity induced by excited
electron-hole pairs. The lattice instability for the thermal model also arises from the
anharmonicity of the lattice. In picosecond experiments, the lattice temperature rises
with the pulse. The melting transition will take place if the lattice temperature reaches
the melting temperature. In femtosecond experiments, the lattice temperature can never
reach the melting temperature within the pulse width; however, the plasma-induced phase
transition can take place.

14

Notice that the Lindemann criterion only gives the temperature for lattice
instability which is usually higher than the melting temperature[3.91].
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3.1.6 Experimental probes
To investigate the detailed dynamics occurring during the process of laser annealing,
many probe methods are needed. We can separate the probing into two stages: shorttime probes and postmortem probes. The short-time probes are used to study the fast
dynamics and the postmortem probes to study the material long after laser processing.
We begin with a discussion of postmortem probes.

First, scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) is used to check the surface properties of the laser interaction area. It
provides information about the final product of the resolidification process. Second,
profilometer can be used to monitor the depth of the crater after the laser shot and to
measure how much the material is ablated. Third, Auger electron microscopy and
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy can be used to study the composition of the
resolidified area. These analyzing techniques only provide information about the
resolidified phase after the laser shot, not the dynamics.
In order to monitor the melting or disordering dynamics of the material, short-time
probes are required to obtain time-resolved information. By using fast photodetectors to
monitor the optical signal of the probe pulse after interacting with the pump region, one
can monitor the dynamic information during and after the pump pulse. The time
resolution is, however, limited by the response time of the photodetectors and the
associated electronics. Since the response time of the fastest photodetector is limited to
about 100 ps, time information shorter than this time resolution cannot be extracted by
the photodetector. A streak camera, in contrast, can provide 2-ps resolution, a time
resolution not possible with most commonly used photodetectors [3.92, 93].15 A streak
camera can thus provide the pulse width, 25 ps, in the picosecond experiment.

15

Hamamatsu Photonics K. K., recently released a femtosecond streak camera with
a time resolution of 500 fs[3.94]. The time resolution of the streak camera is mostly
limited by the space charge effect of the accelerated photoelectrons.
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The fast and most convenient analyzing technique at our disposal is the optical
probe. By varying the time delay between the pump pulse and the probe pulse, the timeresolved reflectivity and transmission of the probe pulse can be obtained. This pumpprobe technique are most commonly used to provide the dynamic information. The time
resolution is then limited only by the pulse width, which can be as short as 6 fs, not by
the photodetector. The reflectivity and the transmission are the most commonly used
linear optical probes. These probes provide time-varying information about the complex

refractive index, n(ω p ; ω ,Δt ) + ik(ω p ; ω ,Δt) of the pumped region, where ω p and ω are
the frequencies of the pump pulse and the probe pulse respectively, and Δt is the time
delay between the pump pulse and the probe pulse. The complex refractive index
contains information about the carrier dynamics, assuming some electronic model is
provided. In high-energy short-pulse experiments, the Drude model is the most useful
model for describing the plasma dynamics. Shank et al. [3.27] use this simple model to
study the carrier dynamics in the femtosecond-optical-pulse-induced phase transition in
silicon. In our femtosecond experiments, we will also use this model to extract the
carrier dynamics.
Structural information about the pumped area cannot, however, be extracted from the
reflectivity and transmission data. The symmetry properties of the second-order
nonlinear susceptibility in crystalline hetero-semiconductors have allowed Akhmanov et
al. [3.95, 96] to use second-harmonic generation from the probe beam to study the
structure-disordering dynamics in GaAs. The second-harmonic signal comes from the
asymmetric distribution of valence electrons in crystalline GaAs. Since crystalline GaAs
does not have an inversion symmetry and the disordered phase does, the drop in the
second-harmonic signal indicates that the material has undergone a disordering phase
transition.16 Shank et al. [3.99], Tom et al. [3.100], and we [3.101] have used this
16

The second-harmonic signal mainly comes from the electric dipole term which is
at least three order of magnitude larger than the electric quadruple and magnetic dipole
terms[3.97]. In addition, the second-harmonic signal generated from the surface is also
much smaller than that from the bulk[3.98].
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technique in the femtosecond time domain to study the ultrafast phase transition in Si and
GaAs.
To obtain detailed structural information, x-rays and electron beams are the two most
commonly used, since their wavelengths are comparable to or shorter than the lattice
constants of crystalline semiconductors. With a short-pulse x-ray or electron source,
transient structural information can be obtained directly. Many efforts have been
expended attempting to generate short-pulse high-flux x-ray sources [3.3, 102], but there
is still a distance to go. On the other hand, short-pulse high-flux electron sources have
already been generated by striking a photocathode with a short laser pulse, resulting in
emission of a short electron pulse. Williamson et al. [3.33] and Elsayed-Ali et al. [3.103]
use the short electron pulse to perform electron diffraction on the crystal surface pumped
by a synchronized high-energy light pulse. The pulse width of these electron sources are,
however, limited by the space charge effect of the photo-electrons, similar to the Streak
camera.
Other nonlinear optical techniques can provide transient information as well. For
example, spontaneous Raman scattering and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS) give information about phonon dynamics in material pumped by short laser
pulses. As mentioned before, spontaneous Raman scattering has been used to measure
the lattice temperature of the pumped area [3.7]. Compared with the spontaneous Raman
scattering, CARS has the advantage of having a higher signal-to-noise ratio, since the
total CARS signal depends quadratically on the power density of the laser pulse. Thus,
CARS is suitable for reflection-typed experiments [3.96]. From the time-varying phonon
linewidth and lineshift, one can extract information about phonon softening before the
phase transition occurs.
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3.2 Experimental setups
In our femtosecond experiment, the high-energy femtosecond laser pulses are
generated from a colliding-pulse-mocked (CPM) dye laser with a subsequent five-staged
dye amplifier, described in Chapter 2. A grating pair recompresses the dispersed pulse
train. This CPM-amplifier setup generates a 10-Hz, 160-fs (FWHM), ~500-µJ pulse train
at 620 nm. We use Bethune prism dye cells and relay-imaging to obtain a uniform spatial
profile at the output of the amplifier[3.104]. The uniform profile is required to calibrate
the fluence of the pump pulse on the sample surface. The resulting laser pulse train is
well polarized in the p-polarized direction. This pulse train is then sent into the
experimental setup.

Pump
BS

Probe
Reflectivity

PT1

PT3
UV BS

delay

Probe
Scatter
PT2

PMT2

PMT1

Sample

SH Signal

Fig. 3-7 Pump-probe experimental setup. BS, beam splitter; PT1,
calibrated phototube detector for the pump beam; PT2, phototube detector
for the probe beam; PT3, phototube detector for the reflective probe beam;
UV BS, UV beam splitter; PMT1, photomultiplier for the reflected
second-harmonic signal; PMT2, photomultiplier for the scattered signal of
the probe beam.
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Figure 3-7 shows the schematic pump-probe setup. The laser pulse from the CPMamplifier setup goes through a beam splitter, yielding the pump pulse and the probe
pulse. Both pulse trains are sent through respective time-delay setups to finely adjust the
timing at the sample. We use two half-wave plates within the paths of the two pulse
trains to rotate their polarizations. A calibrated high-voltage phototube detector measures
the energy of the pump pulse at the sample. We use another phototube detector to
measure the probe pulse intensity before the pulse hits the sample. A 15-cm focal length
lens then focuses the pump pulse train onto the sample surface in the direction of normal
incidence. The probe pulse train is focused by a 5-cm focal length lens, at a 45° angle of
incidence with the center of the pumped area. The probed area is only the central 10% of
the pumped area. A combination of gelatin neutral density filters are employed to
achieve an energy ratio of 300:1 between the pump and probe beams.17 The 45° angle
between the pump and probe beams is required to prevent the obscuring of scattered light
from the pump pulse. The reflected probe beam is then recollimated by a 12-cm focal
length lens and is sent through a UV beam splitter to split off the second-harmonic signal
from the GaAs sample.

The 310-nm second-harmonic signal is monitored by a

photomultiplier with a 310-nm interference filter in front of it.

We use another

photodetector, as well as a 620-nm interference filter, to monitor the reflectivity of the
pumped area.
The sample is mounted on a three-axis translation stage to move the pumped area to
a new spot for each shot. A shutter is placed after the amplifier setup to control the
experiment. The detected signals are sent first through integrated amplifiers and then
through sample/hold amplifiers. The resulting electronic signals are digitized by a A/D
converter and then sent into a Mac II personal computer to be processed. The normalized
reflectivity and second-harmonic (SH) efficiency is then calculated.
17

The focused diameter of the probe beam is about 30 µm and that of the pump
beam is about 100 µm. In addition, the gelatin filter has a thickness of about 100 µm and
introduces an extra time delay of 165 fs.
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The origin of time is determined by measuring the intensity autocorrelation of the
attenuated pump and probe beams reflected from the GaAs sample. Due to the 45° angle
between the beams, there is a 5% broadening in the measured pulse width. This
broadening is, however, negligible in our experiment. For a particular time delay
between the pump and probe beams, the pump beam is first blocked to check the linear
reflectivity and the quadratic dependence of the SH signal on the probe pulse intensity.
This enable us to ascertain that the probe beam does not perturb the system and the
electronic data taking system is functioning properly.
For the experiment on the (100) GaAs surface, the pump pulse is polarized
perpendicular to the optical table, i.e., the s-polarized direction, and the probe pulse is
polarized parallel to the table, i.e., the p-polarized direction, as in Fig. 3-8. Due to the
symmetry properties of GaAs, there is no second-harmonic signal production, when the
electric field of the light pulse is parallel to the crystal axes [3.105]. Our polarization
setup will thus eliminate second-harmonic signal production from the pump beam only if
the crystal axis of the sample is parallel to the pump polarization. For the experiment on

Pumped
Area

(100) Sample

Probe beam
p-pol, ω
45

o

Pump beam

p-pol, ω
s-pol, 2ω

Probed
Area

Fig. 3-8 Pump-probe geometry of (100) GaAs surface.
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the (110) GaAs surface, on the other hand, the pump beam is p-polarized and the probe
beam is s-polarized. The perpendicular polarizations of the pump and probe beams also
ensure that the reflected 620-nm optical signal is not from the pump beam, when a
polarizer is placed before detector PT3.
Both samples are semi-insulating GaAs (Cr doped, ρ>7×107 Ω⋅cm), etched with a
10% HF solution to remove the upper rough oxide layer. When exposed to water or air
for an hour, a smooth ~10-nm layer of GaxOy will grow on the processed surface. This
thin oxide layer is an insulator and cannot absorb the 2-eV photons. Furthermore, the
layer is in an amorphous phase and will not produce a second-harmonic signal which is
appreciable compared with the second-harmonic signal from the bulk GaAs. The effect
of the oxide layer can thus be ignored in our experiment.
To determine the crystal axes of the GaAs sample, the probe beam is first polarized

1
a.u.

(110) GaAs

0.5
I(2ω )
0
0

θ

100

200

300 degree 400

Fig. 3-9 Angular dependence of SH signal on (110) GaAs surface. θ is
the rotation angle in degrees. The solid line is a fit curve (see text).
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in the s-polarized direction. A series of measurements of the second-harmonic signal are
performed by gradually rotating the sample along the normal direction to the sample
surface. When the polarization of the probe pulse is parallel to one of the crystal axes,
there is no second-harmonic signal production. The crystal axes can be thus determined.
Figure 3-9 shows the second-harmonic signal vs. the rotation angle for a (110) GaAs
sample. Notice that the zero second-harmonic signal repeats itself every 180° reflecting
the two-fold symmetry of the (110) crystal surface. The solid line is the fit curve.18
To determine the amount of light scattered when the probe beam strikes the pumped
area, we place a water cell in the path of the probe beam, thus generating a 40-nm wide
supercontinuum. This supercontinuum is then sent through a 10-nm bandpass filter to
select the light pulses at 650 nm. We then use a Bethune prism dye cell pumped by the
50-mJ doubled Nd:YAG laser pulses to amplify the filtered supercontinuum. This light
beam then follows the probe-beam path and is focused onto the pumped area. A
collecting lens with f/number 319 is positioned above the plane of incidence to collect the
scattered light emerging in ~1.4% of the solid angle in front of the water. Because the
wavelength has been shifted, we eliminate the problem of collecting the scattered light
from the pump beam. The collected light signal is detected by photomultiplier PMT2
with a 650-nm interference filter in front of it, as shown in Fig. 3-7.

For each

measurement, we check the magnitude of the scattered light signal from the pump beam
with this photomultiplier.
We follow the standard procedure in calibrating the fluence of the pump pulse on the
sample surface [3.106]. A series of damaged spots are created on the GaAs wafer. The
area of each damaged spot is then measured with a high-magnification optical

18

The fitting formula is derived by considering the Fresnel formula and the
refractive index of GaAs at 620 nm. The formula is given by
2
I(2ω ) ∝ sin2 θ 1.46 ⋅sin 2 2θ + 0.795 ⋅ (3cos2 θ − 1) .
19 The collecting lens has a 15-cm focal length and a lens diameter of 5 cm.

[

]
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microscope. We assume that the spatial profile of the laser beam is approximately
Gaussian, i.e.,
⎡ ⎛ r ⎞2⎤
F( r) ≅ F0 exp ⎢ − ⎜ ⎟ ⎥ ,
⎢⎣ ⎝ ρ ⎠ ⎥⎦

(3.2-1)

where F( r) is the fluence of the beam at the transverse vector r. If the disordering
threshold is Fth , then the diameter of the damaged spot, 2r* , is related to Fth as follows:
⎡ ⎛ r*⎞2⎤
Fth = F 0 exp ⎢− ⎜ ⎟ ⎥ .
⎢⎣ ⎝ ρ ⎠ ⎥⎦

(3.2-2)

Equation 3.2-2 can be rewritten as

(r )

* 2

= ρ 2 ( ln E0 − ln Eth ) ,

(3.2-3)

⎡ ⎛ r* ⎞ 2 ⎤
E0 = ∫ F0 exp ⎢ − ⎜ ⎟ ⎥ 2πrdr = F0ρ π ,
⎢⎣ ⎝ ρ ⎠ ⎥⎦
0
∞

with

(3.2-4)

where E0 is the energy of the pulse with a peak fluence F0 and Eth = Fth ρ π . We can
2

Damage radius
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ρ
0
0

F o F th

4

9

Fig. 3-10 Damage radius vs. pump fluence.
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12

obtain both the disordering threshold fluence and the spatial profile parameter ρ by
fitting the measured area of the damaged spot vs. the detected pulse energy to the relation
given by Eq. 3.2-3. Given the spatial profile parameter, we can obtain the energy fluence
of the pulse Eq. 3.2-4.
Figure 3-10 plots the relation between the radii of the damaged spots and the pulse
energies given by Eq. 3.2-3. When the pulse energy exceeds ~ 3Eth , the radius of the
damaged area is a slow function of the pulse energy. From our fluence calibration, we
find that Fth ≈ 100 mJ/cm2 on the GaAs surface and the spatial profile parameter of the
pump beam is about 40 µm. Thus, referring to Fig. 3-10, we see that if we choose the
focused radius of the probe beam on the sample to be about 30 µm, the fluence of the
pump beam needs to be higher than about three times the damage threshold. In this case,
the probe pulse will always probe the disordered or molten area of the sample eliminating
the problem of inhomogeneous probing [3.30].
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Fig. 3-11 Reflectivity and SH results on (100) GaAs at +130 fs.
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We use two other methods to analyze the surface morphology of the damaged spot:
a profilometer and scanning electron microscope. The depth profiles of a series of
damaged spots are measured with a Dektak profilometer, which measures the vertical
displacements of a stylus that rests on the wafer surface. As the wafer is translated inplane, the depth profiles of the damaged spots are recorded on a strip chart. In addition,
several scanning electron micrographs are also taken to investigate the features of the
damaged surface.

3.3 Results and discussion
The femtosecond experiments are performed on both the (100) and (110) GaAs
surfaces. We present the results on the (100) and (110) surfaces in the next two
subsections. In Subsection 3.3.1, we present the results on the (100) GaAs surface both
above and below the disorder fluence. As we will discuss, the SH efficiency of the ppolarized probe beam proves to be a very carrier-sensitive technique in studying fast
carrier dynamics, such as Auger recombination. The Auger recombination time is
extracted at a carrier density of about 1×1022 cm–3. The long-time behaviors of both the
reflectivity and the SH efficiency are explained by the delayed lattice heating due to
Auger recombination. In Subsection 3.3.2, we focus on the short-time results, i.e., up to
5 ps, above the disorder fluence. We discuss this fast disordering process within the
pulse width, showing its consistency with the SH efficiency results and the behavior of
the reflectivity. The optical properties of the transient hot plasma fluid are discussed as
well. In Subsection 3.3.3, the long-time results, i.e., from 5 ps to 0.5 ns, are presented,
including the phenomena of reflectivity drop and probe scattering. We discuss the
possible mechanisms responsible for the this reflectivity drop. The postmortem and the
surface morphology results are presented in Subsection 3.3.4.
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Fig. 3-12 Reflectivity and SH results on (100) GaAs at 2.5 Fth . The
autocorrelation trace of the pulse is shown and labeled as AC.

3.3.1 (100) GaAs results
Figure 3-11 plots the reflectivity and second-harmonic signal for the (100) GaAs
surface when the probe pulse arrives at the surface 130 fs after the pump pulse. The
normalized reflectivity is calculated by dividing the measured reflectivity with the pump
pulse by the unpumped reflectivity of the GaAs surface.20 We calculate the normalized
second-harmonic (SH) efficiency of the pumped GaAs surface similarly. The fluence of
the pump beam on the sample surface is calibrated against the damage to the surface.
The fluence at which damage first begins and the second-harmonic signal starts
The refractive index of GaAs at 620 nm is equal to 3.878 + i0.211. Thus, the
reflectivity of the p-polarized probe beam at a 45° angle of incidence is 0.224. On the
other hand, the reflectivity of the s-polarized probe beam at 45° angle of incidence is
0.473.
20
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Fig. 3-13 Reflectivity and SH results on (100) GaAs at 0.58 Fth .
decreasing is the threshold fluence and is called the disorder or damage fluence, Fth . We
take Fth as our unit of fluence in Fig. 3-11.
From Fig. 3-11 we see that the reflectivity decreases to a minimum at about 0.75Fth
and rises to about two times the unpumped GaAs reflectivity at about 2Fth . On the other
hand, at the fluence where the reflectivity decreases to a minimum, the SH signal is
approximately twice the unpumped GaAs SH signal. Similar reflectivity behavior was
seen in the femtosecond laser-induced phase transition experiment on Si by Shank et al
[3.27]. The reflectivity minimum can be explained by the change in the dielectric
constant due to excited electron-hole plasma.
In the 25-ps laser melting experiment on GaAs, however, Liu et al. did not observe
this behavior [3.107]. They argued that the absence of plasma behavior can be explained
by the fast Auger recombination process and the large surface recombination velocity in
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GaAs. We are able to observe this phenomenon, because we use femtosecond laser
pulses. The high reflectivity value corresponds to a high conductance phase. In contrast,
SH efficiency begin to decrease monotonically at the disorder fluence and is nearly zero
at about 1.5Fth . The second-harmonic result indicates that when the pump fluence
exceeds the disorder fluence the pumped area undergoes a disordering transition after the
arrival of the pump pulse.
The time dependences of both the reflectivity and SH efficiency at a pump fluence of
2.5 Fth are shown in Fig. 3-12. The cross correlation between the pump beam and the
probe beam is also shown as a reference. As discussed in Section 3.2, with this pump
fluence, the probe beam sees a uniformly disordered area of the sample. The reflectivity
rises from the unpumped value to the high reflectivity value with an exponential rise time
of about 200 fs. The SH efficiency, on the other hand, decreases to zero with a decay
time of about 90 fs. These results indicate that the pumped area has undergone a
disordering phase transition within the pump pulse. We will discuss this short-time
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Fig. 3-14 Angular rotation of the p-polarized refractive beam.
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behavior at fluence above the disorder fluences in the next subsection.
We also show the time dependence of the normalized reflectivity and SH efficiency
at 0.58 Fth in Fig. 3-13. The linear reflectivity first decreases to a minimum of 0.85Ro
and then gradually increases to the crystal reflectivity after about 2.5 ps, Ro is the crystal
reflectivity. The SH efficiency rises rapidly to a maximum of about 2.4 and then
decreases to one with a decay time of about 410 fs. This behavior agrees with the high
SH efficiency and minimum reflectivity below the threshold fluence shown in Fig. 3-11.
The high SH efficiency below threshold fluence can be understood In terms of highdensity carrier dynamics. The high-density carriers excited by the pump pulse change the
linear optical constants at both 620 nm and 310 nm. First, the carriers change the
dielectric constant of the probed area, which corresponds to the minimum reflectivity
near time zero in Fig. 3-13. This reflectivity change allows increased penetration of the
light field of the probe pulse inside the material and produces a stronger second-harmonic
signal. Second, the modified dielectric constant changes the refractive direction of the
probe beam inside the material and, therefore, change the second-order polarization.
Since GaAs has a 43m symmetry, the 27 components of the second-order nonlinear
susceptibility reduce to 6 components. These six components are all equal to χ (2)
yxz .
Furthermore, the modified dielectric constant will rotate the propagation direction of the
probe beam inside the material away from the crystal axis, as shown in Fig. 3-14. The
second-order nonlinear polarization will increase due to this angular rotation. Third, the
modified dielectric constant also changes the transmission of the second-harmonic signal
generated inside the material through the surface to the outside medium. The total
contribution of these three correction factors yields the high rise in the SH efficiency and
the drop in the reflectivity. If we can use a plasma model, e.g., Drude model, to describe
the electromagnetic response to the high-density plasma, the steeply rising SH efficiency
provides us a convenient way to study high-density carrier dynamics at very short times.
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(A) CARRIER-S ENSITIVE DETECTION TECHNIQUE
Bloembergen and his colleagues have derived a formula giving the reflected secondharmonic signal from the surface of a nonlinear material [3.108, 109]. The electric field
of this second-harmonic signal generated by an s-polarized probe beam is

E 2 R, y

ε (ω ) − sin 2 θ i − ε (2ω ) − sin 2 θ i
=−
4π P2,(2)y ,
[ε (ω ) − ε (2ω )] × ⎡⎣ ε (2ω ) − sin 2 θi + cosθi ⎤⎦

(3.3-1)

where ε (ω ) and ε (2ω ) are the modified dielectric constants at 620 nm and 310 nm
respectively, θ i is the angle of incidence, and P2,(2)y is the second-order nonlinear
polarization. This nonlinear polarization is given by
(2)
(2)
P2,(2)y = χ yxz
E1T , xE1T ,z + χ yzx
E1T ,zE1T , x

(2)
(2)
= χ yxz
E1T2 sin(2θT ) = χ yxz
E1T2

2
sin θ i ε (ω ) − sin 2 θ i
ε (ω )
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Fig. 3-15 Three correction factors to SH efficiency of p-polarized beam.
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=χ

(2)
yxz

⎧⎪
2 ε (ω ) cosθ1
⎨
2
⎩⎪ ε (ω )cosθ i + ε (ω ) − sin θ i

2

⎫⎪
2
2
sin θ i ε (ω ) − sin 2 θ i ,
⎬ E1i
ε (ω )
⎭⎪

(3.3-2)

where E1i is the incident electric field of the probe pulse, and θ T is the refractive angle
of the probe pulse inside the sample. The squared term in Eq. 3.3-2 is the Fresnel factor
corresponding to the transmission of the probe beam into the sample. The second angular
factor is the angular rotation of the refractive probe beam, shown in Fig. 3-14. Finally,
the prefactor on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.3-1 takes account of the transmission of the
second-harmonic signal.
We can calculate the modified dielectric constant based on the Drude model [3.110].
Since, at optical frequencies, ωτ >> 1, the dielectric constant can be approximated by

ε (ω ) ≅ ε o (ω ) −

ω 2p
,
ω2

(3.3-3)
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Fig. 3-16 Reflectivity and SH efficiency corrections. Thick solid line, ppolarized SH correction; thick dashed line, s-polarized SH correction; thin
solid line, p-polarized reflectivity correction; thin dashed line, s-polarized
reflectivity correction.
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where ω 2p ≡ 4πN ce 2 m* with m* being the effective mass of the free electrons, Nc is the
carrier density, and ε o (ω ) is the dielectric constant of the bulk.

Let

us define

m* ≡ ηmo ,where mo is the electron mass. The modified dielectric constant at 620 nm is,
thus, given by

ε (ω ) = ( 3.878 + i0.211) − 3.44 × 10−22
2

Nc
.
η

(3.3-4)

Similarly, the modified dielectric constant at 310 nm is given by

ε (2ω ) = (3.601 + i1.92) − 0.86 × 10−22
2

Nc
.
η

(3.3-5)

We use these parameters to calculate the three correction factors for the SH efficiency,
shown in Fig. 3-15. The transmission correction factor at 620 nm is the largest of the
three and is a highly nonlinear function of the carrier density. The reflectivity and
transmission corrections at 310 nm, on the other hand, are almost linear for carrier
concentration of interest.

Figure 3-16 shows the calculated results for both the

normalized reflectivity and SH efficiency for p-polarized and s-polarized probe beams
using the modified dielectric constants. We discuss the case of the s-polarized probe
beam in the next subsection. When the value of Nc η is about 1.1× 1022 cm–3, the
normalized reflectivity is about 0.8. and the SH efficiency is about 2.4. The experimental
results shown in Fig. 3-13, at about 130 fs after the pump pulse, indicate that the
reflectivity decays to a minimum value of about 0.85 and the SH efficiency rises to a
maximum value of about 2.4. Using the calculated results in Fig. 3-16 to extract the
effective carrier density, Nc η , we find a value of 0.78×10 22 cm–3 from the normalized
reflectivity, and a value of 1.1×1022 cm–3 from the SH efficiency. This discrepancy is
explained by the difference in the probing depths of the reflectivity and the secondharmonic signal.
Since the absorption coefficient of GaAs at 620 nm is 4.28×10 4 cm–1 and the
coefficient at 310 nm is 3.89×10 5 cm–1, the ratio of the probing depths of the reflectivity
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and the SH efficiency is about 18:1. That is, the probing depth of the SH efficiency is
about 13 nm and that of the reflectivity is about 230 nm. After the pump pulse, the
reflectivity of the probe beam is, therefore, probing a depth equal to the depth of the
generated carriers. The SH efficiency is, in contrast, probing a much shorter depth.
Because the excited carrier density is a function of the depth, the reflectivity is averaged
over a wide range of density in the bulk. In fact, van Driel has pointed out this finite
probing depth will affect the reflectivity results [3.76]. Assuming exponential decay of
the carrier density, Vakhnenko and Stizhevskii have derived an exact solution for the
normal-incidence reflectivity from this inhomogeneous medium [3.111]. Their results
show that there is an appreciable difference in the reflectivity of inhomogeneous and
homogeneous media. This fact explains why there is a non-negligible discrepancy in the
carrier densities extracted from the reflectivity and SH efficiency, as well as the slower
rise in the reflectivity before 1 ps. Thus, it is preferable to use the SH efficiency results
to extract the high-density carrier dynamics, especially for highly carrier-dependent
processes, such as Auger recombination.
The dielectric constant modified due to the high-energy pump pulse can cause
variations in the real part of the refractive index as well as the imaginary part. Variations
in the imaginary part change the absorption depth of the probe beam. If the effective
carrier density reaches 1.1×1022 cm–3, the dielectric constant at 620 nm becomes
3.36+i0.244, and at 310 nm it becomes 3.50+i1.98. The original refractive index of
GaAs at 620 nm is 3.88+i0.211 and at 310 nm it is 3.60+i1.92. Thus, the imaginary part
of the refractive index increases less than 16% at 620 nm and only 3% at 310 nm. The
probing depths of both the reflectivity and the SH efficiency do not change dramatically
with the excited carrier density.
(B) AUGER RECOMBINATION M EASUREMENT
As discussed in Subsection 3.1.3, Auger recombination is a three-particle
recombination process and can be described by
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dNc
= −(Ce + Ch )N c3 = −CNc3 ,
dt

(3.3-6)

where Ce and Ch are the Auger recombination coefficients of the ehe and the ehh
processes respectively [3.112]. At high electron-hole plasma densities, the Coulomb
interaction between carriers is partially screened and the Auger recombination coefficient
is, in general, a function of carrier density. From the experimental results at 0.58Fth and
0.75 Fth , we calculate the Nc η decay time to be 400 ± 150 fs. Because the carrier
effective mass is expected to vary little during the first 1-2 ps,21 the effective carrier
decay time will reflect the actual decay time. Furthermore, since Auger recombination
involving the subsidiary bands is phonon-assisted, we expect that the dominant process
involves the conduction and valence bands at the zone center. Thus, the actual carrier
density involved is less than the total excited carrier density. To circumvent this
possibility, one can use laser pulses where the photon energy is chosen so that the
resulting kinetic energy of the excited carriers is less than the minima of the subsidiary
bands.
Since the probing depth of the SH efficiency is about 13 nm, another possible carrier
recombination mechanism is surface recombination due to the defect centers. The
surface recombination velocity of GaAs at low excitation levels is about 106 cm/sec
which is much faster than that for Si, ~100 cm/sec. Rees, however, points out that the
effective surface recombination velocity is no longer a constant at high excitation levels
[3.113]. His calculation shows that the surface recombination rate is proportional to the
square root of the excited carrier density, i.e., R ≈ So ( ND δn)

1/ 2

, where So , the effective

surface recombination velocity, varies weakly with δ n, and δ n is the excited carrier
density. De Visschere’s more detailed calculation supports this result [3.114].

21

As discussed in Subsection 3.1.2, the intervalley scattering time is on the order of
100 fs. Thus, part of the Γ-band electrons have already scattered into the subsidiary
bands within the pump pulse. Since the returning scattering time is much longer, the
effective mass is not expected to vary during the Auger recombination process.
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The slow dependence of the effective surface recombination velocity on the excited
carrier density is due to surface charge effects which modify band bending at the surface.
For a trap center density at the surface of 1014 cm–2, the surface recombination velocity
is calculated to be about 10 4 cm/sec. If the excited carrier density is 5×1021 cm–3, the
surface recombination rate is calculated to be about 2.5×10 23 cm–2sec–1 for a doping
level of 1017 cm–3. This surface recombination rate corresponds to a recombined surface
carrier density of 2.5×10 11 cm–2 for one picosecond. This number is much smaller than
the initial excited carrier density at a depth of 13 nm, 1.25×1016 cm–2. Thus, the surface
recombination velocity is expected, has a very weak effect on carrier recombination. In
addition, depending on the density of the surface defect centers, surface recombination is
expected to be saturated for high carrier density and cannot affect the main recombination
process. Thus, we can regard fast recombination as Auger recombination.
In Fig. 3-17, we plot the carrier density vs. the time in logarithmic scales at both
0.58 Fth and 0.75 Fth . The carrier density data are detached from the SH efficiency
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Fig. 3-17 Auger recombination time measurement. ( ), data points at
0.58 Fth ; ( ), data points at 0.75 Fth .
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results. For time delays smaller than about 1 ps, log(Nc η) varies linearly with . log(Δt )
relation with a slope of –0.58, which is close to the slope for the unscreened Auger
processes, –0.5. If we assume that there is no screening, the Auger coefficient is obtained
by fitting the experimental data to the solution of Eq. 3.3-6. The value of the effective
Auger recombination coefficient η2 CA is determined to be (6 ± 2) × 10 −32 cm 6 sec ,.
For comparison, the Auger recombination coefficient at a medium carrier density of
5×10 19 cm–3 is 7×10 –31 cm6/sec [3.70]. Based on static screening, Haug [3.69] and
Yoffa [3.55]have predicted that the Auger recombination time saturates at approximately
6 ps for carrier densities higher than 10 21 cm–3. In our experiment, the carrier density is
estimated to be about 5×1021 cm–3, if the effective mass is half the electron mass. The
measured Auger recombination time 400 fs, however, is shorter than the static screening
value. This indicates that static screening model may not be valid in highly-excited
carrier system.
Shank et al. have observed [3.27] that because of the fast diffusion of free carriers in
semiconductors, the probe beam sees an inhomogenous region of the pumped sample.
Thus, the reflectivity results cannot provide carrier recombination information accurately.
This effect is manifest in Fig. 3-13, where the reflectivity rise is much slower than the SH
efficiency decay. Downer et al. [3.28] have studied carrier recombination in a 0.5-µm
silicon film on a sapphire substrate, where the penetration depth is much longer than the
sample thickness, circumventing the problem associated with diffusion. They use
interference reflectivity and transmission to monitor the time-resolved variation in the
complex refractive index of the sample. Their results, however, are affected by lattice
heating. Other attempts to measure the Auger recombination rate is restricted to
luminescence [3.115], reflectivity [3.70] and free-carrier absorption techniques [3.116].
Since the carrier density can be no higher than 10 21 cm–3, these efforts yield no
information about the Auger process at high carrier density. In our experiment, we
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exploit the second-harmonic signal, which allows us to probe a homogeneous density of
carriers.22
Another method for addressing the probing depth problem is to use the 310-nm
probe beam in the reflectivity measurement. Reflectivity measurements in the UV region
are, however, less sensitive to the carrier density because the plasma term of the modified
dielectric constant, in Eq. 3.3-3, is smaller. For a effective carrier density range of

(0.1 − 2) × 10 22 cm -3 , the correction factor of the p-polarized reflectivity at 310 nm does
not vary with the carrier density. The SH efficiency correction coming from the plasma
density depends on three terms and total correction is a highly nonlinear function of the
carrier density, as verified in Fig. 3-16. Thus, the SH efficiency is more carrier-sensitive
than the reflectivity.
(C) LATTICE HEATING
Auger recombination decreases the carrier density and increases the kinetic energy
per free carrier. These hot carriers heat up the lattice through electron-lattice interactions.
This effect is called delayed heating. The hot lattice also modifies the refractive index
[3.117].

Downer et al. have demonstrated this effect in silicon thin films using

femtosecond laser pulses [3.28].
In Fig. 3-18, we plot the normalized reflectivity and SH efficiency as functions of the
pump-probe delay time on the logarithmic scales. The pump fluence is 0.58 Fth . From
both the reflectivity and SH signal data, we can see that the fast process takes place
within approximately 2 ps. A slow process then takes over. Since the carrier-dependent
contribution to the refractive index is expected to become steady after several
picoseconds, the long-time behaviors of both the reflectivity and SH signal are
determined by the lattice contribution. Using the value obtained for the Auger coefficient
and carrier density, the Auger recombination time is estimated to be about 4-5 ps after the
22

As we noted earlier, due to saturation absorption in the region close to the surface,
one expects that the carrier density does not vary drastically with the depth in the region
probed by the SH signal. The diffusion process is expected to be slow the surface region.
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Fig. 3-18 Long-time results on (100) GaAs with F < Fth .
first 2 ps. From Fig. 3-17, we can also see that, after 1-2 ps, the carrier density decay
process can no longer be described by Auger recombination alone. After about 2 ps, the
reflectivity and SH data no longer provide information about the carrier dynamics.
If we fit both the normalized reflectivity and SH efficiency data with exponential
functions, the rise time of the normalized reflectivity is determined to be 59.4 ps and the
decay time of the SH efficiency is 27.9 ps. This behavior can be explained by the change
in the refractive index of the sample. Two factors may cause variations in the refractive
index of photo-excited semiconductors: the carrier density and the lattice temperature.
Using the Drude model, we find that the carrier density changes the real part of the index
of refraction. The lattice temperature changes the refractive index primarily through the
Debye-Waller factor. Carrier recombination can only restore the refractive index to the
crystal value.

Thus, the carrier contribution cannot explain why the normalized
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reflectivity is greater than one and the SH efficiency is lower than one. This long-time
behavior can only be explained by lattice heating.
Let us consider this process in more detail. First, since radiative recombination is
much slower than the Auger recombination, we only consider the latter process. Second,
as van Driel et al. have noted, because of induced lattice temperature gradients in the
pumped region, the laser-generated carriers are effectively confined to a thin layer of the
sample surface [3.118]. Thus, we also ignore carrier-diffusion effect. We can then use
the initial carrier density of 5×10 21 cm–3 and the Auger coefficient of 6×10–32 cm6/sec to
calculate the change in the p-polarized, 45° reflectivity. We find that the reflectivity
change is less than 0.5% after 10 ps. The induced change in the SH efficiency is also
expected to be very small. Thus, the pump-probe time delay of 10 ps, both the changes in
the reflectivity and SH efficiency due to the carrier density can be neglected.

Fig. 3-19 Lattice heating results on (100) GaAs. ( ), data points from
reflectivity; ( ), data points from SH efficiency.
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The temperature-dependent refractive index of the heated GaAs sample can be
expressed as follows [3.119]
n(T) ≡ γ T n(To ) = n(To ) + CT (T − To ) ,

(3.3-7)

where CT is the temperature coefficient and To is the initial temperature. Changes in the
imaginary part of the refractive index are primarily due to free carrier absorption and
band renormalization. Both effects are negligible compared with the intrinsic absorption
of the sample. We can, therefore, neglect the change in the imaginary part. We can then
use the above relation to obtain the transient behavior of γ T . We proceed in analogy with
our determination of the carrier recombination time due to the Auger process.
Figure 3-19 plots the results of our calculation for both the reflectivity and SH efficiency
at a pump fluence of 0.58 Fth . If we fit both curves with exponential functions, the rise
times are found to be 60.5 ps and 59.2 ps from the SH efficiency data; both results give
the same temperature rise time of about 60 ps. This indicates that the problems in the
reflectivity results due to inhomogeneous layers are not important in determining the
long-time behavior of the carriers due to carrier confinement. Compared with Auger
recombination, which is very sensitive to the carrier density, lattice heating is less
sensitive to the thermal gradient, and our results are less sensitive to the probing length.
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From the experimental value of the coefficient CT ,23 the lattice temperature at the pump
fluence of 0.58 Fth is calculated to be about 1900 K at a 60-ps time delay. This
temperature is about 370 K higher than the melting temperature of GaAs, 1238 °C. Since
we extrapolate the coefficient value in the IR region to 620 nm, this value may not be
correct. Nevertheless, the lattice temperature is expected to be close to the melting
temperature.
In summary, at very high carrier densities, the effects of band-filling, screening, and
hot-phonon slow down the direct heating of the lattice through electron-phonon
interactions. The delayed lattice heating is primarily caused by Auger recombination.
Downer et al. used thin silicon films to study Auger recombination and delayed lattice
heating [3.28]. Their study, however, has relied on the accuracy of experimental
parameters, such as the Auger recombination coefficient and temperature-dependent
optical constants. In our experiment, the SH signal probes a homogeneous region and
allows us to directly study the carrier dynamics.
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Cardona et al.[3.120]
have measured
the temperature dependence of n between 5 and 20 µm and the coefficient CT is found to
Fig. 3-20 Pump-probe geometry of (110) GaAs surface.
be (4.5±0.2)×10-5 C-1.
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3.3.2 (110) GaAs results
To suppress the rise in the SH efficiency due to the excited electron-hole plasma on
the (100) GaAs surface, we chose the (110) surface to perform a second experiment. By
rotating the probe beam to be s-polarized and the pump beam to be p-polarized, and by
rotating the crystal axis to align with the polarization direction of the pump beam, we not
only eliminate second-harmonic generation from the pump beam but also the angular
rotation of the probe beam inside the sample. Performing the experiment on the (110)
surface also determines whether there is a difference in the disorder dynamics between
the two different crystal orientations. Figure 3-20 shows the probing geometry on the
(110) GaAs surface.
As in the case of the p-polarized probe beam, both the reflectivity and SH efficiency
are modified by the presence of the high density of carriers excited by the pump pulse.
Using the Drude model and results on the reflected SH signal for the s-polarized light

Fig. 3-21 Reflectivity and SH results on (110) GaAs at +150 fs.
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field [3.109], we can calculate the correction factors for both the reflectivity and SH
efficiency. Figure 3-16 shows the results of this calculation. For example, when the
effective carrier density is 1.1 × 1022 cm–3 , the reflectivity correction factor is 0.78 for the
p-polarized case and is 0.89 for the s-polarized case; the SH efficiency correction factor
is 2.40 for the p-polarized case and is 1.84 for the s-polarized case. The angular rotation
of the refractive probe beam enhances second-harmonic production in the p-polarized
case. In the case of the s-polarized probe beam, on the other hand, the angular rotation
actually decreases second-harmonic production. The overall enhancement is then less for
the s-polarized beam, and both the reflectivity and SH efficiency are expected to be less
carrier-sensitive in this case. A more complete solution of must take account of the
inhomogeneous refractive index arising from the nonuniform excited carrier distribution.
The problem of modified SH efficiency has not yet been solved theoretically, but its
solution is expected to be similar to the solution for wave propagation through a
nonlinear interface [3.108].
Figure 3-21 shows the normalized reflectivity and SH efficiency results as a function
of the pump fluence at a 150-fs pump-probe time delay. Similar to the results for (100)
GaAs surface in Fig. 3-11, for the s-polarized probe beam, the normalized reflectivity
rises to a value of 1.38 when the pump fluence is more than 0.3 J/cm2. The SH
efficiency, on the other hand, decreases to below 0.2 for a pump fluence of 0.1 J/cm2.
This pump fluence is actually the threshold fluence for disordering. After a 150-fs pumpprobe time delay, the SH efficiency decreases from one to zero for the pump fluence
exceeding the critical fluence. Such behavior suggests a structural disordering transition
in the pumped area after 150 fs.
In Fig. 3-22, we show the transient behaviors of both the normalized reflectivity and
the SH efficiency on the (110) GaAs surface at a pump fluence of 0.36 J/cm2. At this
fluence, the probe beam sees a uniform pumped area. After 0.5 ps, the reflectivity rises
to a saturated value 1.43 times the crystal value, suggesting the pumped region has
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reached a highly conducting state. The SH efficiency drops to zero within the pulse
width. This behavior also suggests that the pumped region has become disordered. The
rise time of the normalized reflectivity is determined to be about 200 fs and the decay
time of the SH efficiency is about 90 fs. Both response times are either comparable to or
less than the electron-phonon scattering time, 180 fs.
(A) STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITION WITHIN THE PULSE WIDTH
We will now discuss whether the drop in the SH efficiency can be attributed to
reasons other than a structural transition. First, the rise in the reflectivity decreases the
fraction of the probe beam penetrating the sample and producing the SH signal. The SH
signal should not, however, decrease to zero within our experimental error. Second,
because of the high fluence of the pump pulse, the depopulation of valence electrons
decreases the number of bond electrons which produce the SH signal. We expect that the
excited carrier density at the critical fluence is slightly more than 1×1022 cm–3. This

Fig. 3-22 Reflectivity and SH results on (110) GaAs at 0.36 J/cm2.
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number is approximately 10% of the total density of valence electrons. Furthermore, the
experimental results on the (100) surface indicate that even at a pump fluence closer to
the disorder fluence the SH efficiency will increase due to the high density of carriers.
We can thus conclude that the zero SH efficiency after the pump pulse indicates a
irreversible transition.
The second-harmonic signal is generated from the valence electrons of
semiconductors. The core electrons however cannot make any appreciable contribution.
Due to the asymmetric distribution of the valence electrons in GaAs, shown in Fig. 3-6,
the second-order nonlinear susceptibility is not zero in the electric-dipole approximation
[3.105]. The vanishing second-harmonic signal indicates that the electronic structure of
the valence electrons has undergone a phase transition. Thus, the ultrafast electronic
1
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Fig. 3-23 Fresnel relation for GaAs at 620 nm. Thick solid line, spolarized reflectivity of hot plasma fluid; thick dashed line, p-polarized
reflectivity of hot plasma fluid; thin solid line, s-polarized reflectivity of
solid; thin dashed line, p-polarized reflectivity of solid. ( ) and ( ), our
data points; ( ), data point of Sokolowski-Tinten et al. [3.121]; ( ), data
point of Govorkov et al. [3.122]
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phase transition caused by the pump pulse strongly suggests an accompanied structural
transition in lattice.
As we noted in our discussion of the picosecond experiments, the electron-phonon
interaction time is well within the pulse width. Furthermore, the power density of the
pump pulse is not high enough to initiate multi-photon absorption and cascade-excitation
processes. Fast electron-phonon interactions are, therefore, the dominant means of the
energy transfer between carriers and the lattice. Once the lattice temperature reaches the
melting temperature, the lattice structure becomes disordered and enters the fluid phase.
In our femtosecond experiment, in contrast, the lattice structure becomes disordered
within the pulse width. The electron-phonon scattering time is measured to be 180 fs at
low carrier densities. At high densities, both screening and the hot-phonon effect will
suppress the energy transfer between the carriers and the lattice. Electron-photon
interactions cannot, therefore, explain the 90-fs decay time of the SH efficiency.
In the plasma melting model, the lattice instability is attributed to the excited
carriers, rather than fast electron-lattice interaction. Carriers are generated, within a highenergy femtosecond laser pulse, by one-photon and multi-photon absorptions and impactexcitation processes. Because of these mechanisms, a high density of carriers can be

Wavelength (µm)

Dielectric Constant

0.532

–0.17+i0.12

0.620(a)

–0.31+i0.34

1.604

–0.37+i0.23

1.900

–0.15+i0.14

Table 3-1 Dielectric constants of liquid GaAs using picosecond pulses
[3.107]. (a), this experiment.
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generated efficiently within the 160-fs pump pulse. This high density of carriers then
weakens the force constants of the lattice, which becomes disordered when a critical
carrier density is reached. In our femtosecond experiment, the carrier density after the
damage pump pulse is estimated to be about 1×10 22 cm–3. This value is close to the
critical density for lattice instability [3.90]. We thus conclude that a high-energy
femtosecond laser pulse can induce lattice disorder electronically, without heating the
lattice.

(B) LIQUID GALLIUM ARSENIDE
From the results in Figs. 3-12 and 3-22, we see that the reflectivity reaches a steady
value after approximately 0.5 ps. The hot plasma fluid exhibits very steady behavior up
to about 5 ps. We can extract the dielectric constant of this high temperature fluid by
doing optical ellipsometry at various incident angles and polarizations. Using the data of
Sokolowski-Tinten et al. [3.121] and Govorkov et al. [3.122] who have performed
similar experiments on GaAs with different geometries, combined with our (100) and
(110) data, 24 the dielectric constant of the hot plasma fluid at 620 nm is determined to be
–0.31+i0.34. We then use this value to calculate the reflectivity at various incident
angles. Figure 3-23 shows the results of our calculations for both the s- and p-polarized
probe beams, as well as the experimental data points. For purposes of comparison, the
reflectivity results for crystalline GaAs are also shown in this figure. The calculated
dielectric constant of this hot plasma fluid agree well with the experimental data. The
same kind of calculation can be carried out to obtain the dielectric constants from the
25-ps experiments [3.107]. Table 3-1 gives these results.

24 Our experimental results has been presented in Ultrafast Phenomena VII[3.123] and
published in Physical Review Letters[3.124].
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Using the fully-ionized Drude model25 to extract the relaxation time, τ , and the
plasma frequency, ω p , from the dielectric constant, we find the relaxation time to be
about 1.25×10 –15 sec and the effective carrier density, Nc η , is about 4.1×1021 cm–3.
Since the effective mass is always equal to or smaller than the free electron mass, the
maximum carrier density is then about the same number. This calculated density,
however, contradicts the assumption of a the fully-ionized plasma, because the total
density of valence electrons in the liquid density is about 1.9×1023 cm–3. Even in the
25-ps experiment, the Drude model does not fit to the experimental data, suggesting some
covalent-bond nature in the plasma fluid [3.107].
We can generalize the fully-ionized Drude model to consider the partially-ionized
plasma fluid [3.124]. The calculated dielectric constant obtained by using the dc
conductivity of liquid GaAs, however, does not match with our measured dielectric
constant. If we use this generalized model to solve for the relaxation time, the effective
carrier density and ionization fraction, using the dielectric constants extracted from the
picosecond experiment in Table 3-1. We again find that there are no physically valid
solutions.
The discrepancies between the experimental data and the theoretical prediction
indicate that the fully-ionized Drude model does not reflect the physics of the transient
liquid phase. In the case of Si, the fully-ionized Drude model does successfully predict
the dielectric constant of the hot liquid [3.27, 126]. Since both density, temperature and
internal pressure of the hot plasma fluid are very high, the simple Drude model may not,

25 According to the Drude model[3.110], the complex dielectric constant can be
expressed as
ε (ω ) = ε 0 (ω ) + 4πiσ ω ,
where ε 0 is the dielectric constant due to the ions and σ is the ac conductivity which can
be expressed as
σ ( ω ) = σ 0 (1− iωτ ) ,
where σ 0 is the dc conductivity and τ is the relaxation time. The dc conductivity is
given by Nc e2 τ m* .
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however, be able to explain all of its nonequilibrium behavior. Reitze et al. have
performed a series of experiments on diamond and graphite using femtosecond laser
pulses [3.30]. Similar discrepancies between theory and experiment have been found
using the simple Drude mode. Mermin has introduced the generalized Lindhard
dielectric function, in the limit of the relaxation-time approximation, to incorporate the
effects of collisions in a degenerate electron gas [3.127]. A more generalized model,
which goes beyond the relaxation-time approximation, is required to explain the behavior
of the hot plasma fluid. It also may be that the hot plasma fluid has not yet reached the
equilibrium liquid state and is characterized by different behaviors. It is thus necessary to
perform spectroscopic ellipsometry using various laser wavelengths to fully understand
the behavior of the hot plasma phase.
There is an important difference between the picosecond and femtosecond
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Fig. 3-24 Electrical conductivity of liquid GaAs. Open squares are the
data points from Zhang et al. [3.125], and the solid line is the fit curve.
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experiments with regard to the hot plasma phase. As we show in the next subsection, the
reflectivity begin to decrease after a pump-probe time delay of about 10 ps. This may be
caused by the hydrodynamic expansion of the plasma fluid or a cloud of evaporated
plasma obscuring the pumped surface [3.30, 128]. The reflectivity results of the
picosecond experiments may be affected and may not reflect the actual optical behavior
of the hot plasma fluid.

The femtosecond laser pulses, however, bypass this

hydrodynamic expansion and allow for detailed study [3.3, 30, 104].
There is little experimental data on liquid GaAs, because of the As atoms tend to be
very unstable at high temperatures. Experimental data show that crystalline GaAs melts
at 1238°C and that the dc conductivity jumps from 300 Ω –1cm–1 to 7900 Ω –1cm–1
[3.129]. Upon melting, the density increases by 11%, and the nearest neighbor distance
increases from 2.448Å to 2.56Å. The coordination number is about 5.5, compared with
the values of 6.4 for Si and Ge [3.130]. The increase in the coordination number is
reflected to the metallic behaviors of the liquid phase.26 Recently, simulations of both
the structural and electrical properties of liquid GaAs have been carried out and may help
us to understand the liquid phase [3.125, 132, 133].
Zhang et al. find a high probability of covalent bonds in the liquid GaAs phase. The
wrong bonds, i.e., Ga–Ga and As–As, also appear in their simulation and have 18% and
9% of the total bonds, respectively. These wrong bonds have been suggested as filling
the ionic gap of crystalline GaAs. Such divalent clusters can, however, change their
partners very rapidly. Zhang also calculates the ac conductivity of liquid GaAs. We fit
their simulation results by using the Drude model and assuming that the relaxation time is
a function of the frequency. Figure 3-24 shows both the simulation results and the fit
curve. Notice that the dc conductivity matches the experimental value very well. Also
notice that the conductivity at 620 nm (3×10–15 rad/sec) is about the same as the dc
conductivity. The fit relaxation time at 620 nm is 1.4×10 –16 sec and the effective carrier
26

Bergman et al. argue that the liquid GaAs is related the high conducting phase,
white tin structure[3.130, 131].
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density is about 2.5×10 23 cm–3. Using the fully-ionized Drude model, we then calculate
the dielectric constant to be –9.5+i25. This value does not match the value that we
extract from our optical experiments and gives rise to higher reflectivity values. 27 This
dielectric constant is, however, very close to the value obtained from the partially-ionized
Drude model. This discrepancy further indicates that the hot plasma fluid does not
correspond to the equilibrium liquid phase. Femtosecond experiments on liquid carbon
suggest that the plasma fluid is also different from equilibrium liquid carbon [3.30].

27

The p- and s -polarized reflectivity values are calculated to be 0.55 and 0.74
respectively. Both of these values are higher than the corresponding experimental values,
suggesting that the hot plasma may have a lower conductivity than the equilibrium liquid
phase.
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3.3.3 Long-time results
The reflectivity of the probe beam starts decreasing with the pump-probe time delay
after about 5-10 ps. Figure 3-25 plots the normalized reflectivity of the p- and spolarized probe beams as functions of the time delay at a fluence of about 0.3 J/cm2.
Both reflectivities reach minima at about 200 ps and then recover later. We also show
the normalized reflectivity and SH efficiency of the s-polarized probe beam at 200 ps at
various pump fluences in Fig. 3-26. As shown, the SH efficiency drops to zero at about

Fig. 3-25 Long-time reflectivity and probe scatter results. ( ), data points
of probe scatter.
0.1 J/cm2 and the reflectivity starts decreasing exponentially with the pump fluence at
about 0.12 J/cm2.
A possible reason for this reflectivity drop is the presence of an evaporated plasma
cloud or liquid droplets in front of the pumped surface which interfere with the
reflectivity measurement [3.128]. To pinpoint the source of the drop, we use a 650-nm
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probe beam to monitor the pumped surface. The scattered light signals from this beam at
20, 50 and 200 ps are plotted in Fig. 3-25. Notice that the scattered signals correspond
closely with the drop in the reflectivity. Figure 3-27 plots these signals at the three time
delays as functions of the pump fluence. The intensity of the scattered signals increases
gradually with the pump fluence. This gradual change contrasts markedly with the drop
in reflectivity as a function of fluence. As we will discuss in the next subsection, these
scattered signals are closely related to the loss of material in the pump area.
Reitze et al. argue that for femtosecond experiments on both graphite and diamond,
the hydrodynamic expansion of the hot plasma generates a slowly changing density
gradient on the surface [3.30, 134]. This density gradient can cause the reflectivity of the
probe beam to decrease. On the other hand, if we assume uniform scattering from the
pumped area, an increase in probe scattering with fluence should correspond to a
decrease in the reflectivity. The experimental results shown in Figs. 3-26 and 3-27
indicate such a relationship. The scattering of the probe beam is one possible reason for
1.5

0.8

(110) GaAs
+200 ps
1

0.5

Reflectivity

0.5

0.2
SH

R
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I (2ω )
I 0 (2ω )

0
0

F

0.2

0.4

J/cm 2

Fig. 3-26 Reflectivity and SH results on (110) GaAs at +200 ps.
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0.6

the reflectivity drop. To investigate this drop, one may do spectroscopic ellipsometry at
various wavelengths while monitoring the probe scattering signals at different scattering
angles. This experiment can not only determine the characteristics of a possible density
gradient, but can also monitor the scattering angles of plasma clouds, liquid droplets, or
any other possible non-uniformity of the pumped surface.

3.3.4 Postmortem results and surface morphology
Lastly, we perform postmortem reflectivity and SH efficiency measurements on the
pumped area using the s-polarized probe beam. The normalized reflectivity of the
resolidified area is 0.92 and the SH efficiency is about 0.2, indicating that the disordered
area does not recrystallize to its original crystalline form. The dielectric constant of
amorphous GaAs at 620 nm is 15.5+i8 [3.135]. If the resolidified area were amorphous,
the reflectivity would be 0.51 for the s-polarized probe beam, and the normalized

100

Probe scatters
650 nm

a.u.

200 ps
10
50 ps

Iscatt
20 ps
1
0

F

0.1

0.2

0.3

Fig. 3-27 Probe scatter results at 20, 50 and 200 ps.
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reflectivity would then become 1.08. Furthermore, the SH efficiency would be zero.
Thus, the resolidified material is neither crystalline or amorphous, but may instead be
polycrystalline. Polycrystalline GaAs has a small but non-zero SH efficiency and a
normalized reflectivity smaller than one. Another possibility is that because the As atoms
are very unstable at high temperatures, the surface of the pumped area may be GaxOy.
Further investigation using Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy and Auger electron
spectroscopy is required to further study the resolidified surface.
Using a profilometer, we measure the depths of the damaged spots. Figure 3-28
plots the measured depth and estimated evaporated volume as functions of pump fluence.
The crater depth increases from 40 µm at 0.1 J/cm 2 to about 90 µm at about 0.2 J/cm2
and remains at this depth for higher fluences. The evaporated volume, in contrast,
increases monotonically with pump fluence.

1 µm

1 µm

Crystal surface

0.07 J/cm2

1 µm

1 µm

0.32 J/cm2

0.18 J/cm2
Fig. 3-29 SEM micrographs of GaAs surfaces.
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Fig. 3-28 Crater depth and ablated volume. ( ), data points of crater
depth; ( ), data points of ablated volume.
We also take scanning electron micrographs of both the crystalline and resolidified
surfaces. Electron micrographs of the unpumped crystal surface and pumped area at
three fluences are shown in Fig. 3-29. The damaged surfaces are covered with small
spherical particles. The size of these particles increases the pump fluence and their
typical diameters are 0.1-0.2 µm.

3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented an experimental study of ultrafast laser
disordering in GaAs using linear reflectivity and second-harmonic generation
measurements. The SH efficiency data shows that, with a high-energy pump pulse,
crystalline GaAs can undergo a structural phase transition within a pulse width of 160 fs,
which is much shorter than the electron-lattice interaction time. Due to one- and multiphoton interband absorptions and cascade ionization, the generated carrier density can
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reach about 1×10 22 cm–3, which is enough to cause lattice instability. The lattice ions
can then bypass the heating process and can move freely because of weakened covalent
bonds.
Second-harmonic generation proved to be a very sensitive technique, allowing us to
study fast carrier dynamics, such as Auger recombination. Since the absorption depth of
the SH signal is much shorter than that of the fundamental frequency, the SH efficiency
probes a more uniform carrier density than the linear reflectivity. Obtaining the SH
efficiency below the damage fluence allows one to extract the Auger recombination time
of 400 fs. From this data, we have shown that static screening at high carrier densities is
not valid. Combining the SH efficiency and linear reflectivity data, the delayed lattice
heating arising from the Auger process can also be studied. The lattice temperature rise
time was determined to be about 60 ps at a pump fluence of 0.58 Fth .
After about 0.5 ps, the pumped area becomes a hot plasma fluid having different
optical properties from equilibrium liquid GaAs. The dielectric constant of the plasma
fluid at 620 nm is determined to be –0.31+i0.34, which cannot be fit to the simple Drude
model. Further studies using spectroscopic ellipsometry at various wavelengths are
required to reveal the properties of the plasma fluid. Preliminary results, however,
suggest that this hot plasma fluid has a lower dc conductivity than the equilibrium liquid
phase.
The long-time reflectivity drop may be due to the hydrodynamic expansion of the
hot plasma fluid or the plasma clouds in front of the pumped surface. Our probe
scattering data provides strong evidence of plasma clouds or the non-uniformity at the
pumped surface. An ellipsometric probe scattering study is necessary to accurately
pinpoint the causes of the reflectivity drop. Our postmortem results indicate that the
resolidified area is not in the original crystalline form and may possibly be
polycrystalline.
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Appendix 3.A
We shall derive the energy gain rate of a free electron in an oscillating field, using a
classical model [3.136]. Since the electron mass is very small, we assume that between
collisions with the lattice ions, the electron oscillates with the electric field. Thus, its
equation of motion of the electron is given by

m
x = −eE o exp(−iω t) .

(3.A-1)

The maximum velocity is then v = eE o / mω . and the average oscillating energy

Eosc =

mv 2 e2E o 2
=
.
4
4mω 2

(3.A-2)

An elastic collision between an electron and a lattice ion alters the electron’s
direction of motion, which consists of translational and oscillating components. The new
motion of the electron has an initial kinetic energy which is almost the same as just
before the collision. This is because of the large ratio between the electron and lattice ion
masses. The new translational motion, however, has a completely different direction
relative to the field and the oscillating motion of the electron is built up anew. In this
way, the electron acquires an average additional energy of the order of Eosc .
The momentum change after the collision is equal to mΔv = m(v' −v ) , where v and v'
are the velocities of the electron before and after the collision. Thus, the force acting
during the collision is given by 〈mΔv/τ〉, and the equation of motion for an electron can
be written in the form

mv = −
where τ

θ

mv
− eE o exp(−iω t) ,
τ θ

(3.A-3)

is the average time between collisions, which takes account of the direction

between v and v' . The solution of Eq. 3.A-3 is then
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v=

−eE o
⎛
i ⎞
m⎜ω +
τ θ ⎟⎠
⎝

.

(3.A-4)

The work done by the electric field per unit time is −e E ⋅ v t , where the angular
brackets denote averaging over time. The rate of increase of the electron energy in the
light field is
2

e2 E
τ θ
dE
=
,
dt m 1 + ω 2 τ 2
θ

(

)

where E = E o / 2 is the rms field.
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(3.A-5)

Appendix 3.B
Free carriers excited by cascade ionization are accumulated in the conduction and
valence bands. The threshold energy increases with the carrier density, because the
available valence electrons now have lower energies. The carrier density can be
expressed as a function of the Fermi energy [3.137], i.e.,
n=

8π( 2m)3/ 2 3/ 2
EF ,
3h 3

(3.B-1)

where n is the carrier density and EF is the Fermi energy. The carrier density in the
conduction band from the cascade ionization, nc , is given by
nc ≅ nhh + nlh + nso ,

(3.B-2)

where nhh , nlh and nso are the carrier densities of the heavy-hole, light-hole and split-off
bands respectively. In Eq. 3.B-2, we assume that the initial carrier density from the
interband transitions is small, and we neglect it. If we assume that the energy difference
between the heavy-hole and split-off bands at the zone center is approximately zero,
using Eq. 3.B-1, we can convert Eq. 3.B-2 into

(m ) (E )
* 3/ 2
e

F 3/ 2
c

[

≅ ( mhh* )

3/ 2

+ (m*lh )

3/2

+ (m*so )

3/ 2

]( E )

F 3/ 2
v

,

(3.B-3)

where m*e , m*hh , m*lh and m*so are the effective masses of the conduction, heavy-hole,
light-hole, and split-off bands, and EcF and EvF are the Fermi energies of the conduction
and valence bands. Let us define the overall effective mass of the three valence bands as

(m )

* 3/ 2
h

≡ (m*hh )

3/ 2

+ ( mlh* )

3/ 2

+ ( mso* )

3/ 2

.

(3.B-4)

Then the threshold energy for impact ionization is given by
Eth ≡ EcF + EvF + EG
⎛ 1
1 ⎞ ⎡ 1 ⎛ 3 ⎞ 2/ 3 ⎤
= ⎜ * + * ⎟ ⎢ ⎜ ⎟ h2 ⎥ nc2/ 3 + EG ,
⎝ me mh ⎠ ⎣ 2 ⎝ 8π ⎠
⎦
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(3.B-5)

where EG is the energy band gap. Equation 3.1-7 is now modified to the following form,

and

dnc
1
dE
= * 2/ 3
n
dt
C nc + EG − Eo dt c

(3.B-6)

⎛ 1
1 ⎞ ⎡ 1 ⎛ 3 ⎞ 2/ 3 ⎤
C * ≡ ⎜ * + * ⎟ ⎢ ⎜ ⎟ h2 ⎥ ,
⎝ me mh ⎠ ⎣ 2 ⎝ 8π ⎠
⎦

(3.B-7)

where Eo is the initial kinetic energy of the free carriers. The free carrier density thus has
a weaker dependence upon time than exponential.
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Appendix 3.C
We will consider both the conduction and three valence bands in GaAs to be
parabolic and characterized by effective masses. The carrier density at low temperatures
can thus be expressed as
n=

8π( 2m)3/ 2 3/ 2
EF ,
3h 3

(3.C-1)

where EF is the Fermi energy. We can use this equation to estimate the available excited
carrier density accessible to a 2-eV laser pulse. There are three valence bands which can
be accessed by the 2-eV photons. The energy balance equations for interband one-photon
transitions are given by
Eph = EG +

and

h2 k 2 ⎛ 1
1 ⎞
+ * ⎟ ,
2 ⎜
*
8π ⎝ me mhh ⎠

Eph = EG + E (hh − lh) +

h2 k 2 ⎛ 1
1 ⎞
+ *⎟ ,
2 ⎜
*
8π ⎝ me mlh ⎠

Eph = EG + E (hh − so) +

h 2k 2 ⎛ 1
1 ⎞
+ *⎟
2 ⎜
*
8π ⎝ me mso ⎠ ,

(3.C-2a)

(3.C-2b)

(3.C-2c)

where Eph is the photon energy, EG is the energy band gap, E( hh − lh ) is the energy
difference between of the heavy-hole and light-hole bands, E( hh − so) is the energy
difference between the maxima of the heavy-hole and split-off bands, and m*e , m*hh , m*lh ,
and m*so are the effective masses of the conduction, heavy-hole, light-hole, and split-off
bands respectively.
The maximum excited carrier density from the heavy-hole band is then given by
Δnh =
with

4π
* 3/ 2 1/ 2
2m
Eh ΔE
(
h)
h3

1
1
1
≡ * + * and Eh = Eph − EG ,
*
mh me mhh
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(3.C-3)
(3.C-4)

where ΔE is the energy width of our 160-fs laser pulse. Similarly, we can obtain the
relations for the light-hole and split-off bands. The total maximum excited carrier density
from the three valence bands is

=
with

[

ΔnT = Δnh + Δnl + Δns

3/ 2
3/ 2
3/ 2
8 2π
ΔE (m*h ) Eh1/ 2 + (ml* ) El1/2 + ( m*s ) Es1/ 2
3
h

]

(3.C-5)

1
1
1
≡ * + * , El = E ph − EG − E( hh − lh ) ,
*
ml
me mlh

(3.C-6a)

1
1
1
≡ * + * , and Es = E ph − EG − E (hh − so) .
*
ms
me mso

(3.C-6b)

The energy width of the laser pulse, ΔE , is about 17 meV; m*hh ≅ mlh* ≅ 0.5m0 ,
m*e ≅ 0.063m0 , and m*so ≅ 0.15m0 ; E( hh − lh ) ≈ 0.1 eV and E( hh − so) ≈ 0.34 eV. With
the above parameters, the maximum excited carrier density can be estimated as
2.5×10 18 cm–3.
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Appendix 3.D
A monatomic linear chain with bond charges (BC) midway between the ions is
shown in Fig. 3.D-1. In the adiabatic bond-charge model of Weber [3.89], two force
constants are introduced: the short-range ion-BC force constant f, and the force constant
f´ which describes the coupling between neighboring BC’s. The equations of motion are
mu˙˙2n = f (v2n +1 − u2n ) − f (u2n − v2n −1 )

(3.D-1)

mBC v˙˙2n+1 = 0

and

= f (u2n+ 2 − u2n+1 ) − f (u2n +1 − u2n ) + f ′ (v2 n+3 − v2 n+1 ) − f ′ ( v2n +1 − v2n −1 ) , (3.D-2)
where the {ui } are the coordinates of the ions, the {vi } are the coordinates of the BC’s,
and mBC is the mass of BC’s. We will take mBC = 0 .
With the ansatz

and

2n-1

u2n = η exp[i (2nbq − ω t )]

(3.D-3a)

v2 n+1 = ξ exp{i[(2n + 1)bq − ω t ]} ,

(3.D-3b)

f

2n

f

2n+1

f

2n+2

f

2n+3

f´
a

b

"ion" charge +Ze
Bond charge -Ze
Fig. 3.D-1 Monatomic linear chain with ions and bond charges. f and f´
are the force constants of the model; b = a 2 .
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one obtains

and

mω 2 η = 2 f ( η − ξ cosbq )

(3.D-4)

f (η cosbq − ξ ) + f ′ ξ (cos 2bq − 1) = 0 ,

(3.D-5)

from which we find

ξ =η

and

f cosbq
f + 2 f ′sin 2 bq

⎛
f cosbq ⎞
mω 2 (q) = 2 f ⎜1 −
⎟ .
⎝
f + 2 f ′sin 2 bq ⎠

(3.D-6)

(3.D-7)

Because b = a / 2 , Eq. 3.D-8 becomes
+ 2 f ′) sin 2 ( aq / 2)
mω (q) = 2 f
.
f + 2 f ′sin 2 ( aq / 2)
2

(f
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(3.D-8)
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Chapter 4
Generation of Synchronized, Tunable,
Femtosecond Laser Pulses Using White
Light Generation in a Single-Mode Fiber

4.1

Introduction and theory
The development of ultrafast nonlinear laser spectroscopy, such as two-color pump-

probe experiments and transient coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)
experiments [4.1-3] creates a need to develop a tunable femtosecond source that produces
two synchronized pulse trains at different frequencies. The laser facility for performing
these experiments must fulfill the following five requirements at the same time: high
energy, synchronization, wavelength tunability, femtosecond pulse width, and uniform
spatial profile. First, high energy laser pulses are required to produce the necessary
excitation for performing high-intensity experiments, such as ultrafast phase transition and
short-pulse x-ray production experiments.

Second, no time jitter between the two

femtosecond pulse trains is required to ensure a femtosecond resolution.

Third, the

frequency difference between two laser pulse trains typically needs to match some
resonance frequency, such as in transient CARS, or needs to be widely tunable to obtain
broad spectral information, such as in two-color pump-probe experiments. Finally, to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio and to calibrate the fluence of the laser beam, a uniform
spatial profile is indispensable.
Previous attempts to create such a laser source suffer from either time jitter or poor
spatial profile. For example, Zinth et al. [4.4] and Juhasz et al. [4.5] use two
synchronously-pumped dye lasers to provide a tunable laser system at two different
wavelengths. The time jitter between these two dye lasers is determined by the pulse width
of the pump laser pulses, which is at least 2-5 ps. This limits the time resolution to 2-5 ps,
despite the femtosecond pulsewidths of the two lasers. Furthermore, this system is limited
to a high repetition-rate system and can not perform single-shot high-energy experiments.
Other groups use self-phase modulation as an inexpensive, easy-to-use, synchronized
supercontinuum source[4.6-8], but due to self-focusing, the spatial profile of such a whitelight beam unavoidably breaks up into random light filaments, leading to a very unstable
amplified profile that cannot be focused tightly [4.9, 10].1
Here we present a source for broadband femtosecond laser pulses that takes advantage
of the unique properties of single-mode optical fibers to simultaneously solve the problems
of time jitter and poor spatial profile. Spectral broadening of an incident pulse arises in an
optical fiber from self-phase modulation, a consequence of the fiber’s nonlinear index of
refraction [4.11-14]. This intensity-dependent index of refraction normally also leads to
instability in the spatial profile due to self-focusing [4.15]; however, because of LP0 1 mode
selection, the output spatial profile of a single-mode fiber is stable and smooth.
Furthermore, positive group velocity dispersion in a fiber temporally broadens the incident

1

Self-focusing depends on the spatial profile of the laser pulses. On the other hand,
self-phase modulation depends on the temporal profile. Thus, the threshold of self-phase
modulation may be higher than the one of beam-breaking if the pulse width is longer or the
spatial profile is less uniform.
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pulse by imposing a linear frequency chirp, allowing more efficient amplification.2 Finally,
spectral pulse broadening with a linear frequency sweep results in a shorter Fourier
transform limit on the temporal pulsewidth, allowing compression of the output pulse to less
than the input pulsewidth [4.17-19]. While optical fibers have been used for spectral
broadening and pulse compression in ultrafast laser systems, the fiber-amplifier system
presented here takes advantage of spatial mode selection in addition to spectral and temporal
broadening to produce ultrashort, high-energy pulses with a stable, nearly perfect Gaussian
spatial profile and a wide range of spectral tunability.
Recently, Boyer et al. used a single-mode fiber to generate self-phase-modulated
pulses to obtain 0.6 µ J laser pulses of 16 fs duration through high-repetition rate
amplification [4.20]. Due to their limitations on the output energy, spatial profile, and
tunability in the laser wavelength, however, their laser system cannot perform high-energy
pump-probe experiments or nonlinear optical experiments, such as ultrafast melting
experiments and coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy.
In the rest of this section, we will discuss the relevant fiber properties and give an
introduction of the theory describing light propagation and spectral broadening in a singlemode fiber, as well as the spectral shaping effect of dye amplifiers. Then, in Section 4.2 the
experimental apparatus will be presented. In Section 4.3, we will present the output
spectrum, the output energy, the spatial profile and the resulting pulse width of the fiberamplifier setup. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes by giving applications of this laser source.

4.1.1 Fiber properties
Optical fiber is made of silica glass and is formed by fusing SiO2 molecules. A singlemode fiber consists of a central core surrounded by a cladding layer whose refractive index
is slightly lower than that of the core. Dopants such as GeO2 and P2O5 increase the
refractive index of pure silica for the core in a single-mode fiber. By adjusting the
2

This effect is similar to chirped pulse amplification[4.16].
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difference in the refractive indices between the core and the cladding layer, one can adjust
the cutoff wavelength for the lowest-order mode, the LP01 mode, and the modal dispersion.
Due to improvements in the process of growing optical fibers, the optical loss of the fiber
has been greatly decreased to about 10 dB/km, corresponding an absorption coefficient of
2×10– 5 cm– 1. For the single-mode fiber used in our experiment, the optical loss at 630 nm
is 15 dB/km. Since the length of this fiber is less than 10 cm, we can ignore the optical
losses occurring during wave propagation.
Because of chromatic dispersion in fused silica, the propagation of light in the optical
fiber depends upon the wavelength. In particular, group velocities are different for different
wavelengths. Because of this dispersion, the fiber stretches short optical pulses. Figure 4-1
plots the variation of the refractive index n0 and the group index ng from 500 nm to 800 nm
for fused silica, where ng ≡ c/vg [4.21]. Considering sending 160-fs, 620-nm optical pulses
into the fiber, the difference between 1/vg of the spectral content in the pulses gives the pulse

1.50

Fused silica fiber

ng

1.48

no

1.46

n
1.44
500

λ

600

700

nm

800

Fig. 4-1 Chromatic dispersion of optical fiber. no is the refractive index
and ng is equal to c/vg.
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stretching per unit length. The calculation result is shown in Fig. 4-2.
For a polarization-maintaining fiber, a large amount of birefringence is introduced
intentionally by either growing a fiber with a symmetry-breaking shape or by exploiting
stress-induced birefringence during manufacturing the fiber The modal birefringence B is
defined to be nx − ny , where nx and ny are the effective refractive indices in the two
orthogonal polarizations. Our fiber has a modal birefringence of 3.9×10– 4.

With a

polarization-maintaining single-mode fiber, the linearly polarized light field inside the fiber
will remain in a single polarization state.
Several nonlinear optical processes play a role in the propagation of short intense
pulses through fiber–nonlinear refraction, stimulated inelastic scattering, and multiphoton
absorption. Although these nonlinearities are usually small, they can have large effect when
light travels in long distance or light power density is high. These nonlinearities can be
exploited in many applications, including optical soliton propagation, pulse compression,

Fig. 4-2 Group velocity dispersion of optical fiber.
Δ(1 vg ) = 1 vg (λ ) − 1 vg (620 nm) , where vg(λ) is the group velocity of light
at the wavelength of λ.
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second-harmonic generation in glass fiber, and optical switching [4.14]. The nonlinear
refraction arises from the third-order nonlinear susceptibility of the medium and has an
instantaneous response to the light field. The measured nonlinear refractive index of fused
silica is about 2.3×10–22 m2/V2 (1.1×10–13 esu) [4.11]. It is nonlinear refraction that
induces self-phase modulation in the fiber, which results in the spectral broadening of short
optical pulses. Multiphoton absorption and ionization can cause optical damage in
transparent material. This nonlinear process then limits the maximum power coupled into
the fiber. For fused silica, the damage threshold is on the order of 1-10×101 0 W/cm2.
Since, in our case, other nonlinear optical effects, such as stimulated Brillouin scattering and
stimulated Raman scattering, are much smaller, we will concentrate on the nonlinear
refraction alone [4.12, 14]. For a more detailed description of pulse propagation in optical
fibers, one must include all of these nonlinear optical effects.

4.1.2 Light propagation and spectral broadening in a single-mode
fiber
Neglecting nonlinear effects, one can obtain the fundamental propagation modes in a
single-mode fiber. Using these fundamental modes as the trial solutions of a more
complicated nonlinear propagation equation, one can understand the interaction between
dispersion and self-phase modulation in the fiber. In the remainder of this subsection, we
shall follow this prescription. We will first discuss a linearized theory of light propagation
in a single-mode fiber. Using these fundamental solutions as input, we will investigate the
interaction between the dispersion and the self-phase modulation generated by a nonlinear
wave equation, derived in Appendix 4.A. Finally, these results are utilized to obtain the
temporal and spectral broadening of a short laser pulse in a single-mode fiber.

4-6

(A) FIBER MODES:
The propagation of light in a step-index circular waveguide has been solved exactly and
the solutions are a complex combination of Bessel and modified Bessel functions [4.22].
The derivation is briefly discussed as follows. The wave equation for the electric field in a
cylindrical waveguide is

(∇ + k )E(r, ω ) = 0 ,
2

(4.1-1a)

where k ≡ noω c and
∇=

∂2
1 ∂
1 ∂2
∂2
+
+
+
.
∂ρ 2 ρ ∂ρ ρ 2 ∂φ 2 ∂z2

(4.1-1b)

Similarly, there is a wave equation for the magnetic field. If the field components Ez and Hz
are solved, Eρ, Eφ , Hρ and Hφ can be obtained in terms of these using Maxwell’s equations.
Equation 4.1-1 suggests a solution
Ez (r,ω ) = A(ω )F(ρ)ei mφ e iβ z ,

(4.1-2)

where A is a normalized constant, β is the propagation constant, and m is an integer. By
substituting Eq. 4.1-2 into Eq. 4.1-1, The equation for F is expressed as
⎡ d2
1 d ⎛ 2 m2 ⎞ ⎤
+
+ ⎜ k − 2 ⎟ ⎥F = 0 ,
⎢ 2
ρ dρ ⎝
ρ ⎠⎦
⎣ dρ

(4.1-3)

where κ 2 ≡ k 2 − β 2 . In weakly guiding step-index fibers, i.e.
⎧ no1 , for ρ ≤ a
no = ⎨
,
⎩no 2, for ρ > a

(4.1-4)

with a being the core radius, no1 − no 2 <<1, k is very close to β and κ is much smaller than

β . The electromagnetic fields can be expressed in the Cartesian coordinates without
introducing unnecessary complexity. That is, Ez, Hx , Hy , and Hz can be expressed in terms
of Ex or Ey , depending on the polarization of the solution [4.23, 24]. For example, for a ypolarized solution,
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Ex = 0

⎧ CJl (hρ )ei lφ ei( βz− ωt) for ρ ≤ a
Ey (r, t) = ⎨
,
i lφ
⎩ DKl (qρ)e e i(β z −ω t) for ρ > a

(4.1-5)

where Jl is the Bessel function of first kind of order l, Kl is the modified Bessel function of
second kind of order l, h2 = k2 – β2, q2 = β 2 – k2, and C and D are constants. In the core
region, k2 – β2 > 0; in the cladding layer, β2 – k2 > 0. For x→∞, Kl (x) → (π/2x)1/2e–x, and
the field decays exponentially in the cladding layer.

For x < π , Jl (x)

∼ (2/πx)1/2cos(x–lπ/2–π/4), and the field inside the core region is a slowly varying function
of ρ. These solutions are called the linearly polarized modes.
By satisfying the boundary conditions, the mode conditions can be obtained and are
expressed as:
J l +1(ha)
K (qa)
= q l +1
J l (ha)
Kl (qa)

(4.1-6)

J l −1(ha)
K (qa)
= −q l −1
.
J l (ha)
Kl (qa)

(4.1-7)

h

and

h

The eigenvalues obtained from Eq. 4.1-6 are labeled as β lm with l = 0, 1, 2, 3,…, m = 1, 2,
3,…, where the subscript m indicates the mth root of the transcendental equation (4.1-6).
These eigenvalue solutions represent the linear polarized mode transmitted by the fiber, and
are labeled LPlm. From the relations for h and q, we have the important relation

(

)

h 2 + q 2 = n2o1 − no22 ko2 ,

(4.1-8)

where k o is equal to 2π/ λ o and λ o is the wavelength in vacuum. Defining a parameter V,
the normalized frequency, such that

(

V ≡ ko a no21 − no22

)

1/2

= a h 2 + q2 .

(4.1-9)

According to Eq. 4.1-7, for the minimum value of q, q = 0 ,
Jl −1 (ha) = J l−1 (V ) = 0 .
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(4.1-10)

This condition then sets up the limit for the fundamental mode, LPlm. That is, from Eq. 4.15 the field component Ey vanishes at the boundary between the core and the cladding and,
therefore, there is no field distribution in the fiber. For the lowest-order mode, l = 0,
J −1 (V) = 0 .

(4.1-11)

Thus, V = 0. That is, the lowest-order mode does not have a cutoff wavelength. This mode
is called LP0 1 mode. The condition (4.1-10) also determines the cutoff wavelength of the
second-order mode, l = 1. That is, the LP1 1 mode cuts off at the first zero of J0 (V ), that is,
when V = 2.405. The cutoff wavelengths of other higher-order modes are determined
analogously. As we show later, the LP0 1 mode corresponds to an approximately Gaussian
field distribution which always remains along the fiber. However, the LP1 1 mode has a
node inside the core. Therefore, from Eq. 4.1-9 the V value, 2.405, determines the shortest
wavelength that can propagate along the fiber in the LP0 1 mode. For light with a shorter
wavelength, there are at least two propagating modes, i.e., LP0 1 and LP1 1 modes.
The field distribution of the LP0 1 mode is
CJ0 (hρ )
⎧⎪
for ρ ≤ a
E(ρ ) = ⎨C J0 (ha) K (qρ)
,
for ρ > a
⎪⎩ K0 (qa) 0

(4.1-12)

where C is a normalization constant. We can approximate the field distribution by a
Gaussian, exp[ −0.755(ρ a) 2 ]. Figure 4-3 shows three normalized field distribution curves
for our single-mode fiber at 620, 680 and 740 nm, corresponding to V values of 2.3488,
2.1416 and 1.9680 respectively. From this figure, we see that the deviations of the field
distributions, for different wavelengths, from the Gaussian approximation depends upon
how far the wavelengths are from the cutoff wavelength. At the output end of the fiber, the
far-field distributions of different wavelengths are not too different. For light with
wavelengths shorter than the cutoff, there exists at least one other mode, i.e., the LP1 1 mode.
The field distribution of the LP1 1 mode has a node at the center of core and tends to have a
wider spread out to the cladding layer. Therefore, to maintain the LP0 1 mode distribution
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over the entire spectrum of the light wave, one needs to choose a single-mode fiber such that
the cutoff wavelength is sufficiently shorter than the center wavelength.
(B) DISPERSION AND SELF-PHASE MODULATION IN OPTICAL FIBERS:
Due to the high power density of ultrashort laser pulses, several nonlinear optical
effects will affect the pulse propagation, especially nonlinear refraction. In Appendix 4.A,
the nonlinear wave equation is derived for a pulsed guided wave in a single-mode fiber. If
we consider only the second-order dispersion effect of the fiber and use the relations,
⎛ d 2β ⎞
⎛ dβ ⎞
1
⎜
⎟ =
and β 2 o ≡ ⎜
⎟ ,
⎝ dω ⎠ ω o vg
⎝ dω 2 ⎠ ω

(4.1-13)

∂ E 1 ∂E β 2 o ∂ 2 E α l
+
+i
E = in2 ko E 2 E .
2 +
∂z vg ∂t
2 ∂t
2

(4.1-14)

o

Eq. 4.A-22 becomes

Fig. 4-3 Normalized radial field distribution for a single-mode fiber. Three
curves correspond to the field distribution at 620, 680 and 740 nm. The
parameters used to calculate these distribution are obtained from our fiber.
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With the temporal transformation, T = t - z/vg, we can further simplify Eq. 4.1-14 to

∂ E β2 o ∂ 2 E α l
+i
E = in2 ko E 2 E .
2 +
∂z
2 ∂T
2

(4.1-15)

This temporal transformation takes us from the laboratory frame to a reference frame
moving along with the laser pulse. The nonlinear wave equation, Eq. 4.1-15, is the starting
point for our discussion of dispersion-induced pulse broadening, spectral broadening due to
nonlinear refraction, and the combined effect of the two.
Neglecting optical loss in the fiber, if the power density of light field is not high
enough to induce self-phase modulation, we can ignore the nonlinear term on the right side
of Eq. 4.1-15 and consider only the dispersion effect. The equation then becomes

∂E
β2 o ∂ 2 E
= −i
.
∂z
2 ∂T 2

(4.1-16)

After taking the Fourier transform in the time domain, Eq. 4.1-16 becomes
⎛ ∂ iω 2β 2 o ⎞
⎜ −
⎟ E(z, ω ) = 0 ,
2 ⎠
⎝ ∂z
where

E(z, ω ) =

∞

iω T

∫ E(z, T )e

dT .

(4.1-17)

(4.1-18)

−∞

We can then solve Eq. 4.1-17 and obtain the solution,

with

where

⎛ i ω 2β2 o ⎞
E(z, ω ) = E(0, ω )exp ⎜
z⎟
⎝ 2
⎠

(4.1-19)

∞
⎛ iω 2β 2 o
⎞
1
E(z,T ) =
E(z,
ω
)exp
z
−
i
ω
T
⎜
⎟ dω ,
2π −∫∞
⎝ 2
⎠

(4.1-20)

E(0, ω ) =

∞

iω T

∫ E(0, T )e

dT .

(4.1-21)

−∞

For an optical pulse with a Gaussian temporal dependence, i.e.,
⎛ T2 ⎞
E(0, T ) = Eo exp⎜ − 2 ⎟ ,
⎝ τ ⎠
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(4.1-22)

Eq. 4.1-21 becomes
E(0, ω ) = Eo τ πe − ω

τ 4

2 2

.

(4.1-23)

Substituting this result into Eq. 4.1-20, the final electric field amplitude becomes
E(z,T ) =

⎛
⎞
T2
exp
−
⎜
⎟ .
⎝ τ 2 − i2β2 o z ⎠
τ 2 − i2β 2 oz
Eo τ

(4.1-24)

If we define LD, the dispersion length of the material, as LD ≡ τ 2 (2β2 o ) , the FWHM pulse
width becomes
⎛ z ⎞2
τ p (z) = τ p (0) 1+ ⎜ ⎟ .
⎝ LD ⎠
Thus, the pulse width will be increased by a factor of

(4.1-25)

2 after the light pulse travels a

distance LD . Returning to Eq. 4.1-24, we find that the second-order dispersion induces an
extra phase in the electric field given by
2
⎛ z ⎞
z LD
⎛T⎞
φ D (z, T ) = − ⎜ ⎟
⎟ .
2 + arctan ⎜
⎝ τ ⎠ 1 + ( z LD )
⎝ 2 LD ⎠

(4.1-26)

The time dependence of this phase indicates that the second-order dispersion also induces a
frequency difference in the pulse across the center frequency ω o , i.e.

δω = −

∂φ D
z LD
2T
=
.
2
∂ T 1 + (z L D ) τ 2

(4.1-27)

The frequency sweep is actually linear in time and is called a linear chirp. With this linear
chirp, one can recompress the pulse width by compensating for the dispersion-induced
phase by using pulse compressors, such as a prism pair or a grating pair having an opposite
sign of second-order dispersion. Higher-order dispersion will, on the other hand, induce
other effects which change the pulse shape. The challenge for ultrashort pulse compression
will be to compensate not only the second-order dispersion but also higher-order dispersion
[4.19, 25].
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In the case that the optical nonlinearity is large and the dispersion is small, Eq. 4.1-15
becomes

∂E
= in2 k o E 2 E .
∂z

(4.1-28)

We can then solve this equation and obtain the solution
E(z,T ) = E(0, T )eiφ NL (z,T ) ,

(4.1-29)

φ N L (z, T ) ≡ n2 ko E 2 z .

where

(

Let us define LNL ,the nonlinear length, as LNL ≡ 1 n2 ko E

2

).

(4.1-30)
Due to this nonlinearity-

induced phase term, the optical pulse has a spectral broadening of

δω = −

∂φ NL
∂ E2
= −n2 ko z
.
∂T
∂T

(4.1-31)

For a Gaussian light pulse, Eq. 4.1-23 indicates that the spectral broadening will be

δω (z,T ) =

4T z
.
τ 2 LNL

(4.1-32)

Thus, the spectral width of the light pulse after traveling through the fiber depends on the
fiber length, the field strength and the pulse width of the light. If the fiber length is much
smaller than LNL , the spectral broadening is negligible. The maximum spectral width can
then be calculated [4.9] and is given by
Δ ω max ≅

4n2 ko z
2
Eo .
τ e

(4.1-33)

The spectral shape of the light pulse after traveling a distance z of the nonlinear optical fiber
can be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the Eq. 4.1-29. The power spectrum
takes the form
2

S(z, ω ) 2 ≅

(

Eo τ 2 π
2

1 + 2 n2 ko Eo z

)

2

⎧
⎫
2 2
⎪
⎪
( ω − ωo ) τ
exp ⎨
⎬,
2
⎪ 2⎡1 + 2 n2 ko Eo 2 z ⎤ ⎪
⎪⎩ ⎣⎢
⎦⎥ ⎪⎭
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(

)

(4.1-34)

where the Gaussian function is approximated by 1–(T/τ)2 . This approximation, however,
obscures some details of the spectrum. Experimental results show that the spectral shape
has an oscillating feature [4.26]. Recall that the phase function φ NL (z, T ) , which has a
Gaussian dependence in time domain, is given by Eq. 4.1-30. For each point on such a
Gaussian, can always find another point with the same slope except the inflection point.
The two points correspond the same frequency but have different phases (see Eqs. 4.1-30
and 31). Interfering between these two waves causes the oscillating feature in the spectrum.
Thus, the actual spectrum of the light pulse depends on the temporal shape of the incident
light pulse.
Including both the effects of dispersion and nonlinear refraction, the wave propagation
equation (4.1-15) takes on the form

∂E
i ∂ 2E
i
2
+
[ f (T )] E ,
2 =
∂z 4LD ∂z
LNL
where f(T) is the temporal dependence of the electrical field, i.e.,
E(0, T ) = Eo f (T ) .

(4.1-35a)

(4.1-35b)

Therefore, if the length of the fiber is much shorter than both LD and LNL , both the
dispersion term and the nonlinear term can be ignored and there is no change in the pulse
shape and the spectrum. If, however, the length of the fiber is much shorter than LNL but
comparable to LD , the nonlinear term can be ignored and the optical pulse just has a
dispersion-induced pulse broadening. On the other hand, if the length of the fiber is much
shorter than LD but is comparable to LNL , the dispersive term can be ignored and the optical
pulse has a spectral broadening due to self-phase modulation. With our FWHM pulse
width of 160 fs, the dispersion length LD in the optical fiber is about 46 cm and the
nonlinear length LNL is about 100 µm for a 100-nJ optical pulse. In our apparatus, we use
optical fibers with lengths of two and six centimeters. Qualitatively, the spectral broadening
is generated in the front end of the fiber used in our experiment. When the spectrum of the
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light field is large enough, the dispersive effect starts to stretch the pulse width and to
decrease the power density.

4.1.3 Spectral shaping and amplification in dye amplifier
Due to both dispersive effects and self-phase modulation effects in the fiber, the light
pulse from the fiber has a large chirp over the spectral range. This spectral broadening has
been generated during the process of self-phase modulation, and the width of optical pulses
is broadened. In this experiment, we use this wide spectrum as the seeded light source of
high-power dye (DCM) amplifier to generate tunable, synchronized, high-energy
femtosecond laser pulses. In this subsection, the effects of the finite width of the dye gain
spectrum on both the spectral and temporal characteristics of the optical pulses are
discussed.
Let us assume that the dye-solvent system is a two-level system. With the pump pulse
exciting the electrons from the S0 state to the S1 state, the gain coefficient α g of the light
intensity in this population-inverted two-level system is given by ΔNσe, where σe is the
stimulated transition cross-section and ΔN is the population inversion. Due to the finite life
time of the upper state, population inversion saturates at high intensity. There is, therefore, a
corresponding saturation intensity for the gain coefficient [4.27, 28]
dI
= αg I
dz
with

αg =

α go
ΔNσ e
=
,
1+ σ e τ eff hν I 1 + I Isat

(

)

(4.1-36)
(4.1-37)

where α g o ≡ ΔNσ e and τ eff is the effective relaxation time of the upper state; the saturation
intensity of this two-level system is defined as
Isat ≡

hν
.
σ e τ eff
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(4.1-38)

The stimulated transition cross-section is generally a frequency-dependent function; both
the non-saturated gain coefficient and the saturated intensity also depend on the frequency.
A wave propagation equation similar to Eq. 4.1-15 can then be derived in a gain
medium

∂E i
∂ 2 E αl − αg
+ β
+
E=0,
∂z 2 2 o ∂ T 2
2

(4.1-39)

where β 2 o is the second-order dispersion at the wavelength of peak fluorescence, and α l is
the optical loss in the dye cell, reflecting the absorption spectrum of the dye. Since there is
usually no overlap between the absorption spectrum and the fluorescence spectrum of the
gain medium, we can consider the optical loss term to be independent of wavelength in the
range of the wavelengths in which we are interested. We can then simply take account of
optical loss in the final solution with an exponentially decaying term. Taking the Fourier
transform of Eq. 4.1-39 in the time domain, the equation becomes

αg ⎤
⎡∂
i
2
⎢⎣ ∂ z − 2 β 2 o (ω − ω o ) − 2 ⎥⎦ E(z, ω ) = 0 ,

(4.1-40)

where ω o is the center radial frequency of the laser pulses. The solution then takes on the
form
⎡ α + i β (ω − ω )2 ⎤
g
2o
o
E(z, ω ) = E(0, ω )exp ⎢
z⎥ .
2
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(4.1-41)

Let us now expand α g in a Taylor series of ω around the peak of the gain spectrum ω a in
the frequency variable, i.e.
2
⎛ dα g ⎞
1 ⎛ d αg⎞
α g (ω ) ≅ α g ( ω a ) + ⎜
⎟ (ω − ω a ) + ⎜⎜
⎟
⎝ dω ⎠ ω a
2 ⎝ dω 2 ⎟⎠

(ω − ω a )2

.

(4.1-42)

ωa

To maximize the total gain of amplifier, one selects the gain medium so that ω a is close to
the center frequency of the optical pulse. In general, the gain spectrum of a dye is fairly
symmetric about the peak. Thus, we can assume that the linear term on the right side of
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Eq. 4.1-42 can be ignored. The first term is the gain coefficient and the third term gives the
spectral-shaping due to the gain spectrum.
After some calculation, we can obtain the pulse width of the output from the gain
medium [4.27]. For a Gaussian pulse with a pulse width parameter τ and a linear chirp
parameter b, the resulting phase after traveling through a distance L a gain medium becomes
2

⎛ bτ 4
⎞
−
2
β
L
⎜
2
o
⎟
2
⎛ d αg⎞
τ2
⎝ 1+ b 2 τ 4
⎠
2
[ τ (L)] =
L+
.
2 4 −⎜
⎜
2 ⎟
⎟
2
⎛ d αg ⎞
1+b τ
⎝ dω ⎠ ω a
τ2
−⎜
⎟ L
1+ b 2 τ 4 ⎜⎝ dω 2 ⎟⎠
ωa

(

Let us define K to be − L d 2 α g dω 2

)ω

(4.1-43)

. If we ignore, for now, the dispersive effect of the
a

laser medium (i.e., β 2 o = 0 ) and assume the gain broadening factor K is smaller compared

(

)

with τ 2 1 + b2 τ 4 , Eq. 4.1-43 can be approximated by

[ τ (L)]2 ≈ τ 2 + K − Kb 2 τ 4 …

(4.1-44)

Since the gain spectrum has a peak at ω a , the second derivative of the gain coefficient is
negative and K > 0. Thus, the second term gives rise to pulse-broadening. The third term,
on the other hand, is a pulse-narrowing term. The pulse-broadening term arises because K
is inversely proportional to the square of the spectral width of the gain spectrum. The
resulting spectral width of the optical pulse is, therefore, narrower than the spectral width of
the original pulse and the pulse width is longer in the output pulse. The pulse-narrowing
term can be given the following physical interpretation. For a highly chirped pulse, the
pulse frequency sweeps across the gain profile of the amplifying transition. The center
section of the pulse (in time) is at the center portion of the gain spectrum. It thus gets
maximum amplification, whereas the frequencies in both the leading and trailing edges of
the pulse are somewhat off the gain peak and get less amplification. The pulse shape,
therefore, gets somewhat narrowed in time [4.29]. If ω a ≠ ω o , the blue (red) side of the
spectrum of the pulse has a higher gain than the red (blue) side of the spectrum. The pulse
will then also be stretched because the full spectrum of the pulse is not amplified.
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In our case, the light source from the fiber has a very wide spectral width and a long
pulse width, i.e., the chirp parameter is relatively large; therefore, b 2 τ 4 >>1.3 In this case,
the third term dominates the second term. The result is that the pulse width is smaller than
the width of the optical pulse from the fiber. While our calculation is true for a laser
medium with a narrow gain spectrum, more complete results can be obtained using Eq. 4.143. Due to the finite gain spectral width of the dye medium, however, the total spectral
width of the resulting amplified optical pulse is limited by the gain spectrum of the dye and,
therefore, the optical pulse is determined by the gain spectrum of the dye medium.
Let us now consider the saturation effect in the laser medium and its affect on the pulse
width and the spectral shape of the amplified pulses. Combining Eqs. 4.1-37 and 4.1-40,
we obtain the wave equation
⎡∂
α go 2 ⎤
i
2
⎢ − β 2 o (ω − ω o ) −
2 ⎥ E(z, ω ) = 0 ,
1 + E 2 Esat
⎣∂ z 2
⎦

(4.1-45)

where Esat is the saturated field strength in the laser medium. This nonlinear equation is
difficult to solve analytically. Equation 4.1-38, however, shows that the saturated intensity is
a function of wavelength as the gain spectrum [4.30]. Thus, once the intensity inside the
gain medium approaches the saturated intensity, the absolute value of the second derivative
of the gain coefficient with respect to the frequency will become smaller than it is when
there is no saturation. That is, K is smaller than in the unsaturated case. Accordingly, the
spectral-shaping effect will now be smaller, and the resulting pulse width of the amplified
pulses will be longer.

3

For a linearly chirped Gaussian pulse, shown in Eq. 4.1-22, the FWHM spectral
width is 8ln 2(1 + b 2 τ 4 ) τ instead of 8ln 2 τ . Thus, for our supercontinuum, b2τ4
must be much larger than one. For example, assuming that the spectral width of the
supercontinuum from the fiber is about 100 nm and the pulse width is about 1.5 ps, b2τ4 is
estimated to be about 300.
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Since the pulse width of the supercontinuum is large compared with the original pulse
width, the saturated energy density is much smaller, in our case, than when there is no chirp.
This effect is very similar to the chirped-pulse amplification scheme, in which the laser pulse
is stretched with a grating pair and is then amplified in the laser medium to prevent early
saturation and other nonlinear optical effects, such as self-focusing, and finally is
recompressed with another grating pair [4.31-33]. The saturation effect in our experiment
is expected to be much smaller than in our main amplifier and the energy extraction
efficiency is larger. Furthermore, the effect of the saturated amplification on the pulse width
is shorter than it is without chirped-pulse amplification.
From Eq. 4.1-44, we can see that the effect of the chirped pulses does not depend upon

Fig. 4-4 Fiber-amplifier setup. BS, beam splitter; PT, phototube detector;
λ/2, half-wave plate; L, L1 and L2 are 50-cm, 10-cm and 15-cm focal length
lenses; GL, GRIN lens; A1 and A2, prism cells; SF, spatial filter; GP,
grating pair.
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the sign of the chirp and, therefore, the results of our use of negatively chirped pulses and
the use of positively chirped pulses in the usual chirped-pulse amplification are the same.
With strong self-phase modulation in optical fibers, however, a wide coherent spectrum is
produced in the optical pulses providing a broad enough spectrum to generate very short
optical pulses. Compared with the normal chirped-pulse amplification scheme, where the
resulting pulse width is comparable to or larger than the original pulse width, one can
combine our chirped-pulse amplification scheme with the effect of self-phase modulation in
optical fibers to generate high energy, ultrashort laser pulses. One can, for example, use a
wideband gain medium, such as mixed dyes or a Ti:sapphire crystal, to amplify the
supercontinuum from the fiber to produce the high energy, ultrashort laser pulses.

4.2

Apparatus
Figure 4-1 shows a schematic diagram of the fiber-amplifier setup. A pulse train of

10 µJ, 150-fs pulses centered at 620 nm, split from the output of an amplified femtosecond
system [4.34] pumped with a 10-Hz, 300-mJ, frequency-doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser, serves as the input to a 20-mm or 60-mm, single-mode, polarization-preserving fiber.
The rest of the femtosecond laser amplifier output serves as the main laser beam at
wavelength 620 nm. The fiber has a cutoff wavelength of about 600 nm and a core diameter
of about 3 µm.4 For purposes of comparison, we also use a single-mode fiber with a cutoff
wavelength of about 350 nm.5 To prevent damaging the fiber, a variable attenuator
consisting of a half-wave plate and a polarizer cube is used to limit the input energy to

4
5

3M™ Company.
Newport Company.
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approximately 1.5 µJ.6 The polarization of the laser beam is matched to the birefringent
axis of the fiber with another half-wave plate.
The laser beam is coupled into and out of the fiber with two gradient index lenses7 with
the radial profile of the refractive index given by
A ⎞
⎛
n0 (ρ) = n0 ⎜ 1 − ρ 2 ⎟ ,
⎝
2 ⎠

(4.2-1)

where n0 is equal to 1.6075 and A is equal to 9.431 cm 2 for our GRIN lenses. Light
travels through the GRIN lens focusing and defocusing in a sinusoidal fashion with a
period of π

A , 1.023 cm [4.35, 36]. A GRIN lens with a pitch number of one for a given

wavelength has a length of exactly one period. For a pitch number of 0.25, the light focuses
at the exit of the GRIN lens. Here we choose a pitch number of 0.23 so that the focal point
of the light field is just outside the GRIN lens. Since the numerical aperture8 of our optical
fiber is 0.16, one would like to have a GRIN lens with a numerical aperture smaller than or
equal to 0.16 to maximize the coupling efficiency. In the experiment below, we use a GRIN
lens with a numerical aperture of 0.46 with a 50-cm focal length lens in front of the GRIN
lens to match the numerical aperture of the fiber.
At the exit of the fiber, on the other hand, one needs a lens with a much larger
numerical aperture in order to collect all the light coming out of the exit of the fiber. Since
GRIN lenses are wavelength-specific, however, they show large chromatic dispersion. For
that reason, they are not suitable as output coupler when the fiber is used to generate
supercontinuum. In our improved version, instead, we use a GRIN lens with a suitable
6

Our coupling efficiency into the fiber is less than 10% because the input beam cannot
be focused tightly enough, so most of the 1.5 µJ is lost at the front face of the fiber. The
relatively large size of the input beam, however, allows for easier alignment.
7 The GRIN lenses are purchased from the NSG Company and are designed for an
operating wavelength of 630 nm. They have a aperture diameter of 2 mm and a pitch
number of 0.23.
8 Numerical aperture (N.A.) of a lens is defined as sin arctan ( D 2 f ) , where D is the
[
]
aperture of the lens and f is the focal length of the lens. Similarly, numerical aperture of
optical fiber also represents the divergent angle of the light field radiating from the exit end
of the fiber.
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OM1

OM2

L
GRIN lens

Fiber

Fig. 4-5 Setup for GRIN lenses and fiber. L. 50-cm focal length lens;
OM1, 4-axis optical mount; OM2, 2-axis optical mount.
numerical aperture as the input coupler and use an objective lens with a much larger
numerical aperture as the output coupler.
In general, coupling a laser beam into a 3-µm diameter fiber is very difficult, and
extremely sensitive to mechanical vibration. Special care has to be taken to stabilize the
mounts for the fiber and the coupling lenses. The drawing of the fiber setup is shown in
Fig. 4-2. First, the beam is lowered from a height of seven inches above the optical table to
about three and a half inches to decrease the vibration of the optical mounts. The two
mirrors before the fiber serve both as a beam-height adjuster and as aligning mirrors. A
submicron four-axis optical mount9 then holds the input GRIN lens. The optical mount
itself is mounted into a submicron translation stage, allowing motion along the propagation
direction. Tomlinson’s study on the coupling efficiency of the single-mode optical fiber
[4.37, 38] indicates that the efficiency of launching the LP0 1 mode is very sensitive to the
lateral alignment and the alignment of the propagation beam with the axis of the fiber. For
example, the efficiency is reduced to 63% for a lateral misalignment distance of one core
diameter or an angular misalignment of one focusing angle of the laser beam [4.37].

9

The four-axis mount consists of adjustments of translation and tilt in the two
directions perpendicular to the beam propagation.
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Fig. 4-6 Ferrule for fiber.
Although the position and size of the beam waist at the focused spot are not as critical, a
slight misalignment of several microns can reduce the efficiency by more than 20%. For
precise alignment, a submicron optical mounts with a precision of 0.1 µm is used.10 The
output lens is mounted on a stable 3-axis mount with x-, y- and z-axis adjustments.11
Submicron precision is not required for the second mount, because the output coupling
efficiency is much less sensitive to the alignment.
For ease of handling, the fiber itself is mounted in a ferrule (see Fib. 4-3).12 Using a
chemical paint stripper, the protective acrylate layer is removed from the fiber. Next, a small
amount of UV adhesive is injected into the ferrule. and the fiber, stripped of its protective
layer, is inserted into the ferrule until a small section emerges. The assembly is then
exposed to a 6-W 365-nm UV light for about 20 minutes to cure the adhesive. Finally, both
ends of the fiber are polished first with 8-µm and 1-µm polishing papers, and then with
0.1-µm Al2O3 powder. A final check with a microscope is carried out to ascertain that there
are no scratches and to very that the core region is clear.
The following procedure is used for aligning the fiber setup. First, we place a white
card with a hole, which allows only the laser beam through, in front of the GRIN lens. With
the fiber in place, we remove the input GRIN lens and check the reflection of the laser beam
from the front end of the fiber. Two mirrors and the optical mounts of the fiber are adjusted
10
11
12

Klinger, Inc., model no. YZθyθz.
Klinger, Inc., model no. SB18 YZ.
AT&T Company.
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Fig. 4-7 Single-shot autocorrelator. L = convex lens; BS = 50/50 beam
splitter; M = mirror; DP = detector plane of the CCD camera. An
interference pattern of two laser pulses is shown in Fig. b, where I1(t) and
I2(t) are the temporal profiles of the two laser pulses.
until the back reflection of the laser beam goes back through the hole in the white card.
Next, the GRIN lens is put back in place and moved close to the fiber entrance end,
approximately 2-3 mm from the fiber. Then the tilt adjustments of the optical mount are
adjusted until the back reflection from front face of the GRIN lens passes through the hole.
Similarly, the translation of the mount is adjusted until the back reflection from the back
face of the GRIN lens passes through the hole. Finally, the GRIN lens is brought close to
the fiber within 1 mm and final adjustment are made to optimize the throughput.
The output from the fiber is sent through a broadband half-wave plate to rotate the
polarization in the desired direction.13 This half-wave plate is specifically designed to have
a very small deviation in polarization angle for a broad range of wavelengths. Thus, the
entire spectrum of the supercontinuum can be rotated by the same angle.
13

Special Optics Company
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The

supercontinuum is then amplified in two Bethune prism dye cells, which preserve the
Gaussian spatial profile [4.39]. The first cell has a 2-mm bore diameter and is pumped
with 40-mJ from the doubled output of the Nd:YAG laser that also pumps the main
amplifier. The second cell, with a 3-mm bore diameter, is pumped with 50-mJ pulses
produced by doubling the residual infrared energy from the Nd:YAG laser. Both cells have
a cell length of 3 cm.14 To amplify the fiber output in the 630–660 nm region, we used
DCM dissolved in methanol with the dye concentration optimized for uniform pumping.15
A spatial filter with an 80-µm pinhole is placed between the two dye cells to suppress
amplified spontaneous emission. Recently, we have added an optical isolator in front of the
first dye cell to prevent damaging the exit end of the fiber with amplified spontaneous
emission from the two dye cells. The amplified pulses are recompressed temporally by two
600 grooves/mm diffraction gratings, which provide negative group velocity dispersion to
counter the positive dispersion in the fiber-amplifier setup [4.41].
Since our dye amplifier has a very high gain and the CPM output at 620 nm is within
the gain spectrum of DCM, one must be careful with the reflection from the back surface of
the beam splitter in front of the fiber. While this delayed pulse is not energetic enough to
produce self-phase modulation, it will pass through the fiber and be amplified through the
two stages. Because it is delayed by several picoseconds with respect to the main optical
pulse, this residual amplified pulse may interfere with experimental results. We used a
wedged, thick beam splitter to prevent the reflection from the back surface from entering the
fiber.

14

Santa Ana Laser Company
Uniform pumping of a dye solution with an absorption coefficient α at the pump
frequency in a Bethune prism cell with hole radius r occurs for α ·r = 0.75[4.40]. The
absorbance of DCM at 532 nm is 1.4×104 l/(mol.⋅cm), so the optimum concentrations in
the first and second cell are 2.3×10-4 and 1.6×10-4 mol/l, respectively.
15
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Fig. 4-8 Single-shot output spectra from a 20-mm single-mode fused silica
fiber at various input energies.
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Fig. 4-9 Single-shot output spectra from a 60-mm single-mode fused silica
fiber at various input energies.
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Single-shot spectra from the fiber and the dye amplifier are recorded with a
spectrograph and the far-field profile of the amplified pulse with a CCD camera. The pulse
durations before and after passing though the grating pair are measured both with a
standard autocorrelator using a GaAs crystal surface as the nonlinear medium (see
Chapter 2) and the single-shot autocorrelator shown in Fig. 4-7a. In contrast to other
single-shot autocorrelators [4.42-47] this one is based on the Michelson interferometer and
requires no nonlinear medium. As in a regular Michelson interferometer, we use a 50/50
beam splitter, but one of the two mirrors is tilted by a very small angle. As a result, one side
of the wavefront is delayed with respect to the other, see Fig. 4-7a.

The resulting

interference pattern (see Fig. 4-7b) is measured with a CCD camera. The pulse width can
be directly determined from this interference pattern by counting the number of interference
fringes. Finally, we also monitor the total energy and the amplified spontaneous emission
with a pyroelectric energy detector behind the amplifier.

4.3

Results and discussions

4.3.1 Output spectra from single-mode fibers
Figure 4-8 shows the single-shot spectrum of the supercontinuum from a 20-mm
single-mode fiber with cutoff wavelength of 600-nm, at various incident pulse energies. As
can be seen clearly at high incident energies, the spectra fall off below 600 nm. This is so
because light with wavelengths below the cutoff has a multimode field distribution which
easily couples into the cladding mode and decays away from the core region [4.48]. At low
incident energies, the spectral width increases with the incident pulse energy. At an energy
of approximately 0.4 µJ, however, the spectrum narrows. Finally, at an incident pulse
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energy of 0.7 µJ, the spectral width grows again, but the spectral shape is quite different
from that in the low energy regime.
Figure 4-9 shows single-shot spectra from a 60-mm single-mode fiber with the same
cutoff wavelength. With this longer fiber we see the cutoff more clearly than with the
20-mm one. The red side of the spectrum expands further with increasing incident pulse
energy. Unlike the spectra from the 20-mm fiber, there is no narrowing of the spectrum
around 0.4 µJ.
Figure 4-10 shows the spectral widths (FWHM) as a function of incident pulse energy
for both fibers. While the spectral width increases linearly with incident energy for the
60-mm fiber, the spectral width of the 20-mm fiber behaves differently; it peaks around
0.25 µJ and remains essentially flat above 1 µJ. At the high end, the 60-mm fiber shows
great fluctuations in spectral width; the 20-mm fiber, however, yields a stable spectrum. For
this reason we selected the 20-mm fiber and adjusted the incident energy to about 1.5 µJ,
200
nm

Spectral width
150

100
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Δλ
0
0

Ei
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Fig. 4-10 Single-shot spectral width (FWHM) of the fiber output vs.
incident pulse energy for a 20-mm ( ) and a 60-mm ( ) long fiber.
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which is still below the damage threshold of the fiber.
For comparison, we show a single-shot spectrum from a 20-mm fiber with a cutoff
wavelength of 350 nm in Fig. 4-11. As expected, the spectrum extends to wavelengths
shorter than 600 nm. Furthermore, the spectral shape is almost symmetric on both sides of
the center wavelength of 620 nm and there are sharp spectral peaks due to shock-wave
effects [4.49, 50].

4.3.2 Output from dye amplifier
The amplification limits the bandwidth of the pulse to the spectral range of the
amplifying dye. A single-shot amplified pulse spectrum is shown in Fig. 4-12. Note that
the bandwidth of the spectrum is reduced to 25 nm (FWHM) and that the spectrum exhibits
significantly less structure than the single-shot unamplified pulse spectrum shown in Fig. 41
a.u.

Fiber spectrum
λ ct = 350 nm

0.5

I
0
500

λ

600

700

nm

800

Fig. 4-11 Single-shot spectrum of fiber with a cutoff wavelength of λ ct =
350 nm.
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Fig. 4-12 Single-shot spectrum of the amplified fiber output.
8. This spectral smoothening is largely due to gain saturation in the amplifier, which results
in greater shot-to-shot stability in both spectrum and energy. The output spectrum is
centered around 640 nm, which is the peak of the gain spectrum DCM dissolved in
methanol.
The total output pulse energy of the supercontinuum from the optical fiber is 1 nJ.
After the first-stage amplification the pulse energy is about 5 µJ; therefore, the first dye cell
gain is about 5000. After the second stage the total pulse energy is about 200 µJ, giving a
second-stage gain of about 40. This efficient amplification is possible because of the
spectral and temporal broadening of the pulse by the fiber. The overall amplified
spontaneous emission is less than 1%. The main benefit of Bethune cell amplification is a
smooth spatial profile of the output.

Figure 4-13 shows the far-field pattern of the

amplified beam recorded with a CCD camera. Profiles taken along the x- and y-axes are
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almost perfect Gaussians. It should also be noted that the spatial profile shows very little
shot-to-shot fluctuation.

4.3.3 Pulse recompression with a grating pair
The broadened spectrum and the linear frequency chirp allow compression of the pulse
to a shorter duration than that of our input pulse. The pulse width of the uncompressed
optical pulse is about 1.5 ps. With a grating separation of 55 mm, we obtain a single-shot
pulsewidth of 44 fs (FWHM). Figure 4-14 shows an autocorrelation trace obtained with a
standard noncollinear autocorrelation method. The angle between the two laser beams in the
noncollinear setup is 45˚. Therefore, the measured pulse width is about 5% more than the
actual value, which is well within our accuracy of measurement. Instead of using a KDP

horizontal profile
r = 0.999

vertical profile
r = 0.997

Fig. 4-13 Single-shot far-field spatial profile of the amplified beam. The
profiles along x- and y-axis are shown on the right and the upper sides of the
spatial profile image. The curve-fitting coefficient r’s are shown.
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crystal for second harmonic generation in the autocorrelator, we used a GaAs crystal surface
in reflection. Apart from being cheaper and more readily available this has the added benefit
that there is significantly less dispersion; the absorption depth in GaAs in 13 nm, which
should be compared to a typical dimension of 1 mm for nonlinear crystals.
In Table 4-1, we show the sensitivity of pulse compression to variations in the
perpendicular distance between the two gratings. A deviation of 5 mm in the grating
separation distance results in a 100% increase in the pulsewidth. Comparison with the
spectral width shown in Fig. 4-12, it appears that the pulse is not transform limited.
Apparently the chirp of optical pulse is not entirely linear and cannot be totally compensated
for by the grating pair. With a prism pair, one can compensate for third-order dispersion
[4.19, 25], but the chirp in the output pulse may have a non-negligible higher-order
dispersion which cannot be compensated for even by a combination of a grating and a prism

Fig. 4-14 Noncollinear autocorrelation trace of the final output pulse.
Assuming a Gaussian-shaped pulse, the measured FWHM pulse width is
44 fs.
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Grating separation
(cm)

Pulse width (FWHM)
(fsec)

5.00

98

5.25

65

5.50

44

5.75

87

5.90

88

Table 4-1 Pulse width vs. grating separation.
pair.
Using the single-shot interferometric autocorrelation setup described above we
obtained the autocorrelation trace shown in Fig. 4-15. Using a central wavelength of
640 nm and counting fringes, this trace yields a FWHM pulse width of 42 fs, in good
agreement with the results obtained using the standard autocorrelation setup.

4.4

Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented a highly versatile, tunable, synchronized,

femtosecond laser system with a nearly perfect, stable, Gaussian spatial profile without any
time jitter. A single-mode fiber provides a spectral width of 150 nm.

Energies of

100-200 µJ in 42-fs pulses are attained with a dye amplifying system that preserves the
spatial profile of the output from the single-mode fiber. Because the problems associated
with synchronization between two lasers and poor spatial profile are eliminated, this system
is particularly well suited for high-energy pump-probe experiments at different wavelengths
and ultrafast nonlinear laser spectroscopy.
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With sufficient pump energy, the flexibility of the system can be increased. The fiber
output can be split into two beams, each beam then sent through a separate dye amplifier to
obtain two broadband, high-energy pulse trains at different wavelengths. About 350-mJ of
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG pulse energy should be sufficient to pump two three-stage
amplifiers with an output of 1 mJ in each amplifier arm. With this design, the two
synchronized beams are independently tunable and compressible to 40-50 fs. Furthermore,
the nearly perfect spatial profile of the two beams should greatly reduce experimental noise
due to fluctuations in beam overlap at the sample. With a broader gain-bandwidth amplifier,
such as a Ti:sapphire-based amplifier, this technique could produce even shorter
pulsewidths while maintaining high energies.
In addition, the capability to adjust the optical pulse characteristics opens the door to

0.4
25 fs Gaussian 1/e-width
42 fs (FWHM)
640 nm

Intensity (a.u.)

0.2

0.0

-0.2

-0.4
0

100

200

300

400

Pixel number
Fig. 4-15 Single-shot interferometric autocorrelation trace of the amplified
fiber output pulse.
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new spectroscopic techniques. For example, Nibbering et al. used the supercontinuum
from a single-mode fiber to perform degenerate four-wave mixing spectroscopy on
resorufin in dimethylsulfoxide [4.51, 52]. Thus, using a proper combination of a
supercontinuum-generating single-mode fiber, a wide-band gain medium, dispersioncompensation devices, such as grating pair, one can control the optical pulse properties.
These include the pulse width, the high-energy pulse energy, the spectral range, and the
chirp characteristics.
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Appendix 4.A
To incorporate optical nonlinearities into pulse propagation, we start by considering the
linear wave equation

with

∂2
1 ∂2
∆⊥ E(r, z, t) + 2 E(r, z, t) − 2 2 D(r, z,t) = 0 ,
∂t
c ∂t

(4.A-1)

D(r, z, t) ≡ E(r,z, t) + 4πP (1) (r,z, t) + 4πP NL (r,z, t) ,

(4.A-2)

where ∆⊥ = ∂ 2 ∂x 2 + ∂ 2 ∂ y2 ,

P (1) = χ (1) E ,

P NL = χ (3) E E, and
2

ε = 1 + 4πχ (1)

= (n0 + i αc 2ω )2 . Optical loss is taken into account by the absorption coefficient α. The
frequency dependence of ε describes the dispersion properties of the optical fiber.
Let us first consider the wave equation with dispersion alone. Without optical loss and
nonlinearities, the equation takes the form
∆⊥ E(r, z, t) +

∂2
n02 ∂ 2
E(r,
z,
t)
=
E(r, z,t ).
∂ t2
c 2 ∂t 2

(4.A-3)

For a monochromatic guided wave solution in a single-mode fiber, the electric field may be
written as
E = F(x, y, ω ) exp[ i(βz − ω t)] ,

(4.A-4)

where F(x,y,ω ) satisfies the following equation
⎛ n 2ω 2
⎞
∆⊥ F + ⎜ 0 2 − β 2 ⎟ F = 0 .
⎝ c
⎠

(4.A-5)

However, for a guided wave with a short pulse width, the solution is linear combination of
the form in Eq. 4.A-4 at various frequencies, i.e.
∞

E=

∫ φ (ω )F(x, y, ω )exp[i(β z − ω t)]dω

(4.A-6a)

−∞

≅ F(x, y)E(z, t)exp[i(β0 z − ω 0 t)] ,
where ω0 is the center radial frequency, β 0 = β (ω 0 ) , and
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(4.A-6b)

∞

E(z,t) =

∫ φ ( ω )exp {i[(β − β )z − (ω − ω )t ]}dω
0

0

.

(4.A-7)

−∞

Here we ignore the weak dependence of F(x,y,ω ) on frequency. We can expand β(ω) in a
Taylor series about the center frequency,
⎛ dβ ⎞
1 ⎛ d 2β ⎞
1 ⎛ d 3β ⎞
β (ω ) ≅ β (ω 0 ) + ⎜ ⎟ (ω − ω 0 ) + ⎜ 2 ⎟ (ω − ω 0 )2 + ⎜ 3 ⎟ (ω − ω 0 )3 .
⎝ dω ⎠ ω 0
2 ⎝ dω ⎠ ω 0
6 ⎝ dω ⎠ ω 0
(4.A-8)
Substituting this expansion into Eq. 4.A-7, we then obtain an equation for E(z,t) as
∞

E(z,t) =

∫ φ (Ω)e

−iΩ t

−∞

⎧⎪ ⎡ ⎛ dβ ⎞
⎤ ⎫⎪
1 ⎛ d 2β ⎞
1 ⎛ d 3β ⎞
2
3
⎢
× exp ⎨i ⎜
⎟ Ω+ ⎜
⎟ Ω + ⎜
⎟ Ω ⎥ z⎬dΩ ,
2 ⎝ dω 2 ⎠ ω0
6 ⎝ dω 3 ⎠ ω0 ⎥⎦ ⎪⎭
⎪⎩ ⎢⎣ ⎝ dω ⎠ ω 0

(4.A-9)

where Ω ≡ ω − ω 0 . It is now straightforward to derive a differential equation,

∂ E ⎛ dβ ⎞ ∂E i ⎛ d 2 β ⎞ ∂ 2 E 1 ⎛ d 3β ⎞ ∂ 3 E
+⎜
⎟
+ ⎜
− ⎜
=0 .
⎟
⎟
∂z ⎝ dω ⎠ ω 0 ∂t 2 ⎝ dω 2 ⎠ ω 0 ∂ t 2 6 ⎝ dω 3 ⎠ ω 0 ∂ t 3

(4.A-10)

Taking optical loss into account, the above equation takes the form

∂ E ⎛ dβ ⎞ ∂E i ⎛ d 2 β ⎞ ∂ 2 E 1 ⎛ d 3β ⎞ ∂ 3 E α l
+⎜
⎟
+ ⎜
− ⎜
+
E = 0 . (4.A-11)
⎟
⎟
∂z ⎝ dω ⎠ ω 0 ∂t 2 ⎝ dω 2 ⎠ ω 0 ∂ t 2 6 ⎝ dω 3 ⎠ ω 0 ∂ t 3
2
Next, we will consider the effect of nonlinear refraction assuming no optical loss.
Introducing this nonlinearity, Eq. 4.A-2 becomes

(

D = n + 4πχ
2
0

(3)

2

⎛
2π (3) 2 ⎞
E E ≅ ⎜ n0 +
χ E ⎟ E,
n0
⎝
⎠
2

)

(4.A-12)

and we can define the nonlinear refractive index n*2 as
n∗2 ≡

2π (3)
χ ,
n0

2

(4.A-13)

where we assume that n*2 E <<1. Substituting Eq. 4.A-12 into Eq. 4.A-3, we obtain the
nonlinear wave equation as
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∂2
n02 + 4πχ(3) E 2 ∂ 2
∆⊥ E(r, z, t) + 2 E(r, z, t) =
E(r, z,t ) .
∂z
c2
∂t 2

(4.A-14)

Substituting the solution for a pulsed guided wave, Eq. 4.A-6b, into the equation, recalling
the relation given in Eq. 4.A-5, and neglecting second derivatives of E(z,t) , Eq. 4.A-14
becomes
⎧⎪ ∂ E [n0 (x, y)]2 ω 0 ∂ E ⎫⎪
2πχ (3) ω 02 3 2
iβ 0 F ⎨
+
⎬
=
−
F E E.
⎪⎩ ∂z
β0c 2
∂t ⎪⎭
c2

(4.A-15)

We then multiply both sides of this equation by −i F β 0 and integrate over the infinite x, y
cross section. The resulting equation is

∂ E ω0
+
∂z β 0 c 2

[n0 (x,y)] F 2
2

4
∂E
2πχ (3) ω 02 F
2
=i
E E,
2
2
∂t
β0c
F

F2

(4.A-16)

∞ ∞

where

F

m

≡

∫ ∫F

m

(x,y)dxdy .

(4.A-17)

−∞ −∞

Following the results of Snyder and Love [4.53], we have

[ n0 (x,y)] F 2
2

⎛ dβ ⎞
ω
⎜
⎟ = 02
⎝ dω ⎠ ω0 β 0c

F2

.

(4.A-18)

On the right side of Eq. 4.A-16, we may substitute the identity

β0c
,
ω0

n0 =

(4.A-19)

where n0 is the effective refractive index of the fiber. Using Eq. 4.A-16 and defining n2 as
∗
2

n2 ≡ n

F4
F2

,

(4.A-20)

we find the following nonlinear wave equation

∂ E ⎛ d β ⎞ ∂E
2
+⎜
⎟
= in2 k0 E E .
⎝
⎠
∂z
dω ω 0 ∂t

(4.A-21)

Finally, including the effects of dispersion and optical loss, we obtain the following
nonlinear dispersive wave equation for a pulsed guided wave in a single-mode fiber
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∂ E ⎛ dβ ⎞ ∂E i ⎛ d 2 β ⎞ ∂ 2 E 1 ⎛ d 3β ⎞ ∂ 3 E α l
2
+⎜
⎟
+ ⎜
− ⎜ 3⎟
+
E = in2 k 0 E E (4.A2⎟
2
3
∂z ⎝ dω ⎠ ω 0 ∂t 2 ⎝ dω ⎠ ω 0 ∂ t
6 ⎝ dω ⎠ ω 0 ∂ t
2
.
22)
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Chapter 5
Subpicosecond Stimulated Raman Scattering
in High-Pressure Hydrogen

5.1

Introduction
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is a third-order nonlinear optical process whose

behavior has attracted a great deal of study. Since the discovery of this phenomenon in
1962, many investigations involving various gases, liquids and solids have been carried out.
Each Raman-active medium has its own Raman vibration frequency, resulting in different
Raman-shifted wavelengths in stimulated Raman scattering.

Furthermore, in media

characterized by a high stimulated Raman conversion efficiency, stimulated Raman
scattering provides spectroscopists with a simple way to change the wavelength of the laser
beam using only a single laser source [5.1]. Thus, by tuning the exciting laser frequency
with a tunable laser source, stimulated Raman scattering is used to generate tunable coherent
infrared radiation.
In addition to generating a tunable light source by exploiting the stimulated Raman
scattering in a medium, one can also use this process to amplify a small light signal at the

Stokes wavelength with another strong pump laser beam, yielding amplified Stokes
radiation having the same pulse duration as the pump pulse. This property allows one to do
time-gated imaging of a long two-dimensional image signal with a short pump pulse. For
instance, when an ultrashort light pulse is sent through organic tissue containing a hidden
tumor, the output light signal will contain a very weak signal in the beginning, which
corresponds to the light pulse passing through the tissue without any scattering. The image
information of the hidden tumor is contained in this ballistic signal. It is followed by a
strong and long scattered signal which blurs the whole image. Recently, much research
using stimulated Raman scattering as a means of gating and amplifying the weak ballistic
signal has been carried out [5.2]. The spatial resolution of the 2-D image is determined by
the pulse width of the incident pulse and the response time of stimulated Raman scattering.
Therefore, to exploit stimulated Raman scattering for the purpose of time-gated imaging, the
transient behavior of stimulated Raman scattering on the subpicosecond and femtosecond
time scale must be investigated.
We can consider the stimulated Raman scattering as a parametric generation process in
which the optical pump wave generates a Stokes wave and a material excitation wave [5.3].
The material excitation wave is resonantly driven by optical mixing of the pump wave and
the Stokes wave. The nonlinear oscillating polarization which radiates the Stokes wave is
then proportional to the product of the pump wave and the material excitation wave. The
material excitation wave, however, dephases exponentially with a time constant due to modecoupling and collisions between molecules. Thus, the total Stokes radiation depends upon
the time overlap between the pulse width of the pump beam and the coherence time of the
coherent Raman polarization, i.e., the dephasing time of the Raman excitation level. Since
the typical dephasing time in a gas is about 100 ps, shorter laser pulses allow for an
increased time overlap between the laser pulse and the coherently driven excitation. This
leads to improved stimulated Raman gain. For a pulse width much shorter the dephasing
time, e.g., in the subpicosecond and femtosecond domain, the pulse width of the pump pulse
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is within the coherence time of the Raman excitation level. The total stimulated Raman gain
then no longer depends on the time overlap between the laser pulse and the coherently
driven oscillation. Therefore, unlike nanosecond stimulated Raman scattering, the total
Stokes radiation production, in this regime, do not increase dramatically with the power
density of the laser beam. This is called transient stimulated Raman scattering.
In addition, as the pulse width of the pump pulse becomes shorter, other nonlinear
optical processes become important. For example, self-phase modulation and higher-order
harmonic generation compete with the Stokes radiation as the pulse width decreases. At
even higher power density, multiphoton ionization in the medium will occur and initiate
optical breakdown. Finally, the effect of self-focusing by the nonlinear refractive index of
the medium will change both the transverse profile of the laser beam and its energy density
as the laser pulse propagates through the medium. When subpicosecond and femtosecond
laser pulses are used, all of these nonlinear optical processes compete with the stimulated
Raman process and limit the usefulness of this process in producing a frequency-shifting
light source and in doing time-gated imaging.
Previous studies of transient stimulated Raman scattering in gas phases using
femtosecond laser pulses have shown the importance of self-phase modulation on the
Stokes radiation production [5.4, 5]. These studies, however, have focused on the effect of
self-phase modulation on the Raman spectral width, not the Raman gain. We present here
an experimental study of stimulated Raman scattering using subpicosecond laser pulses.
Our purpose is to determine how stimulated Raman scattering differs from that with longer
pulses, e.g., pico- and nanosecond laser pulses. Here we emphasize the effect of self-phase
modulation on transient stimulated Raman gain as well as the effect of self-focusing and
discuss the implications of these results when stimulated Raman scattering is exploited in
applications.
In Section 5.2, we describe and discuss the generalized theory of transient stimulated
Raman scattering, incorporating other nonlinear optical effects.
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In Section 5.3, the

experimental setup is described. In Section 5.4, we present the experimental results on
Stokes radiation production with self-phase modulation and self-focusing effects, discuss
the behavior of stimulated Raman scattering with subpicosecond laser pulses, and give a
theoretical explanation of the interaction of stimulated Raman scattering, self-phase
modulation and self-focusing. Finally, in Section 5.5 we discuss the implications of this
behavior as it relates to the application of stimulated Raman scattering in frequency-shifting
and time-gated imaging.

5.2

Theory
The theory of stimulated Raman scattering has been reviewed by several authors,

particularly Shen [5.6] and White [5.1]. Incorporating other nonlinear optical effects in the
theory, however, has not been studied as thoroughly. In what follows, we generalize the
treatment of transient stimulated Raman scattering presented by Carman et al. [5.7] to
incorporate pump depletion due to other processes. In Subsection 5.2.1, we briefly review
the theory of steady-state and transient stimulated Raman scattering, and in Subsection
5.2.2, present a modified theory which allows for inclusion of self-phase modulation and
self-focusing.

5.2.1 Steady-state and transient SRS without pump depletion
The theory of stimulated Raman scattering we will now describe allows for qualitative
discussion of the differences between steady-state and transient stimulated Raman
scattering. Considering the stimulated Raman scattering generated by a molecular vibration,
the material excitation wave is described as oscillation of the normal coordinate A. Using
the slowly varying amplitude approximation [5.6], the wave equations describing the field
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amplitudes of the pump wave and the Stokes wave, E p and E s , in stimulated Raman
scattering for plane-wave propagation along the z direction reduce to

and

1 ∂E p ∂E p
= iη1E sQ ,
+
v p ∂t
∂z

(5.2-1a)

1 ∂E s ∂E s
+
= iη1E pQ* ,
vs ∂t
∂z

(5.2-1b)

where v p and v s are the group velocities of the pump wave and the Stokes wave. The
oscillation amplitude of the normal coordinate Q can be derived by a driven harmonic
oscillator equation and is given by

⎛∂
⎞ *
*
⎜⎝ + Γ ⎟⎠ Q = −iη2E p E s ,
∂t

(5.2-1c)

where Γ corresponds to the linewidth of the spontaneous Raman scattering of medium. The
coupling parameters η1 and η2 are given by

η1 =

and

N ∂α
2ω v ∂Q

2 πNω 2s ∂α
η1 =
,
c 2k s ∂ Q

(5.2-2a)

(5.2-2b)

where N is the number density of Raman active molecules in the medium, α is the transition
polarizability associated with tow-photon Raman scattering process, ω s and k s are the radial
frequency and the amplitude of the wavevector of the Stokes radiation, and ω v is the radial
frequency of the vibration oscillation in the medium. In the steady-state limit, the pulse
width of the pump beam is much longer than the dephasing time of the Raman excitation
level, i.e., τ p >>T2 , where T2 = 1 (2 Γ ) . Assuming no depletion in the pump beam, the
coupled equations can now be approximated by

E p (z,t) ≈ E p (0,t) ,

(5.2-3a)

1 ∂E s ∂E s
+
= iη1E pQ* ,
vs ∂t
∂z

(5.2-3b)
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Q* = −i

and

η2 *
E p Es .
Γ

(5.2-3c)

If we transform the temporal coordinate, t, into a new coordinate system, t', using the relation
t' = t − z vs , where v s is the group velocity of the Stokes radiation, Eq. 5.2-3b can be
converted into
∂
E s (z, t ′ ) = iη1E pQ* (z, t ′ ) .
∂z

(5.2-3d)

Equation 5.2-3d has the solution

⎛ G z⎞
E s (z, t ′ ) = E s (0, t ′ )exp ⎜ ss ⎟
⎝ 2 ⎠

(5.2-4a)

2

with

2
2
η1η2
2πω s2 N 2 ⎛ ∂α ⎞
Gss = 2
Ep = 2
,
E
p
Γ
c ω v ks Γ ⎜⎝ ∂Q ⎟⎠

(5.2-4b)

where Gss is the steady-state gain coefficient of the Stokes wave. The small signal Stokes
gain, gss , is then

[

]

Is (z,t' ) = Iso exp gss I po (t' )z ,
I s, p =

where

and

cno
E s, p
2π

(5.2-5a)

2

η1η 2 4π 2 ω s2 N 2
gss = 4π
=
cno Γ c 3 noω vk sΓ

(5.2-5b)
2

⎛ ∂α ⎞
⎜
⎟ ,
⎝ ∂Q ⎠

(5.2-5c)

where we assume that the refractive indices at the wavelengths of the pump laser beam and
the Stokes radiation are the same, i.e., no . To satisfy this steady-state approximation in
Eq. 5.2-3c, we require that the time scale for the changes in the generated Stokes field be
greater than T2 . This requirement yields the inequality

∂ I (t' )
1
1 ∂ Is (z, t' )
g z
>>
= gss po
z ≈ ss Ipo (t' ) ,
T2
Is (z, t' ) ∂ t'
∂ t'
τp

( 5.2-6)

and we have the requirement

τ p >> gsszT2 Ipo (t' ) =
5-6

cno
G zT ,
2π ss 2

( 5.2-7)

which is stronger than the steady-state requirement, τ p >> T2 . The solution (5.2-4b) shows
that the steady-state gain coefficient of the Stokes radiation is linearly proportional to the
power density of the pump laser beam and inversely proportional to the spectral line width
of the Raman level. Thus, the Stokes radiation can be increased by using shorter laser
pulses (i.e., by increasing the power density of the pump beam) and media with narrow
Raman line widths.
In transient stimulated Raman scattering, on the other hand, the pump pulse width is
comparable to or smaller than the dephasing time of the Raman excitation level, Τ2. The
theoretical study by Carman et al. [5.7] shows that, in this case, the stimulated Raman gain
depends only on the total energy density of the pump pulse and not on the power density.
This has also been confirmed experimentally [5.8].

Elgin et al. have derived the

approximate solution for transient stimulated Raman scattering including pump depletion
[5.9]. More recently, Hilfer et al. have obtained exact solutions for the Stokes pulse and the
pump pulse, both analytically and numerically [5.10]. Below we will briefly describe several
important results discussed by Carman and will derive a more general solution in the next
subsection.
Assuming that there is no pump depletion and that the medium is dispersionless,
v p ≈ v s , the coupled equations of stimulated Raman scattering, Eq. 5.2-1, are reduced to

and

E p (z,t) ≈ E p (0,t) ,

(5.2-8a)

1 ∂E s ∂E s
+
= iη1E pQ* ,
vs ∂t
∂z

(5.2-8b)

⎛∂
⎞ *
*
⎜⎝ + Γ ⎟⎠ Q = −iη2E p E s .
∂t

(5.2-8c)

Let us now transform the spatial and the temporal coordinates (z,t) into a new coordinate
system (z' ,t' ), using the relations z' = z and t' = t − z vs .
become
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The coupled equations then

and

E p (z,t) ≈ E p (0,t) ,

(5.2-9a)

∂E s
= iη1E pQ* ,
∂z′

(5.2-9b)

⎛ ∂
⎞
+ Γ ⎟ Q* = −iη2E p*E s .
⎜⎝
⎠
∂t ′

(5.2-9c)

Using Riemann’s method, Carman obtains the following solutions [5.7]

E s ( z′, t ′ ) = E s (0, t ′ ) + (η1η2 )
×

t′

z′E p (t ′ ) ∫ e− Γ (t ′ − t ′′ )E p* (t ′′ )E s (0, t ′′ )

3/ 4

−∞

{

I1 2

η1η 2 [τ ' (t' ) − τ' (t")]z'
τ ' (t' ) − τ ' (t")

} dt"

(5.2-10a)

t′

Q ( z′, t ′ ) = iη1 ∫ e− Γ (t ′ − t ′′ )E p* (t ′′ )E s (0, t ′′ )
*

and

−∞

{

× I0 2
where

}

(5.2-10b)

∫ E p (t ′′) dt ′′ ,

(5.2-11)

η1 η2 [ τ' (t' ) − τ ' (t")]z' dt",

τ ′(t ′ ) ≡ η1η2

t′

2

−∞

where In (x) is the nth-order modified Bessel function.
An approximate solution can now be obtained by considering the asymptotic behavior
of the modified Bessel function. We define the transient stimulated Raman gain, Gtrans(t' ),
2
to be ⎡⎢ (E s )max E s (0, t ′ ) ⎤⎥ . Exploiting the asymptotic behavior of In (x) for large values of
⎣
⎦

its argument (i.e., In (x) → ( 2πx )

−1/ 2

e x as x→∞), Carman has demonstrated that in the limit

of large transient stimulated Raman gain
2
t′
⎡ (E )
⎤
2
s max
⎥ ≈ 4 η1η2 z′ ∫ E p (t ′′ ) dt ′′ .
Gtrans ( z′ ) ≡ ln ⎢
⎢⎣ E s (0, t ′ ) ⎥⎦
−∞

(5.2-12)

Carman shows that the maximum Stokes radiation occurs at the tail of the pump pulse.
Thus, the upper limit of the integration in the equation above can be replaced by infinity
without introducing much error [5.7]. For a Gaussian pump pulse, Carman also calculates
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the high-gain Stokes pulse width to be 2 τ
is given by 2η1η2 z′ E p (0, t ′ )

2
max

on the pump pulse energy.

ln Gss , where the steady-state gain coefficient

Γ . Thus, the Stokes pulse width has a weak dependence
The total Stokes production gain, therefore, can be

approximated by the transient stimulated Raman gain, Gtrans(z' ) . Thus, this transient gain
coefficient provides the total gain of the initial Stokes radiation of an interaction length z'.
From Eqs. 5.2-2 and 5.2-12, we see that the transient gain coefficient is proportional to the
molecular density, as well as the square root of both the interaction length in the Raman
medium and the integrated laser pulse energy. In contrast, the steady-state Raman gain is
proportional to the instantaneous pump intensity, the interaction length and the square of the
molecular density. Thus, the transient stimulated Raman gain depends on the molecular
density and the interaction length more weakly in the transient case than in the steady-state
regime.
The quantum-mechanical picture of stimulated Raman scattering involves spontaneous
Raman emission from the Raman excitation level which is then coherently amplified by the
pump beam, producing strong Stokes radiation at the Raman-shifted wavelength [5.11]. In
the steady-state limit, the pulse width of the pump beam is much longer than T2 , and the
coherence of the Raman excitation level disappears well before the end of the pump pulse.
The lagging part of the pump pulse, therefore, cannot coherently amplify the Stokes
radiation produced by the leading part of the pulse. Consequently, the amplification gain of
the Stokes radiation increases when the pulse width of the pump beam is decreased, because
the pulse width of pump pulse is now more closely within the dephasing time. In the
transient limit, the pulse width is comparable to or smaller than T2 and the total gain of the
Stokes radiation cannot be increased further by shortening this pulse width. In this case, the
entire pulse width of the pump pulse is always within the coherent range of the Raman
excitation level. Thus, the total stimulated Raman gain no longer depends on the power
density of the pump beam, but instead, depends only on the energy density of the pump
pulse.
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In the following subsection, we generalize the above results to incorporate the effects of
other nonlinear optical processes. We rederive the solutions for transient stimulated Raman
scattering, now allowing the intensity of the pump pulse to change along the path of
interaction in the medium due to such processes.

5.2.2 Modified theory of transient stimulated Raman scattering
Applying the same assumptions as in the previous subsection, but now allowing for
pump depletion due to other nonlinear optical processes, we obtain the following coupled
equations for transient stimulated Raman scattering

(

2
∂E s
= iη3 2 E p + E s
∂z′

2

)E + iη Q E
*

s

1

p

≈ iη1Q*E p

⎛ ∂
⎞
+ Γ ⎟ Q* = −iη2E p*E s ,
⎜⎝
⎠
∂t ′

and

(5.2-13a)

(5.2-13b)

where η3 ≡ 2πn2 λ o . Since the Stokes wave is much smaller than the pump wave, we also
approximate the variation in the Stokes wave purely from the stimulated Raman process.
Using the same temporal and spatial transformations as before, Eq. 5.2-13a can be
converted to yield the relation
t′

Q* ( z′, t ′ ) = −iη2 e− Γ f ∫ E p* ( z′, t ′′ )E s ( z′, t ′′ )eΓ t ′′ dt ′′ .

(5.2-14)

−∞

Substituting this relation for Q* into Eq. 5.2-13b, we obtain
t′

∂E s
= η1η2E p ( z′, t ′ )e− Γ t ′ ∫ E p* ( z′, t ′′ )E s ( z′, t ′′ )eΓ t ′′ dt ′′ ,
∂z′
−∞

(5.2-15)

and taking the temporal derivative of the above equation, we find
2
∂ 2E s ⎛
1 ∂E p ⎞ ∂E s
+ ⎜Γ −
= η1η2 E p E s .
⎟
∂z′∂t ′ ⎝
E p ∂t ′ ⎠ ∂z′
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(5.2-16)

In this derivation, we wish to take account of pump depletion due to self-phase
modulation. We must, therefore, consider the spatial dependence of E p ( z′, t ′ ) . Because
self-phase modulation and self-focusing in the gas phase are due to the instantaneous
response of the medium to the light field, there is no energy exchange between the light field
and the medium. The temporal shape of the pump pulse does not change along the path of
interaction. We may, therefore, separate the spatial and temporal dependence of the field
amplitude associated with the pump pulse and write

E p ( z′, t ′ ) = Fp (t ′ )g p ( z′ ) ,

(5.2-17)

where Fp (t' ) is the temporal profile and g p (z' ) is the spatial dependence, with the initial
conditions ofg p (0) = 1 and E p (0, t ′ ) = Fp (t ′ ) . Equation 5.2-16 now becomes
2
∂ 2E s ⎛
1 ∂Fp ⎞ ∂E s
= η1η2 E p E s ,
+ ⎜Γ −
⎟
∂z′∂t ′ ⎝
Fp ∂t ′ ⎠ ∂z′

(5.2-18)

2
eΓγ ⎤ ⎫⎪
∂ ⎧⎪ ∂ ⎡
eΓγ
⎥ ⎬ = η1η2 E p E s
⎨ ⎢E s
.
∂z′ ⎪⎩ ∂t ′ ⎢⎣ Fp (t ′ ) ⎥⎦ ⎪⎭
Fp (t ′ )

(5.2-19)

from which we obtain

We next define U(z' ,t' ) to be
eΓγ
U( z′, t ′ ) ≡ E s ( z′, t ′ )
,
Fp (t ′ )

(5.2-20)

2
∂2
U( z′, t ′ ) = η1η2 E p U( z′, t ′ ) .
∂z′∂t ′

(5.2-21)

which gives the relation,

Transforming the temporal and spatial coordinates using the following relations:
t'

τ (t' ) ≡ η1 η2

∫F

2

p

(t") dt"

(5.2-22a)

−∞
z'

and

2

ξ (z' ) ≡ η1 η2 ∫ g p (z") dz" ,
0
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(5.2-22b)

we finally obtain

∂2
U(ξ , τ ) = U( ξ , τ ) .
∂ξ∂τ

(5.2-23)

Proceeding similarly, we derive the same relation for the normal coordinate

∂2
W(ξ , τ ) = W( ξ , τ ) ,
∂ξ∂τ
W( z' ,t' ) ≡ Q* (z' ,t' )

where

(5.2-24)

eΓ t'
.
g *p (z' )

(5.2-25)

Both Eqs. 5.2-23 and 5.2-24 are standard hyperbolic equations and can be solved for
arbitrary initial conditions using Riemann’s method [5.12, 13]. A special solution of this

{

}

hyperbolic equation is the modified Bessel function I0 2 ξτ . The initial condition of
interest is that there is no vibrational excitation at the beginning of the laser pulse and that
the Stokes radiation field is only the constant background spontaneous noise. In this case,
∂E s ∂z′ = Q* ( z′ ) = 0 for t' → − ∞ . At the edge of the Raman cell z = z' = 0 , the Stokes
input is prescribed to be E s (0, t ′ ) .

Through the coordinate transformation relations,

Eq. 5.2-22, the initial conditions can be converted into

∂U
= W τ=0 = 0 ,
∂ξ τ = 0
eΓγ
∂W
U |ξ = 0 = E s (0, t ′ )
, and
Fp (t ′ )
∂τ

ξ=0

(5.2-26a)

eΓγ
η2
E
(0,
t
)
= −i
.
′
s
Fp (t ′ )
η1

(5.2-27b)

We may solve the hyperbolic equations (5.2-22, 23) subject to the above boundary
conditions by exploiting Riemann’s method (see Appendix 5.A) [5.14]. The solutions may
be written in the form
t′

E s ( z′, t ′ ) = E s (0, t ′ ) + η1η2ξ ( z′ )Fp (t ′ ) ∫ e− Γ (t ′ − t ′′ ) Fp* (t ′′ )E s (0, t ′′ )
×

{

−∞

I1 2 ξ ( z′ )[τ (t ′ ) − τ (t ′′ )]

τ (t ′ ) − τ (t ′′ )
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} dt ′′

(5.2-28a)

t′

Q ( z′, t ′ ) = iη1 ∫ e− Γ (t ′ − t ′′ ) Fp* (t ′′ )E s (0, t ′′ )
*

and

{

−∞

}

× gp (z' )I0 2 ξ (z' )[τ (t' ) − τ (t")] dt" .

(5.2-28b)

Comparing these results with those of Carman, Eq. 5.2-10, we see that if there is no
pump depletion due to self-phase modulation, i.e., g p (z' ) = 1, ξ(z') becomes

η1 η2 z' , and

the above solutions reduce to the Carman’s solution. Using the asymptotic behavior of the
Bessel function, we can obtain approximate relations in the limit of large transient gain. In
this limit, transient gain coefficient becomes
z'

∞

2

2

Gtrans(z' ) ≈ 4 η1 η2 ∫ g p (z") dz" ∫ F p (t") dt" .

(5.2-29)

−∞

0

Let us assume that the field amplitude of the pump pulse decays exponentially along the
propagation direction; that is,

⎛ z′ ⎞
E p ( z′, t ′ ) = E p (0, t ′ )exp ⎜ −
,
⎝ 2lD ⎟⎠

(5.2-30)

where lD is the decay length of the pump beam due to some nonlinear optical process.
Therefore, Fp (t ′ ) = E p (0, t ′ ) and g p (z' ) = exp (− z' 2lD ) . Using the same approximation by
Carman, the total transient gain coefficient can then be approximated by
Gtotal

⎡∞
2
≡ ln ⎢ ∫ E s (L, t ′ ) dt ′
⎣ −∞

∞

∫ E (0, t ′)
s

−∞

∞

2

⎤
dt ′ ⎥
⎦

≈ 4 η1η2lD [1 − exp(−L lD )] ∫ Fp (t ′ ) dt ′ ,
2

(5.2-31)

−∞

where L is the interaction length inside the medium. When L >> lD , the total transient gain
coefficient Gtotal is approximated by 4 η1η2lD F p ; when L << lD , Gtotal is approximated
by 4 η1η2 L F p .

F p is given by
∞

2

F p ≡ ∫ F p (t' ) dt' .
−∞
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(5.2-32)

The latter result confirms the solution obtained by Carman.

The phenomenological

parameter lD , introduced to take account of pump depletion due to other nonlinear optical
processes, decreases with the energy density of the pump pulse and the molecular density of
the medium, since an increase in these quantities leads to an increased interaction strength.
Therefore, when the energy density of the pump pulse and the molecular density of the
medium are not large, the condition L << lD is valid, and the Stokes production is given by
Carman’s results. If, however, these quantities are large enough, L will be much longer than
lD , and the effective interaction length is lD , not the physical length L. The total transient
gain coefficient is thus a slowly varying function of both the energy density and the
molecular density, and the total Stokes radiation production is suppressed by other
nonlinear optical processes. The detailed behavior of lD depends on the processes affecting
the pump laser beam. Once the processes are known, one can use the above solutions to
obtain the total Stokes output radiation and derive its dependence on the input pulse energy.
Finally, if we neglect the diffraction and self-focusing of the laser beam as it propagates
through the medium, the theoretical solution for stimulated Raman scattering under the
effect of self-phase modulation can be derived using Laplace transforms. The derivation is
given in Appendix 5.B. The solution obtained there can be applied to the case of stimulated
Raman scattering in a waveguide in which the light field is constrained in a spatial mode.
Thus, the solutions can be used to explain the results of May et al. [5.4], involving a
femtosecond stimulated Raman experiment performed in a waveguide. The resulting
spectral width of the Stokes pulse is well described by these solutions.

5.3

Experimental setup
We use a 10-Hz high-energy dye-amplifier system [5.15], without a grating

compressor, to produce the pump pulse for our experiment. This system, which has been
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described in detail in Chapter 2, produces 840-fs, 1-mJ laser pulses at 620 nm.

The

experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5-1. A calibrated phototube detector monitors light
split off from the input laser beam before it enters the Raman cell as a measure of the
incident pulse energy, Ei. The pump laser pulses are focused into a 1-m long Raman cell by
a 1-m focal length convex lens. Another convex lens collimates the output radiation, which
is measured by a pyroelectric detector. The output at the pump wavelength is detected using
a 10-nm bandpass filter centered at 620 nm, and the detected energy is called E620nm. The
Stokes radiation, at 835 nm for hydrogen gas,1 is diffracted away from the pump
wavelength by two prisms, and the detected energy is called EStokes. All measurements are
taken on a shot-by-shot basis to simultaneously measure the input and output pulse
energies.
Before beginning the measurement, we first monitor the effect of our optical system by
pumping out the gas inside the Raman cell. We may thus ascertain that the behavior we
observe does not result from a residual effect in the optical system.

The hydrogen

pressures used range from 3.45 × 106 to 8.27 × 10 6 Pa (from 500 psi to 1200 psi). At
room temperature, this pressure range corresponds to a molecular density range of 1.39 to
3.34 mole/L (55.4 to 133 amagat). In order to observe the effect of self-phase modulation
on the output Stokes radiation, we mix 4.83 × 106 Pa (700 psi) of hydrogen gas with argon
gas having pressures between 6.89 × 105 Pa (100 psi) and 3.45 × 106 Pa (500 psi). The
argon does not contribute to the output Stokes radiation and only increases the nonlinear
refractive index of the medium. By comparing the results from pure hydrogen gas with the
results from hydrogen plus argon, we can study the effects of self-focusing and self-phase
modulation on stimulated Raman scattering.

1

The first-order Stokes radiation comes from the Q0 1(1) mode of hydrogen, which has
a Raman shift of 4155 cm–1.
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Fig. 5-1 Experimental setup. BS = beam splitter; M = mirror; IF = 10-nm
interference filter at 620 nm; P = prisms; Ei = the input pulse energy of the
pump laser beam; E620nm = the throughput of the pump laser beam; EStokes
= the output Stokes energy. The focal length of the lens at the input end of
the Raman cell is 1 m. The second lens at the output end of the cell
recollimates the output radiation from the cell.

5.4

Results and discussion
Before we present our experimental results, several points should be discussed. First,

since the Raman line width for hydrogen at this pressure range is about 0.1 cm-1 [5.16], we
can calculate the dephasing time T2 of hydrogen gas to be about 100 ps. Here we have
used the relation of Δ ν = 1 π T 2 , where Δ ν is the spontaneous Raman line width. Thus, the
subpicosecond pulses are well within the transient stimulated Raman scattering regime.
Second, hydrogen gas has a nearly dispersionless refractive index in the visible wavelength
range, allowing for analysis of our results without any complications arising from walk-off
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between the pump laser pulse and the Stokes pulse [5.17, 18].

Third, although the

experimental results are taken with 840-fs laser pulses, we also use the compressed 165-fs
laser pulses in the experiment.

The Stokes production is much smaller than the

supercontinuum generation. Thus, we will only concentrate the results of 840-fs pulses.
Fourth, the 840-fs laser pulses are severely chirped due to group velocity dispersion in
the amplifier stages. That is, the phase of the pump pulse is given by φ p (t) = +ibt 2 , where
b is the chirped parameter. In the high gain limit, Eqs. 5.2-12 and 5.2-29 show that the
transient gain coefficient Gtrans is independent of the phase structure of the pump pulse.
Thus, the Stokes production is expected to be independent of the chirp of the pump pulse.
In fact, from Carman's simulation results, the simulated Raman gain is not affected by the
chirped parameter in our experiment [5.7]. Furthermore, assuming the transform-limited
pulse width of our laser pulses to be 165 fs (FWHM), we can estimate the chirp parameter
to be about 10 ps-2 for the 840-fs uncompressed pulses used in our experiment.2 We find
that the effect of these chirped pulses on the total self-phase modulation is negligible in
hydrogen gas.
Finally, our power density is on the order of 101 1 W/cm2 , which is at least an order of
magnitude too low for multiphoton ionization to play an important role in our experiment
[5.19]. In addition, we measure the relation between the total output energy and the input
laser pulse energy to be linear in our input energy range, confirming the absence of
multiphoton ionization.
2

If we assume that the uncompressed laser pulses are Gaussian, the theory of selfphase modulation allows us to derive the spectral width to be
2
−2bτ p + 8π n2 L E
λτ p e1/2 , where b is the chirp parameter (b = 10 ps-2 ), τ p is the

(

)

pulse width, n2 is the nonlinear refractive index, L is the interaction length, E s is the field
strength of the laser beam, and λ is the laser wavelength. In our case, a simple estimate
indicates that the first term is at least five order of magnitude smaller than the second term,
which is the major contribution from material's nonlinear optical property. For the theory of
linear pulse propagation, see A. E. Siegman, Lasers (University science books, Mill Valley,
1986) Chap. 9.
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We will separate the behavior of subpicosecond stimulated Raman scattering into three
regimes according to the energy of the incident laser pulse. Each regime is characterized by
a distinct Stokes radiation output and by the varying effects of self-phase modulation and
self-focusing. We will also discuss the way in which self-phase modulation and selffocusing affect the stimulated Raman scattering results.

5.4.1 Experimental results
Figure 5-2 shows a plot of the Stokes radiation energy vs. the energy of the incident laser
pulse in pure hydrogen gas at pressures of 3.45 × 106 , 4.83 × 106 , 6.21× 10 6 , and
7.45 × 10 6 Pa at room temperature. At each pressure, the Stokes radiation output, EStokes,
initially increases exponentially with the energy of the incident laser pulse, Ei.

120

Stokes radiation output

µJ

3.45 × 106 Pa (H2 )
4.83 × 106 Pa (H2 )
6.21× 106 Pa (H2 )
7.45 × 106 Pa (H2 )

80

40

E Stokes
0

0

Ei

200

400

µJ

600

Fig. 5-2 Stokes radiation output of hydrogen. EStokes is the Stokes radiation
energy; Ei is the energy of the incident laser pulse. The arrows indicate the
incident energies where the maximum self-phase modulation energy
production rates lie.
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Notice,

however, that the Stokes radiation is suppressed at certain critical input pulse energy
indicated by the arrows in the figure. At even higher energies, the Stokes radiation increases
almost linearly with Ei .

In addition, the threshold of EStokes decreases with hydrogen

pressure.
The contribution due to self-phase modulation can be deduced by subtracting the sum
of the throughput of the incident laser pulse and the Stokes radiation from the incident
energy, i.e., ESPM ≡ Ei − EStokes − E6 2 0nm . This approximation is valid since other effects,
such as anti-Stokes radiation and high-order harmonic generation, are much smaller.
Figure 5-3 shows the total self-phase modulation energy as a function of the input pulse
energy for the same hydrogen pressures as in Fig. 5-2. A comparison of Fig. 5-2 with
Fig. 5-3 shows that the Stokes radiation output is much smaller than Ei . We can, therefore,
ignore the effect of stimulated Raman scattering on self-phase modulation. This fact
400

µJ

E SPM output
3.45 × 106 Pa (H2 )
4.83 × 106 Pa (H2 )
6.21× 106 Pa (H2 )
7.45 × 106 Pa (H2 )

300

200
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0
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200
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Fig. 5-3 Total self-phase modulation result of hydrogen. ESPM is equal to
Ei − EStokes − E6 2 0nm , where Ei is the energy of the incident laser pulse,
EStokes is the Stokes radiation output, and E6 2 0nm is the throughput of the
pump laser pulse.
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corresponds to the assumption we adopted in Subsection 5.2.2. Notice that for low incident
energy, ESPM increases hyper-linearly with Ei . As Ei reaches some critical value, however,
the self-phase modulation contribution starts growing linearly with Ei . Furthermore, the
threshold of ESPM decreases with hydrogen pressure, i.e., with the molecular density.
To clarify the effect of self-phase modulation, we calculate the ESPM production rate by
taking the derivative of the total self-phase modulation energy with respect to the input pulse
energy, i.e., dE SPM dEi . Plots of the calculated results are shown in Fig. 5-4; the arrows in
Fig. 5-2 coincide with the maxima of the various ESPM production rates. In considering
Fig. 5-4, notice first that, at all pressures, as Ei increases, the ESPM production rate increases
up to a maximum and then decreases to a constant value. Second, the incident pulse energy
corresponding to the maximum of the ESPM production rate decreases with molecular
density, and is even larger than one at some pressures.

Finally, the constant ESPM

production rate at high energies is independent of the pressure.
1.5

E SPM production rate
1
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Fig. 5-4 Self-phase modulation production rate results of hydrogen. The
ESPM production rate is defined as dE SPM dEi .
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To further investigate the dependence of ESPM on hydrogen pressure, we plot ESPM as a
function of the hydrogen pressure at several incident pulse energies. These results are
summarized in Fig. 5-5. Clearly, at high incident energies, ESPM saturates to a value
proportional to the incident pulse energy.
Because argon produces no Stokes radiation, we are able to increase self-phase
modulation and self-focusing without enhancing stimulated Raman scattering by adding
different partial pressures of argon gas to a fixed partial pressure (4.83 × 106 Pa) of
hydrogen gas. Figure 5-6 shows plots of the Stokes radiation energy vs. the input pump
energy for hydrogen plus argon. Notice that the suppression of the Stokes radiation
increases with the argon partial pressure. In addition, the threshold of the Stokes radiation
decreases with this partial pressure. Finally, the incident pulse energy corresponding to the
maximum of the ESPM production rate decreases with the partial pressure of the argon.

400
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E SPM output
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400 µJ
300 µJ
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0
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p
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9

Fig. 5-5 ESPM vs. hydrogen pressure at different incident pulse energies. P
is the hydrogen pressure.
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5.4.2 Discussion
When the optical nonlinearity of a medium is taken into account, one finds that the
refractive index of the medium has a weak dependence on the intensity of incident light. In
the gas phase, where the medium is isotropic and has an instantaneous response to the light
2

field, one can describe this nonlinearity by n = no + n2 E p (r,t) , where r is a transverse
vector perpendicular to the propagation direction, describing the spatial profile of the laser
beam. The linear index of refraction of the medium is denoted by no ; n2 is the nonlinear
refractive index. The temporal variation in the field amplitude induces temporal phase
modulation, giving rise to extra frequency components in the light field. This effect is called
self-phase modulation. The spatial variation in the field amplitude, on the other hand, will
induce spatial phase modulation, which changes the propagation properties of the light field.
Consider a laser beam with a Gaussian transverse profile propagating into a nonlinear
80

Stokes radiation output

µJ

4.83 × 106 Pa (H2 ) + 0.69 × 10 6 Pa (Ar)
4.83 × 106 Pa (H2 ) + 2.07 × 106 Pa (Ar)
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Fig. 5-6 Stokes radiation output of hydrogen plus argon. The arrows
correspond to the incident pulse energies where the maxima of the ESPM
production rates lie.
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medium. The central part of the beam has a higher intensity than the outer edge and,
therefore, experiences a larger refractive index. Thus, the central part of the beam travels at a
slower velocity than the edge. Consequently, the beam appears to focus by itself since the
optical ray propagation is in the direction perpendicular to the wavefront. This phenomenon
is known as self-focusing [5.20, 21]. Self-focusing enhances the light intensity along the
direction of propagation of the laser beam, and may induce and enhance other nonlinear
optical processes, e.g., self-phase modulation, stimulated Raman scattering, higher-order
harmonic generation, multi-photon ionization and optical breakdown.
Furthermore, if the wavefront of a laser beam is subject to very small perturbations,
strong self-focusing, in which the power density of the beam is above some critical value,
can cause the intense laser beam to break up into fine filaments. This beam-breaking
behavior will saturate the increase in the power density of the light field and can saturate the
increasing nonlinear optical processes, e.g., self-phase modulation in our experiment. Such
behavior has been investigated by Suydam’s group, both experimentally and theoretically
[5.22-24]. Linear stability analysis is used to study the process of beam breakup. This
method was first applied by Bespalov and Talanov to study the instability of a strong laser
beam in a Kerr medium [5.25, 26]. Here we consider the effects of both weak and strong
self-focusing effects on self-phase modulation, and their influence on stimulated Raman
scattering in high-pressure hydrogen using subpicosecond laser pulses.
The results in Fig. 5-2 and 5-4 suggest that transient stimulated Raman scattering is
characterized by distinct behaviors in three regimes: low, medium, and high input energies.
These three regimes are shown in Fig. 5-7. Region I is the low energy regime. Region II is
the medium energy regime. Finally, Region III is the high energy regime. The boundary
between Region I and II is set by the maximum self-phase modulation production rate,
which corresponds to where the Stokes radiation output starts deviating from the Carman’s
prediction. As shown in Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-7, the transition from the medium energy
regime to the high energy regime is gradual compared with the transition from the low
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energy regime to the medium energy regime. The boundary is set where the self-phase
modulation production rate becomes constant. We will discuss the Stokes radiation output
and the effect of self-phase modulation and self-focusing in each regime.
(A) LOW ENERGY REGIME:
In the low input energy regime, the regions to the left of the arrows in Fig. 5-2, the
Stokes radiation shows an exponential dependence on the input energy. This behavior
agrees with previous experimental results [5.1, 27]. The ESPM in this regime is not yet
strong enough to have a significant effect on the transient stimulated Raman scattering.
Self-focusing, however, manifests itself in two important ways.
First, Fig. 5-6 indicates that while argon does not directly contribute to the Stokes
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0.5
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dEi
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Fig. 5-7 Three regimes of stimulated Raman scattering. Region I is the low
energy regime; Region II is the medium energy regime; Region III is the
high energy regime. The transition between the medium energy regime and
the high energy regime is gradual. The self-phase modulation production
rate is also shown with thick open circles. The dashed curve is a fitting to
the Stokes radiation output by Carman’s theory in the low energy regime.
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production, the threshold energy for stimulated Raman scattering decreases with increasing
argon pressure. This decrease in the threshold energy results from enhanced self-focusing
due to increased argon pressure. Thus, self-focusing influences the threshold energy for
stimulated Raman scattering.
Second, as can be seen from the plots in Fig. 5-3, the ESPM has a higher-order
dependence on the input energy than the first order. Let us define the fluence F to be E/A,
where E is the pulse energy and A is the cross section of the laser beam. Assuming no selffocusing, we can obtain an expression for the self-phase modulation using the results in
Appendix 5.C. We find

(

)

2 1/2 ⎫
⎧
2
FSPM ≈ Fi ⎨1 − ⎡⎢1 + 2 η3 Eo L ⎤⎥ ⎬ ,
⎦ ⎭
⎩ ⎣

(5.4-1)

where FSPM is the fluence of the self-phase modulation contribution, Fi is the fluence of the
incident laser pulse, η3 is equal to 2 πn2 λ o , Eo the peak field amplitude of the incident
laser pulse, and L the interaction length inside the medium. If the laser pulse has a
Gaussian temporal dependence, exp (− t 2 τ 2 ) , with a FWHM (full width at half maximum)
pulse width τ p = 2 ln 2τ , the result becomes

FSPM

with

2 −1/ 2 ⎫
⎧ ⎡ ⎛
⎤ ⎪
⎞
⎪
n
F
L
≈ Fi ⎨1 − ⎢1 + ⎜ κ 2 i ⎟ ⎥ ⎬
⎪⎩ ⎢⎣ ⎝ no τ p ⎠ ⎥⎦ ⎪⎭

(5.4-2a)

8π 2 π ln 2
,
λoc

(5.4-2b)

κ≡

where no and n2 are the linear and nonlinear refractive indices of the medium. The above
results indicates that for a low energy incident laser pulse in the absence of self-focusing,
the self-phase modulation contribution to the total fluence has a quadratic dependence on
the input pulse energy. The experimental results in Fig. 5-3, in contrast, give a higher-order
dependence. Clearly, self-focusing is an important effect in subpicosecond stimulated
Raman scattering even in the low energy regime.
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(B) MEDIUM ENERGY REGIME:
The medium input energy regime extends from the peak in the ESPM production rate to
the beginning of the plateau in this rate shown (see Fig. 5-4), corresponding to the
moderately hatched region in Fig. 5-7. The strong self-phase modulation production in this
regime leads to suppression of the Stokes radiation, as seen both in Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-6.
The system at these pressures is characterized by both stronger self-phase modulation and
more efficient Stokes production than in the low energy regime.

Due to these two

competing effects at higher pressures, the Stokes energy level for pure hydrogen, at the
onset of suppression, shows no significant dependence on hydrogen pressure. That is, as
the hydrogen pressure increases, Stokes suppression occurs at a lower input energy due to
stronger self-phase modulation, but the Stokes energy at the onset of suppression remains
roughly the same. For hydrogen plus argon, however, the Stokes energy level at the onset
of suppression drops with increasing argon pressure. In this case, the enhanced self-phase
modulation is not countered by a corresponding increase in Stokes production.
To understand how self-phase modulation affects the Stokes radiation production, let
us consider the process of self-phase modulation in some detail.

When a freely

propagating laser beam is focused in a medium, there is always wavelength-dependent
diffraction effect on a convergent laser beam.3 The result is that the frequency components
generated by self-phase modulation tend to propagate in different directions than the
original pump beam. The Stokes part of spectrum tends to propagate inside the original
beam and the anti-Stokes part of spectrum outside the beam. Furthermore, if we consider
self-phase modulation as a four-wave mixing process, one again finds this behavior: the
phase matching conditions for four-wave mixing indicate that the anti-Stokes part of
spectrum tends to propagates outside the original beam and the Stokes part of spectrum
tends to propagate inside this beam. These two effects combine together and enhance the
behavior of frequency-dependent propagation in self-phase modulation. Since both the
3

The propagation of the focused beam by a lens can be described by the diffraction
theory. The resulting focused spot size is porportional to the wavelength[5.28].
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Stokes and anti-Stokes part of the continuum spectrum does not propagate in the same
direction as the original laser pulse, less nonlinear phase modulation results in the region of
interaction with the original laser wavelength. Thus, the continuum spectrum from selfphase modulation decays exponentially on both the Stokes and the anti-Stokes sides of the
original laser spectrum. Furthermore, the short-wavelength wave propagates outside the
original laser beam; the long-wavelength, on the other hand, propagates inside the original
beam. Thus, the anti-Stokes part of spectrum tends to decay faster than the Stokes part of
spectrum.4
The processes of self-phase modulation and frequency-dependent diffraction generate
radiation which propagates away from the original propagation direction of the pump pulse
and, thus, decreases the energy density of this pulse. Given the details of the energy loss,
we can apply the results derived in Subsection 5.2.2 to obtain the total Stokes radiation
output. The relevant process, however, involves both self-phase modulation and frequencydependent diffraction. The equations describing this process are difficult to solve, both
analytically and numerically. Attempts at a solution have not been entirely successful, and
the numerical results do not completely match with the experimental results [5.31, 32].
Below, we will estimate the Stokes radiation output, ignoring the effects of selffocusing, and that none of the energy associated with self-phase modulation, ESPM ,
contributes to the production of Stokes radiation. With these assumptions, we can use the
results from Appendix 5.C and Subsection 5.2.2 to calculate the Stokes radiation. The
expressions we obtain help to elucidate our experimental results.
Consider a laser beam of cross sectional area A propagating through a medium which
interacts with the radiation over distances L. We can regard the frequency components
away from the original spectral width of the incident laser pulse to be propagating away
from the interaction region. Under these conditions, we apply Eq. 5.4-2 and obtain the

4

This phenomenon has been observed in supercontinuum generation in a gas with
femtosecond laser pulses by Corkum’s group[5.29; 30].
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behavior of the field amplitude of the pump laser pulse along the propagation direction z.
We find

⎡ ⎛ n E z′ ⎞ 2 ⎤
E p ( z′, t ′ ) ≈ E p (0, t ′ ) ⎢1 + ⎜ κ 2 i ⎟ ⎥
⎢ ⎝ no τ p A ⎠ ⎥
⎣
⎦

−1/ 4

,

(5.4-3)

where A is the cross section of the laser beam. By considering the local-field effect, we can
incorporate the molecular hyperpolarizability into the expression of the nonlinear refractive
index. With the local-field correction, the third-order nonlinear susceptibility of a gas
medium can be expressed as [5.33]

χ (3) = NL(3)α (3)

(5.4-4a)
4

⎡ ε (1) (ω ) + 2 ⎤
L ≡⎢
⎥⎦ ,
⎣
3
(3)

with

(5.4-4b)

where L(3) is local-field correction factor for the third-order nonlinear susceptibility, α (3) is
the third-order molecular polarizability, and N is the molecular density. The field-corrected
linear dielectric constant ε (1) (ω ) is given by

ε (ω ) = 1 + 4 πχ
(1)

(1)

Nα (1) (ω )
= 1 + 4π
,
1− ( 4π 3) Nα (1)

(5.4-4c)

where α (1) (ω ) is the first-order molecular polarizability. It can be shown that the first-order
local-field effect is normally negligible in the gas medium, because the local induced dipole
interaction between molecules is very small. That is, the local-field correction factor for of
the higher-order nonlinear susceptibility is also approximately independent of the molecular
density. Thus, the nonlinear refractive index of hydrogen gas can be expressed as
n2 = N H2 n2o ( H2 )
with

n2o ( H2 ) ≡

2 π (3) (3)
L α (H 2 ) ,
no

(5.4-5a)
(5.4-5b)

where NH 2 is the molecular density of hydrogen and α (3) (H 2 ) is the third-order molecular
polarizability of hydrogen. Using Eq. 5.2-22b, we next obtain the function ξ(z´) as
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−1/ 2

⎡ ⎛ n E z" ⎞ 2 ⎤
ξ (z' ) = η1η 2 ∫ ⎢1+ ⎜ κ 2 i ⎟ ⎥ dz"
0⎢
⎣ ⎝ no τ p A ⎠ ⎥⎦
2 1/ 2 ⎫
⎧
no η1 η2 τ p A ⎪ n2 Ei z' ⎡ ⎛ n2 Ei z' ⎞ ⎤ ⎪
=
ln ⎨κ
+ ⎢1 + ⎜ κ
⎟ ⎥ ⎬.
κn2
Ei
⎪⎩ no τ p A ⎢⎣ ⎝ no τ p A ⎠ ⎥⎦ ⎪⎭
z'

(5.4-6)

Substituting this result into Eq. 5.2-28a, we obtain the Stokes radiation output in the
presence of self-phase modulation.

In the large stimulated Raman gain limit, the

approximate total transient gain coefficient can be obtained from Eq. 5.2-29 and is given by

Gtotal(z' ) ≈

2 1/ 2 ⎫
⎧
2 λ o τ p η1 η2 ⎪ n2 Ei z' ⎡ ⎛ n2 Ei z' ⎞ ⎤ ⎪
ln ⎨κ
+ ⎢1 + ⎜ κ
⎟ ⎥ ⎬,
π ln 2 n2
⎪⎩ no τ p A ⎢⎣ ⎝ no τ p A ⎠ ⎥⎦ ⎪⎭

(5.4-7)

where we assume the temporal dependence of the laser pulse to be Gaussian, as in Eq. 5.C1b. Then we simplify the equation above to
2⎤
⎡
Gtotal(L ) ≈ CNH 2 ln ⎢ BNH 2 Ei L + 1 + BNH 2 Ei L ⎥ ,
⎣
⎦

(

)

(5.4-8)

where C and B are constants. The dependence of the total transient gain coefficient on NH 2
and Ei is important in understanding the suppression of stimulated Raman scattering.
Let us define lD as the length over which Ei decays to half of its original value.
Applying Eq. 5.C-7, lD can be expressed as
lD =

τ pA
3no
.
κN H2 n2o ( H2 ) Ei

(5.4-9)

Qualitatively, for L << lD , i.e., in the low input energy regime, we can assume that the
energy of the laser pulse does not change appreciably as it traverses the medium, and that
the Stokes radiation production is well described by Carman’s theory. Thus, the Stokes
radiation output has an exponential gain. In contrast, for L >> lD , i.e., in the medium input
energy regime, the effective interaction length of the laser pulse is lD . In this case, the total
transient gain coefficient does not depend on Ei , as the product of lD and Ei is a constant
inversely proportional to the molecular density. That is, the process of self-phase
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modulation, in this regime, is characterized by the effective interaction length lD , which is
inversely proportional to the input pulse energy. Furthermore, in this picture, the onset of
the suppression occurs when the length parameter lD is equal to the interaction length L.
The Stokes radiation production is, therefore, suppressed due to pump depletion arising
from self-phase modulation.
Combining results (5.4-8) and (5.4-9), and noting that the nonlinear refractive index n2
is proportional to the molecular density of hydrogen, we can write the total gain coefficient
in the form
Gtotal(L ) ≈ C' NH 2 ,

(5.4-10)

where C' is a constant. Thus, in the medium energy region, the total Stokes radiation has a
weak dependence on the molecular density of hydrogen. This result is consistent with the
experimental results in Fig. 5-2, where the Stokes radiation energy is approximately a
constant with respect to the molecular density. In reality, however, one cannot neglect selffocusing. Due to this effect, the energy density of the pump beam is larger and the decay of
the pump laser pulse is more rapid than is predicted above. The onset of suppression is
expected to be more dramatic than the simple theory suggests.
Finally, when we introduce argon into the Raman cell, the expression NH 2 no2 (H 2 ) must
be replaced by NH 2 no2 (H 2 ) + NAr n2o ( Ar ) . Equation 5.4-7 is now converted to
Gtotal(z' ) ≈

with

2 λoτ p

η1 η2
π ln 2 n2 ( H2 + Ar )

2 1/ 2 ⎫
⎧
⎪ n2 ( H2 + Ar ) Eiz' ⎡ ⎛ n2 ( H2 + Ar ) Eiz' ⎞ ⎤ ⎪
× ln ⎨κ
+ ⎢1 + ⎜ κ
⎟ ⎥ ⎬
no
τ p A ⎢⎣ ⎝
no
τ p A ⎠ ⎥⎦ ⎪
⎪⎩
⎭

(5.4-11a)

n2 (H2 + Ar ) ≡ N H2 n2o ( H2 ) + N Arn2o ( Ar ) ,

(5.4-11b)

where N Ar is the molecular density of argon and n2o ( Ar ) is the effective nonlinear refractive
index per argon molecule. Thus, Eq. 5.4-8 becomes
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C"N H2

Gtotal(L ) ≈

n2 ( H2 + Ar )

2⎤
⎡
× ln ⎢ B' n2 (H2 + Ar ) Ei L + 1 + ( B' n2 ( H2 + Ar )Ei L ) ⎥
⎣
⎦

(5.4-12)

where C´´ and B´ are constants, and the length parameter becomes
lD =

τpA
τpA
3no
3no
=
.
o
o
κn2 ( H2 + Ar ) Ei
κ NH 2 n2 (H2 ) + N Ar n2 (Ar ) Ei

[

]

(5.4-13)

That is, for a fixed molecular density of hydrogen, the additional argon decreases the length
parameter and pushes the onset of suppression to a lower Ei . This behavior corresponds to
the experimental results in Fig. 5-6. Furthermore, for L >> lD , the total transient gain
coefficient becomes
Gtotal(L ) ≈ D

N H2

N H2 n2o ( H2 ) + N Arn2o ( Ar )

,

(5.4-14)

where D is another constant. We can thus conclude that the Stokes radiation output in the
suppression region decreases with argon pressure, consistent with the results in Fig. 5-6.
(C) HIGH ENERGY REGIME:
As the input energy is increased, the self-phase modulation production rate drops from
its maximum to a constant value independent of the pressure, and then we reach the high
input energy regime. This change is gradual and there is no clear boundary between the
medium and high energy regimes. At input energies above this transition region, however,
the Stokes production rate recovers somewhat and the Stokes energy becomes
approximately linearly dependent upon input energy. The linear dependence of both the
SPM energy and the Stokes radiation on the input energy, in this regime, can be explained
by the break up of the light beam into fine filaments due to strong self-focusing [5.22-24].
Linear stability analysis [5.24] shows that when the input pulse energy density exceeds
a critical value, the laser beam will break up into light filaments. The energy density per
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filament is inversely proportional to the nonlinear refractive index of the material and,
consequently, to the molecular density (see Appendix 5.D). Thus, the laser beam tends to
break into filaments having roughly equal amounts of energy and the total number of
filaments is approximately proportional to the total energy of the laser pulse. The spectral
broadening for each filament depends on the product of the nonlinear refractive index of the
medium and the energy density in that filament; therefore, in any given filament, the spectral
broadening due to self-phase modulation is independent of molecular density and pressure.
While the total number of filaments present depends linearly on input energy, the ESPM in
each cell is the same. One then expects that the overall ESPM of the laser beam will depend
linearly on the total energy of the laser pulse. This behavior contrasts markedly with the
exponential dependence exhibited in the low input energy regime. Since the ESPM in each
cell is independent of the molecular density, the linear dependence of ESPM on Ei in the
high energy regime does not vary with hydrogen pressure. The ESPM production rate too
does not depend on molecular density.

At high input energy, the beam-breaking

phenomenon, which explains the linear dependence of ESPM on Ei , was observed
experimentally.
As is evident from Fig. 5-3, we can fit the relation between ESPM and Ei , in the high
energy regime, with a line:
ESPM = Eo + αEi ,

(5.4-15)

where α is the ESPM production rate at high input energy. Returning to the argument of the
previous paragraph, we see that this parameter actually corresponds to the ratio between the
ESPM per filament and the energy for each filament. We can then rewrite Eq. 5.4-15 as
ESPM = Eo + N fESPM

(

)

= Eo + N f αE f ,

(5.4-16)

where ESPM is the ESPM per filament, N f is the number of filaments, and E f is the energy
per filament. From Fig. 5-4, we find that α is equal to about 0.7 for pure hydrogen.
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The behavior and interpretation of Eo is more complicated. At the onset of beambreaking, Eq. 5.4-15 becomes
c
ESPM
= Eo + αEic ,

(5.4-17)

c
where ESPM
is the critical ESPM and Eic is the critical Ei . Equation 5.4-15 can thus be

rewritten as
c
ESPM − ESPM
= α ( Ei − Eic ) .

(5.4-18)

c
That is, the generation of ESPM
occurs as the laser beam traverses the medium before the

beam breaks up into filaments, i.e., before strong self-focusing starts.

A theoretical

treatment of self-focusing shows that the critical energy for beam breaking is inversely
proportional to the molecular density of the hydrogen [5.21]. Furthermore, if we assume
that there is no self-focusing or weak self-focusing before the beam breaks up, the results of

Fig. 5-8 ESPM offset vs. hydrogen pressure. Each dot represents the Eo
from a curve fitting of ESPM vs. Ei at a particular pressure. The data clearly
shows an inversely linear relation between ESPM offset and hydrogen
pressure.
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c
Appendix 5.C and Eq. 5.4-2 indicate that ESPM
is approximately proportional to Eic .

Therefore, the offset Eo is inversely proportional to the molecular density and therefore to
the hydrogen pressure. This result is consistent with Fig. 5-8, where we plot the offset Eo
as a function of the hydrogen pressure. In addition, from Eq. 5.4-15, we see that for a given
input energy in the high energy regime ESPM is inversely proportional to hydrogen pressure,
with an offset proportional to the input pulse energy. This behavior is shown in Fig. 5.5.
According to linear stability analysis (Appendix 5.D), the growth of small perturbations
in the wavefront of the laser beam is gradual. Thus, the transition to the beam-breaking
regime is not sharp. The laser beam gradually breaks into fine filaments along the path of
interaction with the medium. This behavior, shown in Fig. 5.4, explains the blurred
transition, seen in Fig. 5-7, between the medium energy regime and the high energy regime.
Before the beam breaks up, normal weak self-focusing and self-phase modulation are
important and deplete the pulse energy of the pump beam. When the input energy is above
the critical value for beam breaking, small perturbations in the wavefront of the laser beam
grow, and self-phase modulation of the pump beam saturates.
Also notice that since the filaments created in the high input energy regime all have the
same energy, each filament generates the same amount of Stokes radiation. The Stokes
radiation energy EStokes then should have an approximately linear dependence on the input
pulse energy. This was indeed observed experimentally, as can be seen in Fig. 5-2. This
partial recovery of the Stokes radiation differs from both the exponential growth observed in
the low energy regime and the suppression noted at medium energies.

5.5

Conclusions
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the effect of self-phase modulation and self-

focusing on transient stimulated Raman scattering in high-pressure hydrogen gas. We have
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generalized Carman’s theory of transient stimulated Raman scattering, presented
experimental results on subpicosecond stimulated Raman scattering, and discussed the
effects of self-phase modulation and self-focusing in these experiments. The experimental
and theoretical results presented allow us to divide subpicosecond stimulated Raman
behavior into three regimes depending on the energy of the incident laser pulse: low,
medium, and high energy regimes. In the low energy regime, self-phase modulation has
little effect on transient stimulated Raman scattering, while self-focusing enhances it. The
addition of argon gas to the hydrogen increases self-focusing, consequently lowering the
Stokes radiation threshold. Increasing the input energy results in the suppression of
transient stimulated Raman scattering by self-phase modulation, an effect which is strongly
enhanced with the addition of argon gas. At high input energies, the beam breaks into fine
filaments leading to a partial recovery of the Stokes radiation, as well as a linear dependence
of both the self-phase modulation and Stokes energies on the input energy.
This complicated interplay among transient stimulated Raman scattering, self-phase
modulation, and self-focusing will limit the usefulness of stimulated Raman scattering as a
frequency-shifted light source for ultrashort laser pulses. First, in the transient regime, the
total production of Stokes radiation no longer depends upon the power of the laser pulse.
Second, self-phase modulation depletes the pump beam; therefore, the total stimulated
Raman gain is suppressed. Finally, due to strong self-focusing, beam-breaking of the laser
pulse destroys the beam quality and affects the experimental results. To prevent the beambreakup, one could send the laser pulse into a waveguide to constrain light propagation
inside the medium.
As to the application of stimulated Raman scattering to time-gated imaging, one relies
on a high gain of stimulated Raman scattering and a good laser beam quality. To obtain
good spatial resolution in the time-gated imaging technique, preferably one must use
subpicosecond or femtosecond laser pulses [5.2]. Because of self-phase modulation and
self-focusing, however, one cannot achieve high production of Stokes radiation.
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Furthermore, to amplify the weak ballistic signal one must use intense laser pulses. Such
pulses give rise to strong self-focusing effects, which cause the beam quality to deteriorate,
leading to a loss of image information during stimulated Raman amplification.
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Appendix 5.A
The hyperbolic equations we will solve are

and

∂2
U(ξ , τ ) = U( ξ , τ )
∂ξ∂τ

(5.A-1a)

∂2
W(ξ , τ ) = W( ξ , τ ) .
∂ξ∂τ

(5.A-1b)

The initial conditions are given by

∂U
= W τ=0 = 0 ,
∂ξ τ = 0
U ξ=0

eΓγ
∂W
= E s (0, t ′ )
, and
Fp (t ′ )
∂τ

ξ=0

η2
eΓγ
= −i
E s (0, t ′ )
.
η1
Fp (t ′ )

(5.A-2a)

(5.A-2b)

These equations plus boundary conditions can be solved using Riemann’s method [5.12,
13]. The Riemann function is

Fig. 5.A-1 Contour of Riemann’s integration.
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{

}

R(x,y; ξ , τ ) = I0 2 (x − ξ )(y − τ ) ,

(5.A-3)

where I0 is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function. Fig. 5.A-1 shows the contour of
integration. We choose the path between A and B to be a curve AQB such that along AQ,

τ = 0, and along QB, ξ = 0. The path PA is parallel to the x axis and PB is parallel to the y
axis, where P is some point (ξ, τ). Thus, the Riemann function of Eq. 5.A-3 satisfies the
conditions
R(x = ξ ,y = τ ) = 1,

and

(5.A-4a)

∂R
= 0,
∂x

along PA (y = τ)

(5.A-4b)

∂R
= 0.
∂y

along PB (x = ξ)

(5.A-4c)

Since Eq. 5.A-1a is satisfied in the region S bounded by the contour AQBP, we have from
Riemann’s theorem
⎡ ⎛ ∂2
⎞
⎛ ∂2
⎞⎤
R
U
−
U
−
U
R − R⎟ ⎥dxdy
⎟
⎜
∫∫S ⎢⎣ ⎜⎝ ∂x ∂y
⎠
⎝ ∂ x∂y
⎠⎦
= ∫C( Mdy – Ndx ) = 0 ,
where

(5.A-5a)

1 ⎛ ∂U
∂R ⎞
−U ⎟ ,
⎜R
2 ⎝ ∂y
∂y ⎠

(5.A-5b)

1 ⎛ ∂U
∂ R⎞
⎟.
N = ⎜R
−U
2 ⎝ ∂x
∂x ⎠

(5.A-5c)

M=

The first integration is performed over the region S and the second integration is performed
along the contour C. After some work, the solution of Eq. 5.A-1a can finally be written as
1
1
( RU) A + ( RU )B
2
2
B
B
⎛
⎞
1
∂R
∂U
1 ⎛ ∂U
∂ R⎞
+ ∫ ⎜U
−R
− U ⎟ dx
⎟ dy + ∫ ⎜ R
2 ⎝ ∂y
∂y ⎠
2 ⎝ ∂x
∂x ⎠
A
A
U(ξ , τ ) =

1
1
∂R
∂U
= − ( RU ) A − ( RU )B − ∫ U
dy − ∫ R
dx
2
2
∂
y
∂
x
Q
Q
A
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A

∂R
∂U
+ ∫U
dx + ∫ R
dy .
∂x
∂y
Q
Q
B

B

(5.A-6)

Substituting the initial conditions into the above equation, we obtain the solution
1
1
∂R
U(ξ , τ ) = ( RU) A + ( RU )B + ∫ U
dy .
2
2
∂y
Q
B

(5.A-7)

If we define ϕ ≡ 2 (x − ξ )(y − τ ) , then from Eq. 5.A-3 we have

∂ R 2(x − ξ )
=
I1 (ϕ )
∂y
ϕ
B

∫U

and

Q

(5.A-8)

∂R
dy = η1η2ξ (z ')Fp (t ') ∫ e− Γ (t '−t ") Fp* (t ")E s (0, t ")
∂y
−∞
t'

×

{

I1 2 ξ (z' )[ τ (t' ) − τ (t")]

τ (t' ) − τ (t")

} dt" ,

(5.A-9)

where I1 is the first-order modified Bessel function. We can thus obtain the solution for
the Stokes pulse as
t′

E s ( z′, t ′ ) = E s (0, t ′ ) + η1η2ξ ( z′ )Fp (t ′ ) ∫ e− Γ (t ′ − t ′′ ) Fp* (t ′′ )E s (0, t ′′ )
×

−∞

{

I1 2 ξ (z' )[ τ (t' ) − τ (t")]

τ (t' ) − τ (t")

} dt".

(5.A-10)

Similarly, we can solve Eq. 5.A-1b subject to the same initial conditions. The solution is
given by
B

W(ξ , τ ) = W( 0, 0) − ∫ R
Q

∂W
dy .
∂y

(5.A-11)

Using the results of (5.A-2b) and (5.A-3), we can obtain the solution for the normal
coordinate as
t′

Q* ( z′, t ′ ) = iη1 ∫ e− Γ (t ′ − t ′′ ) Fp* (t ′′ )E s (0, t ′′ )

{

−∞

}

× gp (z' )I0 2 ξ (z' )[τ (t' ) − τ (t")] dt".
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(5.A-12)

Appendix 5.B
Applying results from the theories of stimulated Raman scattering and self-phase
modulation, and assuming the medium to be dispersionless, i.e., the group velocities of the
pump pulse and the Stokes pulse are the same, we obtain the following coupled equations
[5.6]:
∂E p
∂z′

(

2

= iη3 E p + 2 E s

(

2
∂E s
= iη3 E p + 2 E s
∂z′

and

where

)E + iη QE ,

(5.B-1a)

)E + iη Q E ,

(5.B-1b)

2

p

2

1

s

*

s

1

p

⎛ ∂
⎞
+ Γ ⎟ Q* = −iη2E p*E s ,
⎜⎝
⎠
∂t ′

(5.B-1c)

η3 ≡ 2πn2 λ o

(5.B-2)

and n2 is the nonlinear refractive index. Since the pump pulse energy is much larger than
the Stokes pulse energy, i.e., E p  E s , and since there is no bleaching effect of the
ground-state molecules, we can simplify the coupled equations as follows
∂E p
∂z′

and

2

= iη3 E p E p ,

(5.B-3a)

2
∂E s
= i2η3 E p E s + iη1Q*E p ,
∂z′

(5.B-3b)

⎛ ∂
⎞
+ Γ ⎟ Q* = −iη2E p*E s .
⎜⎝
⎠
∂t ′

(5.B-3c)

We will solve these coupled equations following a similar approach as Raymer et al. [5.34].
First, from Eq. 5.B-3a, we obtain the solution for the pump pulse:
2
E p ( z′, t ′ ) = Fp (t ′ )exp ⎡⎢iη3 Fp (t ′ ) z′ ⎤⎥ and g p (z' ) = 1,
⎣
⎦
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(5.B-4)

where Fp (t' ) and g p (z' ) are defined in Eq. 5.2-17. We next take the Laplace transform of
Eq. 5.B-3b, and find

where

2
E s (0, t ′ ) + iη2 Fp (t ′ )q* ⎡⎢ s − iη3 Fp (t ′ ) , t ′ ⎤⎥
⎣
⎦,
es (s, t ′ ) =
2
s − i2η3 Fp (t ′ )

(5.B-5)

E ( z′, t ′ ) ⎞
⎛ es (s, t ′ ) ⎞
⎧E s ( z′, t ′ ) ⎫ ∞
− sz ′ ⎛ s
≡
L
=
d
z
e
′
⎨
⎬
∫
*
⎜⎝ q* (s, t ′ )⎟⎠
⎜⎝ Q* ( z′, t ′ )⎟⎠ .
⎩Q ( z′, t ′ ) ⎭ 0

(5.B-6)

After applying the Laplace transform to Eq. 5.B-3c and substituting Eq. 5.B-5 into the
resulting relation, we obtain the following form for q * (s,t' ):

[

2
⎛ ∂
⎞
⎜
+ Γ ⎟ q* (s,t' ) = −iη2 Fp*es s + iη3 Fp (t' ) ,t'
⎝ ∂t'
⎠
E s (0, t ′ ) + iη2 Fp (t ′ )q* (s, t ′ )
= −iη2 Fp* (t ′ )
.
2
s − iη3 Fp (t ′ )

]
(5.B-7)

We then rewrite Eq. 5.B-7 in the form
2
⎧
η1η2 Fp (t ′ ) ⎫⎪ *
Fp* (t ′ )E s (0, t ′ )
∂ *
⎪
q (s, t ′ ) + ⎨Γ −
q
(s,
t
)
=
−i
η
′
2
2 ⎬
2 .
∂t ′
s − iη3 Fp (t ′ ) ⎪⎭
s − iη3 Fp (t ′ )
⎪⎩

(5.B-8)

From Eq. 5.B-8, we can derive the solution for q * (s, t' )
q (s, t ′ ) = −iη2
*

t′

Fp* (t ′′ )E s (0, t ′′ )

∫ s − iη

−∞

3

Fp (t ′′ )

2

2
⎧⎪
t'
⎫⎪
η1 η2 F p (t' ' ' )
(
)
× exp ⎨−Γ t' −t" + ∫
2 dt' ' ' ⎬dt".
⎪⎩
⎪⎭
t " s − i η3 Fp (t' ' ' )

(5.B-9)

Finally, we obtain the solution for es (s,t' )
es (s, t ′ ) =

E s (0, t ′ )

+

η1η2 Fp (t ′ )

t′

∫

Fp* (t ′′ )E s (0, t ′′ )

2
2
s − iη3 ⎡⎢ Fp (t ′ ) + Fp (t ′′ ) ⎤⎥
⎣
⎦
2
⎧
⎫
t'
⎪
η1 η2 F p (t' '' )
⎪
× exp ⎨−Γ (t' −t") + ∫
(5.B-10)
2
2 dt' '' ⎬dt".
⎪⎩
⎪⎭
t " s − i η3 F p (t' ) + Fp (t' ' ' )

s − iη3 Fp (t ′ )

2

s − iη3 Fp (t ′ )

[
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2

−∞

]

The solutions for E s ( z′, t ′ ) and Q* (z' ,t' ) are simply the inverse Laplace transforms of
Eq. 5.B-9 and Eq. 5.B-10.
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Appendix 5.C
In this appendix, we will derive an expression for the self-phase modulation energy in
hydrogen, assuming there is no self-focusing and effects from stimulated Raman scattering
can be neglected. Before entering the medium, the electric field of the incident laser pulse
can be written as

(

E p (t) = Eo f (t)exp −ω ot + ibt 2

)

(5.C-1a)

⎛ t2 ⎞
f (t) = exp ⎜ − 2 ⎟ ,
⎝ τ ⎠

with

(5.C-1b)

where ω o is the center radial frequency of the light wave, b is the chirp parameter and we
assume the pulse shape is Gaussian. We can then take the Fourier transform of Eq. 5.C-1
and obtain
∞

S(ω ) = ∫ E p (t)exp(iω t)dt
−∞

⎡ (ω − ω o )2 τ 2 ⎤
=
exp ⎢ −
.
2 ⎥
1 − ibτ 2
⎣ 4(1 − ibτ ) ⎦

Eo π τ

(5.C-2)

The function S(ω) gives the frequency dependence of the electric field of the laser pulse.
After sending the laser pulse through the nonlinear optical medium, the electrical field of the
pump pulse becomes
2
E p' (t) = Eo f (t)exp ⎡⎣iη3 Eo f (t)2 L ⎤⎦ exp(−iω ot + ibt 2 ) ,

(5.C-3)

where L is the interaction length and η3 is defined to be 2 πn2 λ o . The frequency
dependence of the electric field associated with self-phase modulation is then found to be
∞

S ′(ω ) = ∫ Eo f (t)exp ⎡iη3 Eo
⎣
−∞

2

(

)

f (t)2 L ⎤ exp −iω ot + ibt 2 exp(iω t)dt .
⎦

(5.C-4)

Let us assume that the temporal dependence of the laser pulse is Gaussian, as in Eq. 5.C-1b.
Since the exponential decays rapidly for times greater than order τ, we may approximate the
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temporal function of the laser pulse, f(t), as 1 − t 2 τ 2 in the integral (5.C-4). With this
approximation, Eq. 5.C-4 becomes

⎡
(ω − ω o )2 τ 2
⎢
S ′(ω ) ≈
exp −
2
⎢ 4 1 + i2η E 2 L − ibτ 2
1 + i2η3 Eo L − ibτ 2
3
o
⎣

Eo π τ

(

)

⎤
⎥.
⎥
⎦

(5.C-5)

The power spectrum of the incident pulse can be obtained from Eq. 5.C-2. We find

⎡ (ω − ω )2 τ 2 ⎤
o
S(ω ) ≈
exp ⎢ −
⎥.
2 2
2 4
⎢⎣ 2 1 + b τ ⎥⎦
1+ b τ
2

Eo πτ 2

(

(5.C-6)

)

We can now obtain ESPM . We need calculate the total energy of all the frequency
components generated by self-phase modulation which are outside the original spectral
region of the incident laser pulse. That is, we sum the power spectrum S' (ω ) , using the
2

[

]

weighting function exp − (ω − ω o ) τ 2 2 (1+ b2 τ 4 ) of Eq. 5.C-6. Let us define the energy
2

density inside the original spectral width of the incident pulse to be Fδ . Using result (5.C4), we can obtain for Fδ
⎡ (ω − ω o )2 τ 2 ⎤
Fδ = B ∫ S' (ω ) exp ⎢ −
⎥ dω
2 4
⎣ 2(1 + b τ ) ⎦
−∞
∞

2

=

(

Bπτ 2 Eo
2

⎧
⎫
⎡ (ω − ω o )2 τ 2 ⎤
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
(ω − ω o )2 τ 2
exp
−
exp
−
dω
⎢
⎥
⎨
∫ ⎢ 2(1 + b 2τ 4 ) ⎥
2 ⎬
2
⎡
⎤
2
−∞
⎪
⎪
⎣
⎦
2 1 + 2η3 Eo L − bτ ⎥
⎪⎩ ⎢⎣
⎦ ⎪⎭
∞

2

1 + 2η3 Eo L − bτ 2

)

2

(

= π 2π Bτ Eo

)

1 + b 2τ 4

2

(

2

2 + b τ + 2η3 Eo L − bτ
2 4

2

)

2

,

(5.C-7)

where B is the normalization constant. In our case, the spectral broadening due to the chirp
is negligible compared with the effect of self-phase modulation. We then ignore the chirp
parameter b, and Fδ becomes
Fδ ≈

π π Bτ Eo

(

2

2

1 + 2 η3 E o L
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)

2

.

(5.C-8)

We define FSPM to be the energy density associated with frequency components other than
those comprising the center spectral range of the incident pulse. That is,
FSPM ≡ Fi − Fδ ,

(5.C-9)

where Fi is the energy density of the incident laser pulse. Because the fluence of the
incident laser pulse is equal to Fδ without any self-phase modulation, we can then
determine the renormalization constant by
cnoτ
2
2
Eo = π π Bτ Eo .
(5.C-10)
2 2π
cno
B is determined to be B =
. Therefore, without self-focusing, the self-phase
2 2π 2
Fi =

modulation contribution is given by
FSPM ≈ Fi −

(

Fi
2

1 + 2 η3 E o L
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)

2

.

(5.C-11)

Appendix 5.D
To study the beam-breaking regime, we follow the treatment of Suydam [5.24]. Let us
first derive the general optical equation describing self-focusing and self-phase modulation.
For a quasi-monochromatic plane wave propagating along the z direction in a nonlinear
optical medium, the wave equation takes the form
∆⊥ E(r, z, t) +

∂2
1 ∂2
4 π ∂ 2 NL
E(r,
z,
t)
−
D(r,
z,t)
=
P (r, z, t)
∂ z2
c2 ∂ t2
c2 ∂ t2

(5.D-1)

D(r, z, t) ≡ E(r,z, t) + 4 πP (1) (r, z, t)

with

∫ ε (ω + η)E (ω + η ) exp [ikz − i(ω + η)t ] dη

(5.D-2)

E(r, z,t) = E (r, z,t)exp(ikz − iω t) ,

(5.D-3)

and

where r describes the transverse variation of the field amplitude and ∆⊥ = ∂ 2 ∂ x 2 + ∂ 2 ∂x 2 .
Following standard procedure [5.21], we assume
P NL = P (3) = χ (3) E E ,

(5.D-4)

∂ 2 NL
≈ −ω 2 P NL ,
2 P
∂t

(5.D-5)

2

and apply the slowly varying amplitude approximation. The equation describing selffocusing and self-phase modulation is then found to be
Δ ⊥E (r, z,t) + i

2noω ⎛ ∂ 1 ∂ ⎞
4πω 2 (3)
2
+
E
(r,
z,t)
=
−
χ E E
⎜
⎟
2
c ⎝ ∂z vg ∂t ⎠
c

(5.D-6)

where v g is the group velocity of the light wave in the medium, no is the linear refractive
index, and the nonlinear refractive index, n2 , is equal to 2 πχ(3) no . Using the temporal
transformation, t' = t − z vg , we can further simplify this equation to

4πω 2 (3)
2noω ∂
2
Δ ⊥E (r, z, t ′ ) + i
E (r, z, t ′ ) = − 2 χ E E .
c ∂z
c
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(5.D-7)

Neglecting the temporal variation of the field amplitude or, alternatively, separating the
temporal and spatial dependence of this quantity, allows us to focus on the spatial variation
under the effect of the nonlinear refractive index. Let us define A and φ to be the amplitude
and the phase, respectively, of E, i.e., E = A exp(iφ ) . We introduce small perturbations of
U and Φ into A and φ respectively by writing
A ≡ Ao (1 + U )

(5.D-8a)

φ ≡ φo + Φ .

(5.D-8b)

and

Substituting these expressions into Eq. 5.D-7, and linearizing the result gives
∆⊥ U +
and

12πω 2 (3) 2
2n ω ∂Φ
χ Ao U = o
2
c
c ∂z

(5.D-9a)

2no ω ∂U
=0,
c ∂z

(5.D-9b)

∆⊥ Φ +

where Ao and φ o are the unperturbed plane wave solutions of Eq. 5.D-7, and U and Φ are
small perturbations of A and φ in the transverse direction. We now set
U ≡ u(z)exp(ik ⋅r )

(5.D-10a)

Φ ≡ ϕ (z)exp(ik ⋅ r )

(5.D-10b)

and obtain
2

⎞
∂ 2 u ⎛ kc ⎞ ⎛ 12 πω 2 (3) 2
χ Ao − k 2 ⎟ u = 0
⎟ ⎜
2 −⎜
2
∂z ⎝ 2no ω ⎠ ⎝ c
⎠

(5.D-11a)

2

and

⎞
∂ 2 ϕ ⎛ kc ⎞ ⎛ 12 πω 2 (3) 2
χ Ao − k 2 ⎟ ϕ = 0 ,
⎟ ⎜
2 −⎜
2
∂z
⎠
⎝ 2no ω ⎠ ⎝ c

(5.D-11b)

where k 2 = k 2x + ky2 . We find that the perturbed solutions are unstable if
12 πω 2 (3)
2
χ Ao − k 2 > 0 .
2
c
That is, u and ϕ must be proportional to exp(α z) with
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(5.D-12)

2

⎛ kc ⎞ ⎛ 12 πω 2 (3)
⎞
2
α =⎜
χ Ao − k 2 ⎟ .
⎟ ⎜
2
⎠
⎝ 2no ω ⎠ ⎝ c
2

(5.D-13)

The growth rate is maximum when
k2 =

6πω 2 (3) 2
χ Ao
c2

(5.D-14)

3πω (3) 2
χ Ao .
cno

(5.D-15)

and is given by

αM =

From Eq. 5.D-12 through 15, Suydam et al. conclude that the growth rate of the filaments
depends on k x2 + k 2y and not on k x and k y individually. The linearized theory also indicates
that there exists a minimum spatial scale below which transverse perturbations are unstable.
The exponential growth of small perturbations breaks the xy plane into rectangular cells of
dimensions a by b. Since k x = 2 π a and k y = 2π b ,
1 ⎞ 6 πω 2 (3)
2
⎛1
4π 2 ⎜ 2 + 2 ⎟ =
χ Ao ,
2
⎝a
b ⎠
c

(5.D-16)

whence the area of a cell is
ab =

⎛ 1 + ρ2 ⎞
4 πc 2
⎟,
2⎜
3ω 2 χ (3) Ao ⎝ 2 ρ ⎠

(5.D-17)

where ρ is the aspect ratio b⁄a. Since the intensity of the laser pulse is given by
I=
and

no c
2
Ao
2π

n2 =

2 π (3)
χ ,
no

(5.D-18)
(5.D-19)

the power per unit cell is then
Wcell =

c λ 2o ⎛ 1+ ρ 2 ⎞
⎜
⎟.
3πn2 ⎝ 2 ρ ⎠

(5.D-20)

Clearly, the power per cell depends on cell shape and is minimum for ρ = 1, i.e., for a
square cell.
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Chapter 6
Concluding remarks

Femtosecond laser pulses have been used to investigate the ultrafast laser-induced
disordering of GaAs within these pulses. When the pulse width is much shorter than the
carrier energy relaxation time through electron-phonon scattering, one- and multi-photon
interband transitions and cascade excitation can excite the valence electrons in
semiconductors efficiently within the pulse width. About 1 × 1022 cm-3 of free carrier
density is expected to be generated from a laser pulse of the disorder fluence. These freeconducting carriers can then make the lattice structure unstable.
The excitation of the high-density carriers can weaken the average bonding force of
semiconductors. When the critical density is reached, the lattice ions can move freely
without returning to their equilibrium positions and the structure then is undergone a
phase transition. Along this physical picture, the ultrafast disordering of semiconductors
is expected to always take place within the pulse width without any more constraints.
Thus, the second-harmonic generation will decay to zero within a shorter pulse width
than 165 fs.
Since nonlinear carrier generation processes are expected to dominate over the linear
one-photon absorption for femtosecond laser pulses, the critical carrier density can be
reached with a weak dependence of laser wavelength. For example, the disorder fluence

of silicon and gallium arsenide are approximately equal with femtosecond laser pulses.
Nevertheless, using a pump pulse with a different wavelength can confirm this
conjecture. To further investigate the excited carrier density, a femtosecond transmission
pump-probe experiment on a thin film of semiconductors is required to determine the
strength of various carrier generation processes and the electron distribution.
After the ultrafast disordering of GaAs, the dielectric constant of the transient liquid
phase can be determined from the experimental results. The result indicates that the
transient fluid is less conducting than the equilibrium liquid GaAs. A simple Drude
model cannot explain the experimental data, suggesting possible residual covalent bonds
in this liquid phase. Nevertheless, the ellipsometric spectroscopy is required to further
study the properties of the transient liquid phase.
Below the disorder threshold, the second-harmonic generation is proved to be a more
useful and sensitive technique than the linear reflectivity and can be used to study the
carrier recombination dynamics.

Auger recombination is the dominant carrier

recombination process during 1-2 ps after the pump pulse. The experimental data
suggests that a dynamic screening model is required to explain the fast recombination at
the high carrier density. The long-time lattice heating, on the other hand, can be studied
by both linear reflectivity and second-harmonic generation, because both techniques
provide the same lattice heating rate.
The self-phase modulation in a single-mode fiber can provide a convenient tunable
light source. Due to the Gaussian-like propagating mode in a single-mode fiber, the
spatial profile of the resulting supercontinuum is uniform. The high-efficiency dye
amplifier combined with the spatial-profile preserving prism cells produce high-quality,
high-energy, femtosecond laser pulses. This design provides the required facility to
perform high-energy pump-probe experiments as well as transient nonlinear laser
spectroscopy. In addition, with appropriate control in the phase of femtosecond laser
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pulses, new kinds of nonlinear laser spectroscopy can be developed to study various
dynamic processes of materials.
The effects of self-phase modulation and self-focusing on the Stokes radiation
production in hydrogen have been studied with subpicosecond laser pulses. Self-phase
modulation can suppress the production of Stokes radiation in the medium energy region.
Self-focusing, on the other hand, increase the power density of the laser beam and
enhance the Stokes production. In the high energy region, strong self-focusing breaks up
the laser beam into fine filaments, which suppress self-phase modulation. The Stokes
radiation recovers partially.

The suppression of Stokes radiation by self-phase

modulation limits the maximum stimulated Raman gain using ultrashort laser pulses.
The strong self-focusing can break up the spatial profile of the laser beam and limit its
usage in the time-gated imaging. Thus, these two nonlinear optical effects limit the usage
of stimulated Raman scattering in subpicosecond and femtosecond domains.
Femtosecond laser pulses not only can provide the necessary time resolution to study
various ultrafast dynamic processes but also can be used to induce transient processes to
distinguish from other slower processes. Furthermore, the development of ultrafast
nonlinear laser spectroscopy also enhances the usage of these ultrashort laser pulses in
studying the physical properties of materials. More research using these laser pulses are,
therefore, expected to come in the near future.
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